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Vowels

6.1. After thorough consideration, we have chosen to include eight vowels in our
analysis of Mandarin phonology: /i, y, ù, u÷ e, °, o÷ a/ (with 21 taxophones, as we
will soon see). In ˙ 6.1-a, the various vocoids and their taxophones –\ contextual
allophones– are grouped by phonemes; while, in ˙ 6.1-b, we present the same tax-
ophones arranged in ‘functional' sets: /z!, zn, zW/. Let us start by systematically con-
sidering each phoneme and its most typical realizations in neutral pronunciation.

6.1.1. «rst, we find the close (high) front phoneme i /i/ (but notice that we use
œ for /ù/, as we will see below, ¬ § 6.3 “ following): />!j≥i, >!j≥in, >!j≥iW/ <>!j≥i, >!j≥In,
>!j≥àW≤ (C/y)i˚ (C/y)in˚ (C/y)i˙\ <&ji≤ /&ji/ yï˚ <'n¤¤≤ /'ni/ nî˚ <"jIn≤ /"jin/ yìn˚ <&QIn≤
/&⁄in/ jïn˚ <(j`„≤ /(jiW/ yí˙˚ <&QàW≤ /&⁄iW/ jï˙˘

Too many Chinese authors, in teaching beginners the fundamentals of Chinese
pronunciation, avoid IPA, which they use in an extremely poor way, unsatisfacto-
rily derived from pïnyïn˘ On the contrary, a good phonic transcription is the most
useful way to actually teach and learn Chinese pronunciation (as for any other lan-
guage), because it is not a purely decorative embellishment, ‘just to make it look
better'. Quite the opposite, in fact.

6.1.2. Secondly, there is the close (high) front-central rounded phoneme å /y/,
with a fairly limited distribution: />!J≥y, >!J≥yn/ <>!J≥y, >!J≥Yn≤.

<e o‚cial orthography adopts å only in nå and lå, while leaving u unmarked
in ju(n)˚ qu(n)˚ xu(n)˚ yu(n). We see no advantage in doing so and prefer to keep a
friendly å anywhere: jß /&⁄y/ <&Qy≤˚ qƒ /'⁄·y/ <'qx¥¥≤˚ xŸ /(sy/ <(©¥≤˚ yƒ /'Jy/ <'J¥¥≤˚ jßn
/&⁄yn/ <&QYn≤˚ q∂n /"⁄·yn/ <"qxYn≤˚ xŸn /(syn/ <(©Î~≤˚ y∂n /"Jyn/ <"JYn≤˘

More conveniently, pïnyïn could have used zå˚ cå˚ så˚ yå, by phonemically in-
terpreting these syllables as we do: /⁄y, ⁄·y, sy/ <Qy, qxy, ©y≤.

6.1.3. In addition, we find a back rounded vowel, u /u/ (<u≤ not to be confused with
British English ‘/u:/' –or, better, /uu/– whose various taxophones are rather back-central,
and often diphthongized): güdù /&ku"tu/ <«gu"Tu≤˚ wûrû /'wu'ru/ <“wu'r¨¨≤.
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6.1.4. Following, we have the open (low) vowel a /a/, with its distributions and var-
ious taxophones: />c≥a!, >w/c≥an, >j≥aW, waW/ <>c≥a, >w/c≥An, >j≥aW, wìW≤. A few examples:
äza /&a⁄a/ <&öa/Üa, -»ºa≤˚ tà /(t·a/ <(txå≤˚ ân /'an/ <'öÅÅ~≤˚ pán /"p·an/ <"pxAn≤˚ pá˙ /"p·aW/
<"pxaW≤˚ wân /'wan/ <'wÅÅ~≤˚ yá˙ /"jaW/ <"jaW≤˚ wâ˙ /'waW/ <'wœœ„≤.

As far as ¸jan, Jan¸ are concerned, we think they are better represented by /jen,
Jen/ (in spite of the o‚cial rendering with -an): yán /"jen/ <"j=n≤˚ diân /'tjen/ <'Tj≠≠~≤˚
yåàn /(Jen/ <(J±~≤˚ qåán /"⁄·Jen/ <"qxJ+n≤.

6.1.5. <e vocalic inventory of neutral Chinese continues with three mid vow-
el phonemes (lower-mid): e /e, °/, o /o/. Since the interjection Å! is rather theoret-
ical, the only environment where we find /e/ <e≤ alone (\ not combined in diph-
thongs, /ei, ae/) is in the two sequences /je!, Je!/ <je, Je≤.

Pïnyïn writes ye˚ when lacking a graphic initial; otherwise, ie\ jiê˚ qië˚ xié˚ niè˚ liè
/'⁄je, &⁄·je, "sje, (nje, (lje/ <'Qj™™, &qxje, "©je, (nj™, (lj™≤, and so on. Any combina-
tion is permitted, except fie and Òie˚ Ìie˚ ie˚ rie (since the Chinese post-alveolars
cannot match with /j/).

As far as *zie˚ *cie˚ *sie and *gie˚ *kie˚ *hie are concerned, they have historically
merged into the single series jie˚ qie˚ xie˚ seen above. (Interestingly, some characters
of the Peking Opera –Jï˙jŸ /&⁄iW(⁄y/ <«¬àW(Q¥≤– often chant their lines using a form
of stage pronunciation which still retains archaic syllables, like zie and sia˙.)
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˙ 6.1-a. Mandarin fundamental vowels and taxophones, grouped by phoneme (¬ ˙ 6.1-∫).

/i/, /y/
/M/, /u/

/a/

/™/

/X/, /ø/

/X/ (Én, w‘n÷ X, X[x]|, ’xò÷ x,, w0,)

/i/ (òji, òöi, 0i, -i[i]|, In, ¤,)
/u/ (òwu, òöu, 0u, -u[u]|)

/™/ (j™, j™[Ä]|÷ ¥™, ¥™[Ä]|÷ jEn÷ ¥Än)

/ø/ (jP,, o,÷ wø, wø[x]|)

/y/ (ò¥y, òöy, 0y, -y[y]|, Yn)

/a/ ([w]Ån÷ a, a[a]|, a,÷ ja, ja[a]|, ja,÷ wa, wa[a]|)÷ (wA,)

/M/ (M, -M[M]|, ºR, -R[R]|)



For the latter sequence, we have jue˚ que˚ xue and yue˚ but låe and nåe (no other com-
binations occur, even those which might be articulated without problems, like måe).
But, more friendly, as with with å(n), ‘our own' pïnyïn will always show åe, instead: jåê˚
qåë˚ xåé˚ nåè˚ låè /'⁄Je, &⁄·Je, "sJe, (nJe, (lJe/ <'QJ™™, &qxJe, "©Je, (nJ™, (lJ™≤.

6.1.6. <e back-central vowel e /°/ plays an important role, in giving Mandarin
its distinctive sound, and shows the following distributions: e˚ er˚ en˚ wen/Cun˚
e˙˚ we˙ />!ö≥°!, >!ö≥°r; >!ö≥°n, w°n; >!ö≥°W, w°W/ <>!ö≥°>§|≥, >!ö≥°s; >!ö≥En, w%n; >!ö≥§W,
w0W≤. A few examples: këkè /&k·°(k·°/ <«k≈°(kx#>@|≥≤˚ _öu Ënlái /&cou&ö°n"lae/
<&CoU«öEn"lAE, -«öEl"lAE≤˚ érqiê /"°r'⁄·je/ <“ö°s'qxj™™≤˚ gënbên /&k°n'p°n/ <«gEm-
'PÈÈ~≤˚ Sün Wén /&sw°n"w°n/ <«sw%n"w%n≤˚ fë˙ë˙ /&f°W&ß°W/ <«f§W&ß§W≤, fúwë˙
/(fu&w°W/ <[f¨&w0W≤˘

6.1.7. «nally, o />!ö≥o/ <>!ö≥o>§|≥≤˚ which can occur in the interjections o!˚ yo! /öo,
jo/ <o>§|≥, jo>§|≥≤˚ or can be preceded by /w/ in the sequences mo˚ bo˚ po˚ fo˚ wo/Cuo
/mwo, pwo, p·wo, >c≥wo/ <mo>§|≥, ∏o>§|≥, πXo>§|≥, ƒo>§|≥, >c≥wo>§|≥≤. A few exam-
ples: mómò /"mwo(mwo/ <“mo(mø>@|≥≤˚ luòtuo /(lwo7t·wo/ <“Êo"πXo>§|≥≤ /"pwo-
"p·wo/ bópó˚ <[lwøƒtwø>@|≥≤˚ zuò cuò /(⁄wo(⁄·wo/ <{ºwo(⁄Xwø>@|≥≤˚ há˙yö /"haW-
&jo/ <“HìW&jo≤˚ ò! /(öo/ <(öø>@|≥≤.

As far as (i)o˙ is concerned, a traditional approach favors ‘/>j≥uW/', and we con-
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˙ 6.1-b. Mandarin fundamental vowels and taxophones, grouped by syllables: /z!, zn, zW/.

(y)i /[j]i/ (ji, 0i, -i[i]|)
 (l-n)ü˚ yü “ (q-j-x)ü 

 /[¥]y/ (¥y, 0y, -y[y]|)

(c-z-s)ï /M/ (M, -M[M]|)
(w)u /[w]u/ (wu, 0u, -u[u]|)

e /X/ (X, X[x]|, ’xò)
(u)o˚ (w)o /wø/ (wø, wø[x]|)

a /a/ (a, a[a]|)˚ ia˚ ya /ja/ (ja, ja[a]|) ua˚ wa /wa/ (wa, wa[a]|)

ie˚ ye /j™/ (j™, j™[Ä]|)
 (l-n)üe˚ yüe “ (q-j-x)üe 

 /¥™/ (¥™, ¥™[Ä]|)

yün “ [q-j-x)ün /[¥]yn/ ([¥]Yn)

uan˚ wan /wan/ (wÅn)
an /an/ (Ån)

en /Xn/ (Én)
un˚ wen /wXn/ (w‘n)ian˚ yan /j™n/ (jEn)

 yüan “ (q-j-x)ün /¥™n/ (¥Än)

 (y)in /[j]in/ ([j]In)

a˙ /a,/ (a,), ia˙˚ ya˙ /ja,/ (ja,) ua˙˚ wa˙ /wa,/ (wA,)

o˙ /ø,/ (o,)
io˙  ̊yo˙ /jø,/ (jP,)

ue˙˚ we˙ /wX,/ (w0,)e˙ /X,/ (x,)

(y)i˙ /[j]i,/ ([j]¤,)



sider it as perfectly legitimate (along with ‘/JuW/', for mediatic taxophones). None-
theless, we have observed that <9W≤ and <jOW≤ are by far the most typical neutral re-
alizations, and the phonemic status bestowed on /o/ suggests us to switch to the
more realistic />j≥oW/ (because of its taxophones). Two examples will su‚ce: gö˙-
gò˙ /&koW(koW/ <«g9W(KÔ„≤˚ qió˙jiô˙ /"⁄·joW'⁄joW/ <“q≈jOW'QjØØ„≤.

Phonemic conciseness ÿÿ realism: the interphonemic choice

6.2. We are perfectly aware that from an intraphonemic point of view, \ just
within the (Mandarin) Chinese language, <°, E, %, §, 0≤ and <e≤ could –or should–
be considered as taxophones of the same phoneme. Besides, in contact with labi-
als [mo˚ bo˚ po˚ fo˚ ou˚ wo/Cuo], <o≤ could be considered as a variant of /°/ too, as
many Chinese phonologists do (÷IPA ‘/w°/' or ‘/w*/'). In that case, a more ‘Solo-
monic' symbol would be the ubiquitous ‘/*/', or –even better– the same ‘/%/' that
we have employed in our simplified booklet on Mandarin Pronunciation for
Italians (2010) as a practical passe-partout for the various occurrences of /°/: <%≤
(while keeping <e, o≤ apart, as /e, o/, for the reasons given above).

We are confident in our interphonemic choice to list /e, o/ among the vowel
phonemes of Mandarin Chinese. Anyway, more restricted (certainly, more ab-
stract, because intraphonemic) inventories are possible as well – and, in fact, fre-
quently adopted by many authors. Our approach is di‡erent and has been duly
motivated, yet our readers might find it interesting to try out and compare various
solutions, to evaluate the pros and cons of each one.

6.2.1. <us, for the sake of completeness and par condicio, we present here one
of such vowel inventories (coherent, nonetheless, with the same rigourous princi-
ples applied to our analysis throughout this book): /i, y÷ *, a÷ ù, u/.

Accordingly, our /je, Je, ei÷ wo, >j≥ou, >j≥oW/ should appear as ‘/j*, J*, *i÷ w*,
>j≥*u, >j≥w*W/' (or ‘/>j≥uW/', for the last one, as previously noted). In other words, our
/e, o/ would be treated as taxophon(em)es of the ubiquitous ‘/*/', when in contact
with /i, j/ or /u, w/. Inevitably, /ae, ao/ should revert to their traditional render-
ings ‘/ai, au/' (though detached from phonetic reality as they can be).

Up to this point, one may feel content with this and put up with the double or
triple mental passages needed to switch from such a highly sketchy phonematogra-
phy to something loosely resembling actual pronunciation, not to mention a pas-
sably accurate phonography.

But some problems arise when trying to render Å! and o!, two very common in-
terjections (unlike e!]˘ In our analysis, we do not have to think twice: /e, o/ (usual-
ly: ̀ !˚ ò! /(e, (o/ <(™, (ø≤, but Chinese dictionaries permit any toneme for both, with
great paraphonic liberty, including possible additional timbres, <(», (≠÷ (Ô, (ã≤).

<e point is that interjections and onomatopoeia are written down in Chinese
characters too, as any other lexemes, which may lead to think that they can be lex-
icalized and phonemicized accordingly. <is is debatable, since ‘unorthodox'
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phones appear sporadically in any languages, precisely in interjections and ono-
matopoeia, but are not generally included in their phonemic inventory.

6.2.2. A glaring example: in Italian, laughter is represented by ah ah ah! (or some-
thing like that); the basic pronunciation should be something like ("[h]a: ha'ha;),
but we can actually hear anything ranging between <≈, W, x, ·, –, h÷ +, A, a, $, %, ì,
^, §≤, just to list a few. None of these belong to a neutral pronunciation, of course,
except <a≤, \ the phoneme /a/. Now, how should we treat this?

In fact, /≈/ is a xenophoneme in Italian; as such, it is frequently omitted, and of-
ten it has to be: an English loan like hi-fi is currently pronounced (ai'fa;i), while
(hai'fa;i) would be regarded as pedantic or a‡ected. But ah ah ah! is purely Italian;
thus, the only solution to represent it is accepting <≈≤ as an incidental phoneme,
/>≈≥/ – to say, a phone that deserves to be exceptionally phonemicized (as a stylis-
tic phoneme, for paraphonic purposes), without actually being a fully functional
element of Italian phonology (as in Canepari {2004˚ particularly Ã 2-6}, or, more
concisely {2007”, Ã 3: Italian}).

6.2.3. Should we want to stick to the ‘/i, y÷ *, a÷ ù, u/' scheme rigidly, there
would be little choice but retaining />e, o≥/ as incidental phonemes –\ para-
phonemes– in Chinese, like />Ñ≥/ (which, more exactly, is rather a xenophoneme). To
make it even more captious, one may go as far as treating <e, o≤ as incidental
monophthongizations of ‘/*i, ai/' and ‘/*u, au/' respectively, still failing to transcribe
them unequivocally. We presume that our readers have done the maths and drawn
their own conclusions: a ‘skeletal' phonology may appear logical and easy to re-
member, but it is not necessarily practical and easy to use.

We prefer, instead, to regard ‘/ä/' as an archiphoneme and to split it into three
di‡erent semi-phonemes (so to say): /e, °, o/. It has to be underlined that these are
not the same as incidental phonemes: they are true phonemes, but simply not ‘cru-
cial' ones. In fact, native speakers may perceive no di‡erence between <oU≤ and
<°U≤, for instance, or <AE, Ae≤ and <AI≤, as well as between <uW, UW≤ and <9W, oW≤;
but we insist –once more– that phonology has to be internally coherent, but also
as useful and explicit as possible.

<at is why we have departed from the ÷ñ tradition of employing only o‚-
cial symbols at the phonemic level; and, according to the most adamant tradition-
alists, not merely o‚cial, but as near to their graphemic counterparts as possible,
too! Consequently, we should have even used ‘/«/' instead of the nearly-passable
‘/*/', since there is no opposition between <«, e, =, %, °≤, Æ!

Fortunately, the latter practice has been dismissed, but the former still rules the
land: as a consequence, most English dictionaries continue to employ ‘/«/' to rep-
resent modern British /e/ <e≤, for which o‚cial /=/ would be better than /«/ (but it
is finally, and happily, gaining popularity among scholars).l

6.2.4. In some analyses of Chinese, we find sober compromises like ‘/«, °, 9/'
or, better, ‘/=, °, /', but also masterpieces of schizophrenia, such as ‘/«, °, /' or ‘/=,
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°, 9/' – and even ‘/=, *, °, 9/', mixing phones and phonemes! <is is highly confus-
ing (not only) for foreign learners, who often rely on these poor examples of ÷ñ
misuse to build their own Mandarin phon(em)ic inventory, when first attempt-
ing to learn pïnyïn and pronounce the language.

For example, native speakers of French, Italian, Portuguese and German con-
sider /e/ as actually (e), not certainly ‘anything in between <e≤ and (x)' (and /'E/ is
(E) as well, in those languages; neutral German even distinguishes between ‘/'e:, 'E:,
'E/' (e:, ™:, E)). „at foreign learners really need is a phonemic scheme devised ac-
cording to interphonemic principles\ realism and multilingual applicability. In
practical terms, this means choosing, for each phoneme, the symbol that encom-
passes all the taxophones (or may be able, at least, to suggest most of them), with-
out discriminating between symbols.

6.2.5. In ˚ñ, there is no such thing: a symbol is a symbol, and if it is best for
its task, we employ it. So, even at first glance, Mandarin (but also English, Spanish,
and Japanese) /e, o/ suggest that the learner is dealing with something di‡erent
from <«, 9≤ and <=, O≤, while at the same time implying a certain auditory and ar-
ticulatory resemblance with both pairs. Besides, while our /e/ is able to cover suc-
cessfully <e, =, +≤, ‘/«/' makes it necessary to revive the unrealistic ‘/jan, Jan/', to
explain yan˚ yåan <j=n, J+n≤.

Multilingual applicability is the other advantage of the interphonemic ap-
proach, in that it helps polyglots (or those who aim at being such), and phoneti-
cians build a sort of personal, constantly growing ‘phon(em)ic mindset'. <ey can
resort safely to it, when attempting to learn –or analyze– another language, or im-
prove their own pronunciation of one they already know.

Just mastering <«, e, =≤ and <9, o, O≤ helps us avoid gross faux pas in most
European languages and Japanese (and Chinese, as we have seen!), but also im-
proves our understanding of di‡erent accents.

For instance, English awe /'ø:/ is ('ø:) in modern Standard British, but ('o;o) in
Mediatic British, and ('O:) in most American accents. To an untrained ear accustomed
to hear and speak only American English, ('o;o) may easily suggest owe /'ø¨/ ('ø;¨) at
first, but once the listeners are able to detect (o) in isolation, they would promptly
recognise a mono-timbric diphthong like ('o;o), and distinguish it from ('ø;¨) (also
guided by the meaning of actual words).

On the phonemic status of -œ

6.3. <is last vowel phoneme requires a longer, but necessary, explanation, al-
most a chapter on its own. <is is due to the fact that many Chinese scholars keep
a conservative approach to Mandarin phonetics, being largely influenced by the
assumptions of some pioneers in the field, the Swedish sinologist Karlgren among
them. It is nearly given for granted, thus, that Mandarin has two retroflex –or api-
cal– vowels. But, in our view, both belong to the same phoneme.
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We strongly support ‘/ù/' as the phonemicization of what pïnyïn transcribes as
i after z˚ c˚ s and Ò˚ Ì˚ ˚ r. As explained below –° Ã 9: Chinese Consonants– we
adopt œ instead, in order to mark, even at the graphemic level, and in parallel to
/ù/, that we are dealing with another fundamental component of Mandarin
phonology, not with some mysterious taxophones of /i/.

<e first author of this book is firmly determined to state that, unfortunately,
there are ‘phonologists' who posit such senseless and unreasonable ‘rules', which fol-
low the absurd Soviet ‘phonemic' principle by which a consonant can determine
the change in quality of a following vowel, instead of the opposite. <is happens
when the obvious two Russian phonemes /i, …/ are schizophrenically mystified as a
unique and unnatural ‘/i/' entity. On the contrary, it is more natural and clearly
simple that it is a vowel that can change the quality of a preceding consonant.

<us, instead of ‘/sa, si, ßi, ci/', for <sa, sù, ßR, ci≤ (pïnyïn: sa˚ xi˚ i˚ Ci]˚ we posit
/sa/ and /ci/, but /sù, ßù/, by a clear and natural assimilation process – and, accord-
ingly, we write: sa˚ sœ˚ œ˚ Ci˘ Our choice falls upon /ù/, as this appears to better rep-
resent all the taxophones emerged from long and accurate analyses of numerous
recordings of neutral Mandarin voices (especially those of professionally trained
speakers).

6.3.1. Many –if not all– Sinologists favor two symbols not enclosed in the ÷ñ
inventory: q, Q; the former to represent œ in zœ˚ cœ˚ sœ˚ the latter, œ in Òœ˚ Ìœ˚ œ˚ rœ.
<ough called ‘vowels', both are often presented as ‘syllabic constrictives' (although
they are approximants; and note that we prefer ‘intense' to ‘syllabic', which is less
ambiguous), totally assimilated to the point of articulation of the contoid that
comes before them. (<ey are often –but not systematically– considered as two
distinct phonemes, though they clearly are in complementary distribution. But,
the prevailing theory is that they are simply some queer taxophones of /i/).

A very similar view is shared by the International Phonetic Association, which,
in the 2003 issue of its Journal, accepted an article which proposed ‘≥' as a unified
expedient to represent both q, Q. <e ‘o‚cial' descriptions of these two pho-
n(em)es, thus, are ‘(apico)laminal denti-alveolar' approximant and ‘apical postalveo-
lar' approximant, respectively. None can be entirely accepted.

6.3.2. Correctly, no groove is assigned to the first contoid, which nevertheless
cannot be described as a full approximant (in our system, the proper symbol would
be <¡≤), nor is it totally assimilated to /⁄>·≥, s/: in that case, we should perceive a
continuous ‘buzz', though lighter than that of <Ω≤. 

More realistically, we have a vocoid, <ù≤, with negligible assimilation to the pre-
ceding segment: in fact, just a very short portion of the vocoid –its contiguous part
to /⁄>·≥, s/– exhibits a certain degree of co-articulation, but this is absolutely auto-
matic, and need not be indicated in phonetic transcriptions, let alone in a phone-
mic one! We admit that an intense semi-approximant, <R≤ (while <¡≤, seen above, is
a plain intense approximant), may result auditorily quite similar to <ù≤, but the
articulatory nature of this phone is primarily vocalic.
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To sceptical ¸ traditionalist readers, we suggest a simple experiment, provided
they can pronounce Chinese at least decently: articulate a long, slow and emphatic
s⁄, paying attention to any transition from s to ⁄˘ If this is done correctly, the result
should resemble something like ˇ&s:zΩ≤¡Rù:‹. (In this time of majestic technolog-
ical achievements, many instrumental, ‘acoustic', phoneticians underestimate the
importance of kinaesthesia and proprioceptive abilities. To those interested in ‘re-
deeming' themselves, we may suggest Catford, 1988).

<is being said and recognized, yet we have to determine what really matters
–\ what is important and ‘typical'– and what is simply the outcome of inevitable
(but secondary) adjustments. From this point of view, it appears reasonable to skip
even intense (or ‘syllabic') ˇz, Ω, Z, ≤, ƒ, ’‹ and to keep only <ù≤ as the real dis-
tinctive element of sœ <sù≤, which we therefore phonemicize as /sù/ (with /⁄>·≥ù/,
too), clearly discarding ‘≥' and similar questionable expedients.

6.3.3. A slightly di‡erent criterion must be applied to /ºù/, \ when /ù/ fol-
lows the post-alveolar initials: Òœ˚ Ìœ˚ œ˚ rœ. In this case, an automatic assimila-
tion a‡ects the entire articulation of /ù/, and cannot be regarded as a merely tran-
sitional event: even an untrained ear can detect a continuous ‘buzz', incomplete
–or even absent– in /ù/; auditorily, the latter has a very di‡erent timbre too, even
if the (medium-)dorsum generally remains in the same ‘box' as <ù≤.

Much debated is the true nature of these /ºù/ sequences. As we explain here-
by, neutral pronunciation actually admits more than just one realization: it is sur-
prizing that, instead of simply recognizing this fact and providing all the relevant
transcriptions, every single analysis that we have examined insists in presenting on-
ly one. Inevitably, very di‡erent phonic renderings have been proposed so far, de-
pending on which sources the authors took into account, and how restrictive their
concept of ‘neutrality' is.

For example, some Chinese authors often refer to how ‘Peking speakers' would
pronounce something, as if the pûtö˙huà spoken in Peking were to be assumed
as a model for neutral pronunciation (rather than a kind of mediatic Mandarin
accent, when not too broad, as in everyday life). Undoubtedly, Pekingese speakers
have the best chances to conquer a purely neutral pronunciation, considering that
their local dialect served as the basis for Modern Chinese. Yet, without proper train-
ing, anyone with an even slight Peking accent would be spotted immediately, some-
times even by foreigners.

Nonetheless, the Peking accent is considered a ‘prestigious' one, due to its con-
nection with the capital city and its presence in the media, thus qualifying as what
we call a ‘mediatic' accent: not neutral, for sure, but accepted by most as nearly-
neutral, and no doubt more widespread than a real neutral accent, which has to
be learnt expressly.

#th few exceptions, those handbooks where ‘ã' is still employed describe it as
something of the same nature as æ&, apparently, but ‘narrower'… whatever this
means. Nevertheless, when one examines the relevant illustrations proposed by
the same handbooks, they usually show a curled-shaped tongue, with very little
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space between its tip and the post-alveolar ridge. <us, it is clear that, by ‘retroflex
vowel', the authors actually mean an intense post-alveolar contoid.

As far as the exact nature of the contoid is concerned, opinions vary, but the
dominant position is to regard it as ‘a less fricative <¡≤'. Provided ‘less fricative' does
not stand for a semi-constrictive phone (˚<Î≤), we can safely infer that an intense
post-alveolar approximant is actually meant (˚<®≤), in accordance with some
o‚cially sanctioned descriptions.

6.3.4. In fact, such a realization is very common in neutral Mandarin (as well
as in mediatic Pekingese) and, in general, in all northern China. It can be adopt-
ed safely by foreigners learning the language, provided they refrain from that most
tiresome habit of curling their tongues so backwards, that they do not produce a
true post-alveolar contoid anymore, but rather an apico-palatal one: <cC≤.

It is a speech defect –or, at best, a form of hypercorrection– that even a certain
number of Chinese exhibit, especially when their native dialect contemplates no
<º≤, and they are willing to ‘speak proper': in doing so, they literally retroflect their
apex, instead of raising it gently behind the alveolar ridge, ‘just to be on the safer
side'. <e resulting phones <<, a, c≤ Æ are normal in many Dravidian languages,
for example, but not in Mandarin, where they arouse an auditory impression of
‘jabbering' instead, if used as initials.

Another peculiarity to be avoided is splitting <®≤ into a sequence like <ùr≤ (or
worse, <lr≤, even elongated in <lr:≤, which might be misunderstood as /°r/). <is
trait is pretty common among native speakers of ‘rhotic' English accents, typically
those from the United States and Canada, in particular when they have just start-
ed learning Mandarin. Not rarely, instead of <r≤, these speakers would actually use
any one of their most familiar r phones, namely (<, ƒ, >, >) Æ (with their intense
counterparts, (≥, ‡, ˇ, ≤) Æ, for /®/). <ese contoids act quite well as surrogates, but
produce a fairly recognisable accent: those who aim at a more convincing pro-
nunciation, then, should choose <®≤. (It might be ‘illuminating' to read Ã 26: <e
‘whole truth' on English r, in Canepari's English Pronunciation “ Accents).

6.3.5. <e intense post-alveolar approximant, though, is not the preferred
choice of professionally trained speakers. Instead, we have noticed a consistent use
of a somewhat ‘milder' phone, precisely <R≤, which –for the sake of conciseness–
we shall describe here as a laterally contracted <ù≤. Since we have detected an en-
tire set of such latero-vocoids as natural realizations of the so-called érhuà phe-
nomenon, we suggest our readers to refer to the relevant Ã 7, where we describe
all the features involved in this –quite complex– co-articulation process.

Here, su‚ce to say that the presumable reason why professional voices favor
<R≤ is both of an articulatory and euphonic nature. By comparing the orograms of
<R≤ and <r≤ (˙ 7.1 “ ˙ 9.5), it is quite clear that this last phone requires little –if
any– movement of the apex, yet the auditory result is not very di‡erent from that
of <®≤. <erefore, in connected speech, the apex may pass from one articulation to
another with relative ease, especially when the front half of the tongue is crucial
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(as in /i, y÷ j, J÷ t>·≥, ⁄>·≥, s, l, n/ Æ).
Subjective and questionable as it can be, euphony certainly does play a role,

even if <R≤ were not selected on purpose, nor were it ‘genetically engineered' to
improve the Chinese phonetic inventory. It is a natural taxophone, instead, and it
has always been there: but those for whom a beautiful and mellow voice is the
essence of a job well done –\ dubbers, actors, broadcasters, singers, and the like–
know perfectly what sounds better… and instinctively adopt it.

It is worth noticing that using <R≤ suggests no far-fetched ‘stage pronunciation'
at all, like –for example– (r, R) in old-fashioned French and German theatrical de-
livery (even though an alveolar r did not belong to the neutral pronunciation of
those languages anymore). For this reason, we argue that foreign speakers should at
least attempt to learn and use <R≤ instead of <®≤ (or should alternate between them).

<ere is a certain timbric di‡erence between <ù≤ and <R≤, though mostly as a
side e‡ect of the co-articulation phenomena occurring in the latter phone. We
have lateral contraction, in the first place, primarily responsible for the charac-
teristic ‘buzz' typical of any <q≤ (laterally contracted vocoids). <us, its post-
-alveolarity, which plays just a marginal role). Apart from this, <ù≤ and <R≤ share
almost the same dorsum position.

6.3.6. Nonetheless, we have noted a mediatic more advanced taxophone (<T≤, ¬
˙ 13.2), not very common, but adopted even by some professional voices, as well:
a few examples of it can be heard at the beginning of the Chinese dubbing of Hiro-
shima mon amour (Alain Resnais, 1959), which, indeed, may sound somewhat awk-
ward to most native listeners. But, this phone is more a mediatic one (¬ ˙ 13.2).

Scattered occurrences of the same taxophone are found in various sound files at-
tached to the late 70's Practical Chinese Reader̆ A few present-day tv anchormen use
it occasionally, too. Kinaesthesia reveals that it is possible to articulate a fully functional
<q≤ as front as in the area of (…), but not fronter than that, otherwise it would be very
hard both to contract the sides of the tongue and, at the same time, raise the apex.

Diphthongs

6.4. Modern Mandarin phonology only has four diphthongs (˙ 6.2): /ei, ae,
ao, ou/ <eI, AE, ìé, oU≤. <e former two may be preceded by /w/, the latter two by
/j/, with slightly di‡erent vocalic traits: /wei, wae, jao, jou/ <weI, waE, jaé, jOU≤.
We insist that /i, u/ (and /y/) are always vowels, while /j, w/ (and /J/) are always ap-
proximants, thus consonants, not miraculous ‘semi-something'; consequently, we
cannot help disapproving of such renditions as ‘/«j, aj, aw, 9w/' or ‘/u«i, uai, iau,
i9u/' (or ‘/u«j, uaj, iaw, i9w/').

Pïnyïn duly represents simple diphthongs as ei˚ ai˚ ao˚ ou (though ae would
have been more realistic, and more coherent with ao˚ too); wei˚ wai˚ yao˚ you are
also rather reasonable.

„en wai and yao follow another initial, their spelling changes into uai and iao,
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making grapho-syllabification easier in some cases: Ìënguài ‘to blame, to rebuke' is
unmistakably /&c·°n(kwae/, while Ìé˙wài ‘outside of a town/city' leads automat-
ically to /"c·°W(wae/; otherwise, pïnyïn would abound in apostrophes or hyphens,
like older romanization devices: *chën'guài ÿ *chéng'uài, or *chën'gwài ÿ *chéng'wài.

<e choice to use ̇ ˚ instead of plain ng˚ in our Chinese examples helps, too (and
˚ Ì˚ Ò, as well – although we do not do the same for English, or for Chinese
words used without their tonemes).

6.4.1. Nonetheless, we find absurd inconsistencies: instead of changing wei˚
you into uei˚ iou, the o‚cial orthography prescribes ui˚ iu, with no real advantages
for the learner (unless someone prefers to use a mediatic accent, ¬ Ã 13). However,
in all honesty, this is odd even at the typographical level.

Lacking their real nuclei˚ we are forced to put the relevant diacritics on what
we must consider their syllabic codae˚ instead, \ uï˚ iù˚ uî˚ iú – rather than the
more friendly and more correct (as more neutral) ‘uëi˚ ióu˚ uêi˚ iòu'!

Besides, ui and iu easily lead foreign students to think that /wei, jou/ are actu-
ally to be reduced to ‘/wi, ju/' in composite syllables. We can personally testify that
even some Chinese teachers at the Beijing Language and Culture University are
convinced of such a ‘reduction', so strongly pïnyïn influences their ‘understanding'
of Mandarin phonology.

To prove their point, they would refer to mediatic variants, where –nonethe-
less– we do not hear anything like ‘<wi, ju≤', but rather, in mediatic pronunciation,
<wài, j¨u≤ with tonemes 1 “ 2, but <wE«, jé9≤ with tonemes 3 “ 4 – ˙ 13.1). As a
matter of fact, we have: neutral pronunciation <&weI, "jOU≤, and <'w™Ù, (jØÛ≤, but me-
diatic pronunciation <&wài, "j¨u≤, and <'wÈ», (j´Ô≤.

A few neutral examples: fëi /&fei/ <&feI≤˚ duï /&twei/ <&TweI≤˚ âi /'ae/ <'öÅÅÈ≤˚ wài
/(wae/ <(wåÈ≤˚ âo /'a9/ <'öœœ´≤˚ hâo /'hao/ <'hœœ´≤˚ yáo /"jao/ <"jaé≤˚ Öu /&ou/ <&öoU≤˚
môu /'mou/ <'møøÛ≤˚ diü /&tjou/ <&TjOU≤˘
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˙ 6.2. Mandarin diphthongs.

(jPU)

(øU)

(ÅÉ, waÉ)

(wÙI)

(™I)

(jaÖ, AÖ)

iu˚ òyou /jøu/ (jPU)

(ò)ou /øu/ (øU)

(ò)ai /a™/ (ÅÉ)
uai˚ òwai /wa™/ (waÉ)

ui˚ òwei /w™i/ (wÙI)

ei /™i/ (™I)

iao˚ òyao /jaø/ (jaÖ) 
(ò)ao /aø/ (AÖ)



Foreign listeners should be able to recognize them readily; but they are no way nec-
essary for a good pronunciation, nor do they represent a true exception to the rule.
Only if we really needed a di‡erent phonemicization (merely of academic interest,
by the way), a compromise like ‘/wii, juu/' would be somewhat worth considering.

Vowel reduction “ devoicing

6.5. Mandarin vowels may undergo some timbric reductions ̧  shortenings, main-
ly when the relevant weakly-stressed or unstressed syllables occur in positions di‡erent
from word-final ones (or in tunes). As a matter of fact, in actual language, apart from
in slow and accurate speech, some neutralizations occur elsewhere, too. It is funda-
mental to know such reductions, at least to be able to understand spoken Chinese well.

Foreigners need not use such reductions actively, although an appropriate use
of them would decidedly improve their pronunciation. In order to adequately show
the behaviour of di‡erent unstressed syllables (for vowel, consonant, and pitch re-
ductions), sometimes we also had to use some rare words, rather than omitting
something significant.

6.5.1. ˙ 6.3 shows the most important reductions which may occur in fast ¸
casual speech, and in connection with the so-called qï˙ë˙, /6ë/, or ‘zero to-
neme'. <is does not imply ‘absence of tone', as many Chinese themselves think
(and teach foreigners, too!), but simply a feeble tonal contour as that found in syl-
lables which, being unstressed, lose their original (or theoretical) ‘full' toneme. 

<e examples given are to be interpreted as in a sort of decreasing scale, start-
ing from a pre-pausal position, in a tune (for the first variants), up to modifications
produced within a sentence, in a pre-tune (for the other variants). For /zn, zW/,
the variants with <Z≤ have been included in the vocograms, but not in the exam-
ples. It would have been a sterile repetition, after all, as the vocoid remains in its
‘box', though nasalized. But it is important to note it, because the vocalic timbre
remains the only discriminant, when <zn≤ and <zW≤ merge into <Z≤.

Anyway, in order not to make our transcriptions more complex than necessary, we
will not employ such reductions ordinarily. On the one hand, they do not occur au-
tomatically, nor universally; on the other hand, foreign learners –to whom our ‘nor-
malized' transcription is primarily aimed– can safely use normal vocoids anywhere
(but they should be able to recognize reduced forms, when native speakers use them).

In a more colloquial version of fast speech, even the consonants may be more at-
tenuated, in unstressed syllables, /7ë/. In fact, we can also find: /p, t, k/ <∫, ∂, Ÿ≤ ï <6,
∂, Ÿ≤, /⁄>j≥, c/ <Ü, ú÷ ˛≤ ï <ï, ı÷ õ≤÷ /f÷ s, ©, ß/ <v÷ z, £, ò≤ ï <Ñ, Ω, ∞, ¡≤ (while /·/ <·≤,
generally, does not change).

6.5.2. As can be seen, <à≤ applies to /i>n/W≥, y>n≥/: dídi <(T¤‘d¤÷ -ƒ∂`≤˚ guänxi <&KwAn-

»©i÷ -ƒ£`≤˚ xiàqå <(©jå‘q≈¥÷ -ƒq¤, -ƒq`≤÷ and <l≤, to /ù, u/ (with <S≤ for /ºù/): yísœ <(j¤-
‘zæ÷ -ƒz¬≤˚ rènœ <(rÈ˙‘ßÍ÷ -ƒòfi≤˚ üfu <&ßu»fu÷ -/vl≤˘
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In addition, we have <e≤ in /je, Je/, <*≤ in />w≥°n/, and <*à≤ in />w≥ei/: jiêjie <'Qj™™-
«¬ªe÷ ‡úªe, -‡úª*≤˚ àiren <(öÅÈ‘rÈ~÷ -ƒrÈ~, -ƒrÚ~≤˚ mèimei <(m™Ù‘m™Ù, -ƒmÚ`≤; furthermore,
<°≤, for /°, >w≥°W, >w≥o/, and <>j≥°õ≤, for />j≥ou/: gëge <&K°»g°÷ -/Ÿ°≤˚ dî˙Òe <3T`„«†°÷ -‡̨ °≤˚
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˙ 6.3. Vowel reduction in /6ë/ (in fast speech, not in a tune; whereas, in a tune, the distinct tim-
bers of ˙ 6.1-2 are used). Note that even the approximants are reduced, becoming semi-
-approximants: <j, J, w≤ ï <ª, ˆ, ∑≤.

/i, y/ (¤) /[º]M, u/ ([º]û)
/[w]X, [w]ø/ ([j]X)
/[w]X,/ ([j]X,, [j]‰)

/j™/ (ãÙ), /¥™/ (ˆÙ)
/[w]Xn/ ([j]Èn, [j]')

/[j-w]a/ ([ã-j]å)
/[w]an/ ([j]ån, [j]A)

/¥™n/ (ˆÉn, ˆ3)
/j™n/ (ãÉn, ã3)

/ja,/ (ã‘,, ã4) 
/[w]a,/ ([j]√,, [j]Ú)

/[j]øu/ ([ã]X¨)/[w]™i/ ([j]È¤)

/[w]a™/ ([j]åÉ) /[j]aø/ ([ã]√Ö) 

˙ 6.4. Further reductions in syllables with ‘zero tones' (in even quicker speech, not in a tune;
whereas, in a tune, the realizations of ˙ 6.3 are possible, too). Let us also notice <wz≤ ï <›≤.

/i, y, [º]M, u/ ([º]¢)

/ja/ (ãÉ)
/j™n/ (ã¤n, ã¤)

/ja,/ (ãÈ,, ã')
/X, -X-, a, -a-/ (‘) 
/an/ (‘n, 4) 

/øu, wø, aø/ (∑)

/a™/ (É)

/wa/ (£)
/wan/ (£n, 8) /X,/ (x,, ≈) 



xiäne˙ <&©j=N»ß§W÷ -/ò°W≤˚ jièmo <(qj™‘mø÷ -ƒm#≤˚ nuânhuo <3nwÅ„«Hwo÷ -˙‡·∑°≤˚
yò˙tou <(jØ„‘t≈øÛ÷ -ƒt#ô≤˚ pé˙you <"px§W»joU÷ -/ª°õ≤˘

Lastly, we have: <$÷ $E≤ in />j-w≥a, an÷ >w≥ae/: bàba <(På‘bå÷ -ƒ∫¢≤˚ mäma <&ma»ma÷
-/m$≤˚ xîhuan <3©¤¤«Hwan÷ -‡·∑$n≤˚ tàitai <(txÅÈ‘t≈åÈ÷ -ƒt¢È≤÷ and <^÷ ̂ é≤ in />j≥aW÷ >j≥ao/:
wâna˙ <'wÅÅ˙«ßaW÷ -‡ò^W≤˚ Ò⁄dao <&CR»dìé÷ -/∂^é≤˘

6.5.3. In even quicker speech, and not in a tune, further reductions are possible
(˙ 6.4): <ù≤ for /i, y, ù, u/\ dídi <(T¤‘d¤÷ -ƒ∂`, -ƒ∂æ≤˚ guänxi <&KwAn»©i÷ -/£à, -/£ù≤˚ xiàqå <(©jå-
‘q≈¥÷ -ƒq¤, -ƒq`, -ƒqæ≤˚ yísœ <(j¤‘zæ÷ -ƒz¬, -ƒzæ≤˚ rènœ <(rÈ˙‘ßÍ÷ -ƒò¬, -ƒòæ≤˚ üfu <&ßu»fu÷ -/vl,
-/vù≤÷ and <0≤ for /ou, wo, ao/: nuânhuo <3nwÅ„«Hwo÷ - ‡̇·∑°, - ‡̇·0≤, yò˙tou <(jØ„‘t≈øÛ÷
-ƒt#ô, -ƒtÒ≤˚ pé˙you <"px§W»joU÷ -/ª°õ, -/ª0≤˚ Ò⁄dao <&CR»dìé÷ -/∂^é, -/∂0≤˘

Besides, <E≤ in /ae, ja/ <E, ªE≤: tàitai <(txÅÈ‘t≈ÅÈ÷ -ƒt¢È, -ƒtÈ≤˚ rénjia <"rEn»¬ja÷ -/úª$,
-/úªE≤÷ and <%≤ for /°/ and for any other /a/: gëge <&K°»g°÷ -/Ÿ%≤˚ dî˙Òe <3T`„«†°÷ -‡̨ %≤˚
àiren <(öÅÈ‘r@~÷ -ƒrÆ~≤˚ xiäne˙ <&©j=N»ß§W÷ -/ò%W≤˚ bàba <(På‘bå÷ -ƒ∫¢, -ƒ∫Æ≤˚ mäma <&ma-
‘ma÷ -ƒm$, -ƒm%≤˚ xîhuan <3©¤«Hwan÷ -‡·∑$n, -‡·∑%n, -‡·£n≤˚ wâna˙ <3wÅ˙«ßaW÷ -‡ò$W, -‡ò%W≤˘

6.5.3.  In fast speech, the high vowels, /i, y, ù, u/ <i, y, ù, u≤ (including /ºù/,
which are simply <ºR≤), occurring in ‘zero-toneme' syllables realized as non-high
in pitch, \ <ƒë, /ë≤, can often be devoiced when preceded by fully voiceles contoids,
though in varying degrees and –certainly– not obligatorily.

«rst, the partial devoicing of close vowels after obstruents, /p>·≥, t>·≥, k>·≥÷ ⁄>·≥,
c>·≥÷ f, s, ß, ·/, \ not after (re)sonants, and especially with the fourth toneme, par-
ticularly its ‘wide' taxotone <[≤ (see below): /i, y, ù, u/ <î, Ö, í÷ ÿ, É÷ ü÷ }, ]≤. Be noted
that partially devoiced vocoids do not feature any ‘creaky voice' (\ laryngealization,
<Ω≤), as their fully voiced counterparts would, when associated with low taxotones.

A few examples: pírù <[p≈î"ru≤˚ búfâ <[b}'fåå≤˚ tíën <[t≈î&ßEn≤˚ dúkôu <[d}-
'kxøøÛ≤˚ jŸtuán <[¬ÿ"txwAn≤˚ kúÌâ <[k≈}'cxåå≤˚ gúkè <{g}(kx#≤˚ c®jï <[⁄≈ü&Qi≤˚
z®mû <[ºü'm¨¨≤˚ Ìúfàn <{c≈}(fÅ~≤˚ jí˙zuò <{¬íW(Áwø≤˚ fúbú /(fu(pu/ <{f}(P¨≤˚
xínyâ˙ <[©Ö~'jåå„≤˚ xŸqƒ <[©ÿ'qx¥¥≤˚ úfù <[ß}"fu≤˚ húÒào<{H}(Cœ´≤˘

Further examples: qîs⁄ <ƒqî&sù, ƒqí-, ƒqπ-≤, tûdòu <ƒt}(TøÛ, ƒtú-, ƒtπ-≤, qîdò˙ <ƒqî-
(TÔ„, ƒqí-, ƒqπ-≤, tûdí <ƒt}(T¤, ƒtú-, ƒtπ-≤, c™dí <ƒ⁄ü(T¤, ƒ⁄ú-, ƒ⁄π-≤, dòufu <(TøÛF}, -ú, -π≤, xƒ-
duö <ƒÂÿ&Two, ƒÂí-, ƒÂπ-≤, ûjià <ƒfi}(Qjå, ƒfií-, ƒfiπ-≤.

More rarely, even non-close vowels can be devoiced: kêné˙ <ƒk°"n§W, ƒkÃ-≤, yŸÌâ˙
<(J¥ƒc¢„, -Ä„≤, hên hâo <3hÈ˙/·^é, -ƒ·ø≤≤.

6.5.4. In broader and even faster speech, thus moving pronunciation further
away from a real neutral accent, this devoicing can also be complete, <‚≤, instead
of partial, <Ë≤. However, the vocoids do not drop, but are still there. In fact, there
is no syllable reduction, although less clearly prominent, with no *<ˇ≤, nor *<c:,
c≤, instead of <cz≤, but <c‚≤ (in addition to <cË≤).

A few examples with devoiced elements on their final syllable: gàosu <(Kœ´ƒSü,
-ú, -π≤˚ bëizœ <&PeI/Áü, -ú, -π≤˚ cóucou <"⁄xoU/⁄oU, -l, -ù≤˚ dö˙xi <&T9W/Âî, -í, -π≤˚ yân-
ji˙ <3j≠≠~/QíW, -πW≤˚ Ìüqå <&cxu/qÿ, -í, -π≤˚ Ò⁄œ <&CR/fi¶, -ú, -π≤˚ bä˙Òu <&PaW/C},
-ú, -π≤˚ qï˙Ìu <&qxàW/c}, -ú, -π≤˘
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In addition: líqi <(l¤ƒqî, -í, -π≤, dö˙xi <&T9W/Âî, -í, -π≤, dàifu <(TåÈƒF}, -ú, -π≤, suànú
<(swå˙ƒfi}, -ú, -π≤, Ìüqå <&cu/qî, -í, -π≤, wèntì <(wÆ~ƒtî, -í, -π≤, xïnkû <&©iN/k}, -ú, -π≤,
®zœ <(©¤ƒÁü, -ú, -π≤, säncœ <&san/⁄ü, -ú, -π≤, yôu yísœ <‘jøÛ(j¤ƒSü, -ú, -π≤, líÒí <(l¤ƒC¶, -ú,
-π≤, dàní <(Tåƒfi¶, -ú, -π≤, yïqî <&ji/qî, -í, -π≤, l®™ <(liƒfi¶, -ú, -π≤, yísœ <(j¤ƒSü, -ú, -π≤,
à˙c® <(ßå„ƒÁü, -ú, -π≤, Òë˙qƒ <&C§W/Qÿ, -í, -π≤.

6.5.5. <e combination of personal pronouns (1) with frequent grammeme-like
words (2) generally produces reduced forms typical of very fast speech.

(1) wô <'wøø≤ (I), nî <'n¤¤≤ (‘you', sing.), tä <&txa≤ (‘he, she, it'), -men </mEn≤ (plu-
ral marker): wômen (‘we') <'wøø/mEn≤, nîmen (‘you' pl.) <'n¤¤/mEn≤, tämen (‘they')
<&txa/mEn≤;

(2) yê <'j™™≤ (‘also, too'), yào <(jåø≤ (‘will, want'), jiú <(QjØÛ≤ (‘then'), yôu <'jØØÛ≤
(‘to have'), yï <&ji≤ (‘one, a'), hái <"haE≤ (‘still, something more'), húi <(hw™Ù≤ (‘will,
can'), de </∂°≤ (particle), sh® </¡R≤ (‘to be').

wô yê <'wøø≤ + <'j™™≤ ï </∑e*, /∑e≤
wô yào <'wøø≤ + <(jåø≤ ï </∑00, /∑0≤
wô jiú <'wøø≤ + <(QjØÛ≤ ï </∑0ªl, /0ªl≤
wô yôu <'wøø≤ + <'jØØÛ≤ ï </∑0l, /∑0≤
wô yï <'wøø≤ + <&ji≤ ï </∑0à, /0à≤
wô hái <'wøø≤ + <"haE≤ ï </∑0$E, /∑$E≤
wô húi <'wøø≤ + <(hw™Ù≤ ï </∑0à≤
wô de <'wøø≤ + </∂°≤ ï </∑0l, /∑l≤
wô sh® <'wøø≤ + </¡R≤ ï </∑0R, /∑R≤÷

nî yê <'n¤¤≤ + <'j™™≤ ï </nà*≤
nî yào <'n¤¤≤ + <(jåø≤ ï </nà$, /nà$0≤
nî jiú <'n¤¤≤ + <(QjØÛ≤ ï </nà0≤
nî yôu <'n¤¤≤ + <'jØØÛ≤ ï </nàl≤
nî yï <'n¤¤≤ + <&ji≤ ï </nià, /ni≤
nî hái <'n¤¤≤ + <"haE≤ ï </nà$E≤
nî húi <'n¤¤≤ + <(hw™Ù≤ ï </nà∑*à, /nà*à, /nàà≤
nî de <'n¤¤≤ + </∂°≤ ï </nà∂*, /nà∂*, /nà°, /nà*≤
nî sh® <'n¤¤≤ + </¡R≤ ï </niR≤÷

tä yê <&txa≤ + <'j™™≤ ï </t$à*, /t$à≤
tä yào <&txa≤ + <(jåø≤ ï </t$/ª0l, /t$à0≤
tä jiú <&txa≤ + <(QjøÛ≤ ï </t$/ªl, /t$à0≤
tä yôu <&txa≤ + <'jØØÛ≤ ï </t$/ªl, /t$àl≤
tä yï <&txa≤ + <&ji≤ ï </t$à≤
tä hái <&txa≤ + <"haE≤ ï </t$E≤
tä húi <&txa≤ + <(hw™Ù≤ ï </t$/∑à, /t$à≤
tä de <&txa≤ + </∂°≤ ï </t$l≤
tä sh® <&txa≤ + </¡R≤ ï </t$R≤÷
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wô hái (‘and I') <'wøø≤ + <"hAE≤ ï </∑$à≤
wômen <'wøø≤ + </mEn≤ ï </∑0M, /∑0m, /∑M, /0m≤
nà wômen (‘then we') <(nå≤ + <'wøø/mEn≤ ï </nom, /n§m≤
nîmen <'n¤¤≤ + </mEn≤ ï </nàM, /nàm≤
tämen <&txa≤ + </mEn≤ ï </t$M, /t$m≤.

6.5.6. Let us also notice, again most typical of very fast speech:
kêyî (‘can, be able to') <'kx##≤ + <'j¤¤≤ ï </k∑0à≤
bù huí (‘cannot be') <"Pu≤ + <(hw™Ù≤ ï </∫∑0à≤
jiú yào (‘going to') <(qjØÛ≤ + <(jå´≤ ï </úª00≤
bâ tä (‘constrain') <'Påå≤ + <&txa≤ ï <íPa≤
suôyî (‘therefore') <'swøø≤ + <'j¤¤≤ ï </s∑0à≤
zhè yàng (‘in this way') <(C#≤ + <(jå„≤ ï <(Qjå„≤
dàjiä (‘everybody') <(Tå≤ + <&Qja≤ ï </∂$à*, /∂$§≤
bîjiào(‘compared with') <'P¤¤≤ + <(Qjå´≤ ï </∫ª$0≤
yôu Ωhour (‘sometimes') <'jøøÛ≤ + <"ßR/·0s≤ ï </ª0°, /ª0*≤
bú yì yàng (‘di‡erently') <(P¨≤ + <&ji≤ + <(jå„≤ ï <(Pjå„≤.
döu yôu (‘completely') <&ToU≤ + <'jØÛ≤ ï <{TjØÛ≤
Ò™yào (‘if') <'CÍ≤ + <(jåø≤ ï <í¬aé≤
dä˙rán (‘of course') <&TaW≤ + <"rAn≤ ï <ídì$≤
ránhòu (‘and then') <"rAn≤ + <(høÛ≤ ï <ároU≤
Òè-Òô˙ (‘this kind of') <(C#≤ + <'QÔ„≤ ï <í†oW≤

Possible changes due to emphasis

6.6.  On the contrary, ˙ 6.5 shows the opposite results which can occur when,
instead of reductions, due to ‘zero tonemes', speakers resort to emphasis on certain
words or syllables, for particular communicative purposes.

<e vocograms given in ˙ 6.5 might even explain, but certainly not justify, the
unique and excessive use in Chinese books of /zz, zzz/ sequences, instead of nor-
mal /ôz, ôzz/ ones (¬ Ã 13).

Of course, perhaps their authors may mean something like that, but it is cer-
tainly not the best way to ‘explain such facts'. 

As a matter of fact, they should –at least– reverse their ‘norms', by giving some-
thing like our own sequences, <'ôz, 'ôzz≤, and only afterwards also adding <"zz,
"zzz≤, including paraphonic peculiarities, which do not exclude at all the more
convenient possibility <"ôz, "ôzz≤, which is actually used, as well.

<e first author goes as far as to think that, probably, their problem originates
from an insu‚cient analysis of the phonic structure they try to handle, or from ex-
cessive, unfounded, confidence: Òuä˙ <&CwìW, &Cwì>;≥W, &Cu^W≤ (also with <&c-≤).
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6.7.  In addition, ˙ 6.6.1-2 show that /jz, Jz, wz/ sequences, too often still
called and classified as ‘rising diphthongs', are nothing but normal sequences
formed by approximant consonants and vowels (or diphthongs).

Of course, similar tracings could be done in Ã 7 and others, as well. It is very
important to discover the real di‡erence between such sequences and true diph-
tongs (and triphthongs, too).
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˙ 6.5. Frequent emphatic (or hyperprecise, or very slow) variants, which can be heard instead
of the more normal ones (always with emphatic stress and paraphonics). Also notice the pres-
ence of <ö≤, and even /'z/ <'ΩΩ≤ <'ΩöΩ≤.

/[j]i[n]/ ([j]i[n]) ("öiI[n])
/[j]iW/ ([j]¤W) ("öi¤W)

/ja[W]/ (ja[W]) ("öiå[W])

/j™[n]/ (j™[n]) ("öiÉ[n])

/[¥]y[n]/ ([¥]y[n]) ("öyY[n])

/¥™/ (¥™) ("öyÉ)
/¥™n/ (¥Än) ("öyÉn)

/M/ (ù) ("öMû)

/°/ (°) ("ö°§÷ !"öu§)

/ø/ (ø) ("öø∏, "öø§)

/a[W]/ (a[W]) ("öaå[W])/an/ (Ån) ("öÅån)

/jøu/ (jPU) ("öiP, "öiÖ)

/[w]u/ ([w]u) ("öuU)
/w°n/ (w‘n) ("öu‘n)
/w°W/ (w0W) ("öu0W)
/wa/ (wa) ("öuå)

/wø/ (w0) ("öu0, "öuÖ)

/wan/ (wÅn) ("öuån)
/waW/ (wAW) ("öu√W)

/w™i/ (wÙI) ("öu¤, "öuÙ)

/™/ (™) ("ö™Ä)
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˙ 6.6.1. /jz, Jz, wz/ sequences, which are clearly di‡erent from true diphthongs.

(ji[i]), 
(¥y[y|])

(wu[u|])

(wX¤)
(jX¤), 
 (¥X¤)

(jaº)

(jPø)

(j‘√), 
 (¥‘√)

(wÖg)

(jå¤), 
 (¥å¤) (wå¤)

(j˙@) (w˙@)

(w≈≈)(j≈≈)

(wÔ@)(¥Ô@)

(wø[x|])

(ja[a|]) (wa[a|])

(j™[Ä|]), 
 (¥™[Ä|])

(¥Yn)

(wÅn)

(w‘n)
(jEn), 

 (¥Än)

(jIn)

(ja,) (wA,)

(w0,)

(j¤,), 
 (jP,)

(jPU)

(waÉ)

(wÙI)

(jaÖ)

= =

= =

= = =

=
= =

= =

= =

= =

= =

=

= =

=

= =

=



Some curios

Variants of zhè (this), nà (that), nâ (which one?)

6.8. In Chinese, Òè˚ nà˚ and nâ are three very frequent monosyllables, which
we usually classify as ‘pronouns', while Chinese linguists adopt the probably better
definition of ‘substitutes': depending on their position within a sentence and the
words that might be a‚xed to them, substitutes can act as English demonstrative
and interrogative adjectives/pronouns, locative and modal adverbs, and so on.

„en followed by the numeral yï ‘one', Òè yï˚ nà yï˚ and nâ yï can be fused to-
gether into the colloquial variants Òèi˚ nèi˚ and nâi/nêi. By logic, they should not
be used when another numeral follows, but the use and abuse of the language
shows a certain trend to recognize these contractions as simple alternatives, though
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˙ 6.6.2. /jz, Jz, wz/ sequences, when occurring in weak syllables.

(jÈn, j'), (jX[,], j‰)(ãÙ), (ˆÙ)

(ãå) (jå[n], jA), (j√,, jÚ)

(ãÉn, ã3), (ˆÉn, ˆ3)
(ã‘,, ã4)

(ãX¨) (jÈ¤)

(jåÉ)(ã√Ö)

(ãÉ)

(ã¤n, ã¤)

(ãÈ,, ã')

= =

= =

= =
=



–in fact– they are di‡erent lexemes. For nà only, the Contemporary Chinese Dic-
tionary also provide the variant nè˘

More exactly, nâ is actually pronounced as such when used alone; but when it
is followed by a classifier or a numeral plus a classifier, the pronunciations nâi/nêi
are admitted: nâi/nêi ge˚ nâi/nêi huír˚ nâi-/nêixië˚ nâi-/nêiyà˙(r)˘ „en used alone
or immediately followed by a verb, nà is pronounced nà/nè; when followed by a clas-
sifier or a numeral plus a classifier, the pronunciation nè(i) is admitted: nè(i) Ìé˙-
zœ˚ nè(i) ge˚ nè(i)-huír˚ nè(i)xië˚ nè(i)yà˙(r).

<e lexeme nàme ‘in that way' has the colloquial variant nème. «nally, Òè
keeps this pronunciation when used alone or followed by a substantive; when fol-
lowed by a classifier or a numeral plus a classifier, the pronunciation Òèi is ad-
mitted: Òè(i) Ìé˙zœ˚ Òè(i)-ge˚ Òè(i)-huír˚ Òè(i)xië˚ Òè(i)yà˙(r).

<e lexeme Òème ‘in this way' also has the colloquial variant zème. However,
when speaking or reading aloud in a solemn ¸ o‚cial manner, it is advisable for
native and foreign speakers alike to stick to the basic forms.

Variants of the modal grammeme a
6.9. <e grammeme a can only occur at the end of a sentence. Usually, it con-

veys familiarity, surprise, or enthusiasm; but it can also act as a full pause, possibly
with a suspense flare, before passing to the following sentence. Being a weakly-
-stressed syllable with no specific meaning, a will be regularly absorbed by a le that
precedes, resulting in la.

Furthermore, there are some euphonic variants that occur after certain syllabic
finals. Such variants are even reflected in pïnyïn, though not always systematically
(in fact, broader transcriptions usually present a only): after i(e)˚ -ai˚ -ei˚ -å(e)˚ and
-uo˚ ya is used; after -ao˚ -(o)u˚ there is wa÷ after -n˚ there is na (which is written with
the same Chinese character representing the substitute nâ]÷ while after -˙˚ pïnyïn
tends to prefer a simple a for what actually is /6Wa/ (with a ‘zero toneme'), as there
is no specific Chinese character, though a rarely-seen ˙a is admitted. 

<e simple rendition a is maintained for <Ëa, La≤, too, which occur after -œ.
One may want to resort to something like ra˚ which nevertheless should not be ar-
ticulated as a proper <ra≤: foreign speakers should better aim at a sort of an un-
stressed diphthong, like -œ+a <7ùa÷ 7Ra, 7®a≤, which –by the way– are very close to
native articulations.

Stress variants in numerals and numeral syntagms

6.10. Foreign speakers can safely pronounce all numerals by applying standard
stress patterns, as explained in the relevant chapter. However, once enough fluen-
cy and proficiency in basic pronunciation are secured, they may want to benefit
from the few tips that we list in this paragraph for an even smoother pronuncia-
tion of numerals.

Within a numeral syntagm, that is to say, a string composed of a numeral and
a classifier, the latter is weakly stressed, pretty much like the generic classifier gè
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(which is always pronounced with a ‘zero toneme' and is even written as such: ge]\
sän-ge lâo⁄ <&sAN»g°‘lœ´&ßR, -/Ÿ°-, -/Ÿ§-≤ ‘three teachers', s®-Òä˙ Ò™ <[sæ‘†å„'CÍÍ,
-ƒ˛å„-≤ ‘four sheets of paper', wû-bên ü <"wu‘bÈ˙&ßu, -ƒ∫È˙-≤ ‘five books', liú-bâ yîzœ
<(ljØÛ“ba3j¤‡Üù≤ ‘six chairs'; but jiû-suí de háizœ <‘¬jØÛ(sw™Ù‘d#"hAE/Üù, -ƒ∂#-, -ƒ∂@-≤
‘nine-year-old boy'.

<e numeral Ω ‘ten', used in isolation, is pronounced fully stressed: <"ßR≤. In two-
-syllable numerals, Ω features a semi-weak stress if it is the first syllable: Ω'èr <“ßR-
(>ö≥#ß≤ ‘twelve'; otherwise, it is fully stressed: èrΩ <[>ö≥#ß"ßR≤. „en Ω occurs be-
tween two numerals, or between a numeral and a classifier, it usually has a weak
stress, and it can even pass to a ‘zero toneme' in fast connected speech: èrΩ-Òä˙
<[>ö≥#ß“ßR&CaW, -«ßR-, -»fiR-, -‘ßÍ-, -/fiR-, -ƒfi¶-≤ ‘twenty sheets', sänΩsän <&sAN“ßR&sAn,
-«ßR, -‡fi¶-≤ ‘thirty-three'.

Foreign words and names

6.11. In this section, a concise account is provided of how foreign words, includ-
ing proper names and a small number of scientific lexemes, are rendered in Chinese.
Forcing a word to fit in another language where its structure sounds completely un-
natural can be unpleasant, but in Chinese, it is often disappointing and even irritat-
ing, as the Chinese not only insist on adapting the original phones to those more fa-
miliar to them (which is the right thing to do: all languages work like that).

<ey also stubbornly refuse to go anywhere beyond the meager native taxo-
phonic inventory, those 400-something syllables that are described at the beginning
of this book. <e reason is quite simple: as native speakers expect everything
Chinese to be written down in Chinese characters, one obviously has to stick to
their original pronunciation, even in those cases where one could orally dare to ar-
ticulate some unorthodox, yet possible, combination.

For example, nothing prevents Sinophones from producing syllables ending in
-m (which, by the way, was very common in the Mandarin spoken just a few cen-
turies ago). In fact, the common plural su‚x -men is usually reduced to its sole ini-
tial -m in fast connected speech: wôm(en)˚ nîm(en)˚ täm(en).

However, no Chinese character permits to represent such combinations in writ-
ing, anymore. <erefore, the English name Tom /'thØm/ becomes Tä˙mû or just
Tä˙˚ also because there seems to be no real rules. Very frequently, a character is
chosen for its good meaning or beautiful shape rather than for its fidelity to the
original sound.

<e English surname Nixon, for example, has been variously rendered as Nìkè-
sö˙˚ Nìgésö˙˚ and Nìkèsün˚ because when the then us President, Richard Nixon
and China commenced the talks that eventually led to the establishment of diplo-
matic relations between the United States and the People's Republic of China, all
Chinese-language media in the world, both in China and abroad, started writing
or broadcasting about that historical turning point at the very same time, with lit-
tle coordination, and di‡erent sources literally ‘made up their own Nixon'.

For decades now, the People's Republic of China's authorities have issued o‚-
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cial lists of foreign words ‘transcribed' in Chinese characters. Unfortunately, these
lists contain neither rules nor norms, but mere combinations of characters that
have to be used and memorized as they are.

In other words, even when one knows how to pronounce a foreign word or
name in Chinese, it is most often impossible to deduce which characters are actu-
ally used, and only a small portion of them is systematically employed to express
certain sounds.

6.12. Furthermore, the People's Republic of China and the Republic of China (Tái-
wän) not always follow the same criterion. „ile in mainland China a decent appro-
ximation to the original pronunciation is the principle now universally applied, in
Táiwän it is quite common that even prominent international figures are given some
sort of a ‘Chinese name'.

For example, the surname of the former us Secretary of Defence, Donald E.
Rumsfeld is Lämûs⁄fëi'êrdé in the rpc, which some ‘more refined' speakers have the
courtesy of pronouncing somehow like <1rAmsf°sTá≤. In Táiwän, the o‚cial version
of Rumsfeld is the more Chinese-sounding Lùn S⁄fêi˚ which we transliterate as such
because the Chinese themselves perceive it as a sequence of a monosyllabic sur-
name, Lùn and a dissyllabic given name, S⁄fêi.

It is not infrequent that even certain o‚cial renditions are at odds with embar-
rassingly-sounding homophones, but the Chinese have not been consistent about
this matter: Marco Polo's surname is Böluó and it sounds just like böluó ‘pineap-
ple'. Similarly, Luómâ ‘Rome' cannot be distinguished from luó-mâ ‘mules and
horses', exept in writing.

On the other hand, the former Italian President, Carlo Azeglio Ciampi was as-
signed a very suggestive Qiánpì, lit. ‘money skin', which sounds quite apt for some-
one who used to be the Chief Governor of the Bank of Italy. At least, he was spared
something even odder, like a ‘toneless' Qia˙bi, given the phonetic proximity to qiá˙-
bì ‘wall, lock tightly', or qiâ˙bï ‘compel by force', and especially… qiä˙bí ‘to execute
by firing squad'!

6.13. «nally, there is a category of foreign words that are doomed to su‡er the
ultimate a‡ront: not just a mere phonetic transposition to Chinese, but total
–even cultural– assimilation based on the common (Sino-)graphic heritage. Since
the Chinese characters are still used in Japan and Korea, and were used for a long
time in Vietnam as well, the Chinese assume that if a term can be written in Chi-
nese characters, it can consequently be pronounced as if it were Chinese.

<erefore, a Japanese gentleman named Fujimoto Ichirö will be obliged to in-
troduce himself in Chinese as Té˙bên Yïlá˙˚ pretty much as if we forced the for-
mer f1 champion, Michael Schumacher to rename himself as Miguel Zapatero in
Spain and Michel Cordonnier in France! Nor will poor Mr Fujimoto be allowed to
resort to other Chinese characters that would better represent the pronunciation
of his name and surname: his passport bears those four Chinese characters, and
their only possible pronunciation in Chinese is the one indicated above.
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In any case, it is true that the Japanese and Koreans themselves will usually pre-
fer that meaning is preserved over sound. At least, the Koreans have a chance to
take a good revenge over their neighbours, as they systematically Koreanize all
Chinese words, including proper names, by means of their phonemic script hangul.

In Japan, on the other hand, a peculiar and interculturally respectful system is
applied to Chinese words, especially those that have been introduced more recent-
ly: the original Chinese characters are preserved, and a generally passable rendi-
tion of the original pronunciation is expressed by means of the furigana (small su-
perscript square-shaped syllabic katakana symbols).

In this fashion, Máo Zédö˙ can be legitimately pronounced Mö Takutö, but a
more realistic Mao Tsoton will be suggested by the furigana.

6.14. In our view, a fair solution to the deplorable treatment that foreign words
receive in Chinese would be that of keeping the original orthography wherever
possible: thus, Chinese characters for Korean and Japanese loans, accompanied by
their relevant romanization; the Latin alphabet, which forms the basis of pïnyïn
itself and is –therefore– o‚cially recognized by the Chinese government, could be
usefully employed for all the languages that already use it or for which a standard
romanization scheme has been devised.

In this manner, those who are more gifted and more enlightened would have a
chance to improve their pronunciation. For the lamentably numerous ones who
are unredeemable, a transposition based on Chinese characters might well be added
between parenthesis, provided it is not used as the o‚cial version.

However, we are so confident in the potentiality of the International Phonetic
Alphabet (even in its current, incomplete o‚cial form) that we do not hesitate to
boldly propose its extensive use in all texts whose readers are supposed to have a
certain knowledge of foreign languages: first and foremost, conversation hand-
books, as well as linguistics, phonetics, and philology handbooks, but also books
on the history and geography of other countries.

<is is typically applicable to university students of foreign languages, politics, and
economy; in short, to whomever will sooner or later come in contact with foreigners.

<ose who read such books must know that the famed eighteenth-century Italian
politician, Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour (khû'v¨;å, -'vø:) ((ka'vu:r) in Italian) can-
not possibly be referred to as Jiäfú'êr <&Qja[f¨'>ö≥#ß≤, as it is today, outside of a strictly
Chinese-speaking environment. Nobody expects a perfect-pitch Italian or French
pronunciation, which would even sound a‡ected and pretentious, but a totally vi-
able rephonemicization like /ka1wur, k·-, -1f-/ would do nicely, without much su‡er-
ing… or inflicting unneeded su‡erance on others.
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7.1. As a result of an evolution process which lasted for centuries, the northern Chi-
nese dialects (Pekingese and Standard Chinese itself among them), developed a se-
ries of monosyllabic unstressed su‚xes, still in use today, like zœ and li… Being
very frequently used, these su‚xes were progressively eroded, until they reduced
to a mere -r coda; at first, it retained a certain syllabicity (probably as an intense
contoid, <ˇ≤), but its precise articulation is still under debate.

Later, that coda merged with the ‘rhyme' of the preceding syllable, modifying
some of its components too, Õ its vowel quality. Historically, such a process had
been deeply rooted in the language well before the seventeenth century, when Eu-
ropean missionaries described Chinese pronunciation in detail, for the first time.

<is phenomenon is called érhuà in Chinese, literally ‘r-ization'. We could render it
as ‘rhotacism', which is partially adequate, or ‘syllabic retroflexion', which is partially in-
adequate; it might be better to keep the original term (as with st@d, when describing
Danish pronunciation), or to resort to something like ‘r-coloring' if really needed.

Érhuà not only influences the phonic outline of a lexeme; moreover, any r has
its own semantic and even grammatical relevance: it is a true grammeme with a
phonic signifier and various realizations, as we will see right away.

7.1.1. A small number of verbs (including ‘attributive' verbs, corresponding to
our adjectives) become nouns by adding -r\

bä˙ /&paW/ <&PaW≤ ‘to help' ÿ bä˙r /&paWr/ <&PìG≤ ‘gang';
gän /&kan/ <&KAn≤ ‘to be dry' ÿ gänr /&kar/ <&K$s≤ ‘dried food';
huà /(·wa/ <(hwå≤ ‘to depict' ÿ huàr /(·war/ <(hw¢ß≤ ‘a painting';
huó /"·wo/ <"hwo>§|≥≤ ‘to live' ÿ huór /"·wor/ <"hwég≤ ‘activity, manual labor';
ú /(ßu/ <(ß¨≤ ‘to stand vertically' ÿ úr /(ßw°r/ <(ßw#ß≤ ‘vertical brush stroke in

Chinese calligraphy'.

7.1.2. Besides, a few noun minimal pairs are distinguished according to the
same criterion:

tóu /"t·ou/ <"txoU≤ ‘head' ÿ tóur /"t·our/ <"txoj≤ ‘chief';
xín /(sin/ <(©Ù~≤ ‘letter' ÿ xínr /(sj°r/ <(©j#ß≤ ‘information, news';
bàntiän /(pan&t·jen/ <[bÅ~&txj=n≤ ‘a long time' ÿ bàntiänr /(pan&t·jar/ <[bÅ~-

&txj$s≤ ‘half a day';
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mäoyânr /&mao'jar/ <«mìé'j¢¢ß≤ ‘peephole' ÿ mäoryân /&maor'jen/ <«mìH'j≠≠~≤
‘opal'.

7.1.3. «nally, an r-su‚xed word may easily suggest a diminutive, reductive ̧  a‡ec-
tionate acceptation:

bï˙gúnr /&piW(kw°r/ <«bàW(Kw#ß≤ ‘ice lolly';
nánháir /"nan"·ar/ <“nAW"h$s≤ ‘baby boy'; 
ménfè˙r /"m°n(f°Wr/ <“mEM(f@∂≤ ‘a tight crack between a door and its frame,

or between two doors';
xiâo _ä˙r /'sjao&caWr/ <‘©jå´&CìG≤ ‘young Zhäng';
lâo mäor /'lao&maor/ <‘lœ´&mìH≤ ‘old dear kitten';
àiqì˙r /(öae"q·j°Wr/ <[>ö≥ÅÈ"qxj§d≤ ‘unimportant love a‡air';
méi ®r /"mei(ß°r/ <“meI(ß#ß≤ ‘no problem';
xiâouör /'sjao&ßwor/ <‘©jå´&ßwég≤ ‘novelette'.

7.2. #th all its taxophones, érhuà provides one of the most prolific fields of
research on neutral (and mediatic) Chinese pronunciation: if a simple addition of
<r≤ to any syllabic rhyme –V̊  VV̊  Vn and V˙– might be su‚cient for an ‘interna-
tional' kind of pronunciation to sound understandable and convincing, phonetic
reality is quite more complex.

Only certain vocoidal phones are able to coexist with /r/, which is primarily a
post-alveolar approximant, <r≤. Any foreign speaker of Chinese may feel content with
it, and employ it everywhere safely, including for érhuà. <is is a wise and practical
choice, totally loyal to the natural method. Nevertheless, good audio files have re-
vealed such a wide range of taxophonic oscillations, that it is no longer possible to
passively accept what the ‘phono-sinological' tradition has nearly passed o‡ as a sa-
cred dogma.

7.2.1. For decades, nonsensical and frankly embarrassing transcriptions like
‘<zr≤' have been proposed in handbooks and essays, nothing being said about that
curious mixture of pïnyïn and ñ… and sometimes the former prevails over the
latter! Luckily, some ‘enlightened' scholars at least resort to less shameful solutions,
Õ ‘/zr/' or ‘<z<≤', but still inadequate, both phonemically and phonetically. Such
inadequacy derives both from the conceptual and typographical limits of ÷ñ,
and from the fact that érhuà is still, too often, treated vaguely.

What we hear from professional voices (actors, dubbers and broadcasters) shows
just that problematic sequences are systematically avoided, and adjusted to the few
ones allowed.

Furthermore, an actual <r≤ contoid rarely occurs in neutral érhuà, since it would
require a considerable e‡ort if methodically applied to continuous speech. Instead
of a vocoid plus a truly postalveolar approximant (with potential nasalization, as
well), <zr, Zr≤, in truly neutral and spontaneous pronunciation –neither emphat-
ic nor mannered– /zr/ sequences are more often realized as <zq, ZQ≤, \ a simple
vocoid followed by a provelar (: back-central) vocoid with lateral contraction.
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7.3. As shown in ˙ 7.1, the apex is slightly raised behind the alveoli, certainly
not ‘curled', and that is why we disagree with the so-called ‘retroflex vowel <ò≤',
which is frequently encountered in traditional descriptions of érhuà. A certain de-
gree of postalveolarity in any <q≤ is indisputable, but the essential feature to be un-
derlined is the lateral contraction, which inevitably causes the apex to move back
and raise.

Concisely, any <q≤ is a coarticulation of vocalic traits, \ a specific quality or
‘timbre', determined by the (mid-)dorsum position and the degree of lip round-
ing), inherent voicing and potential nasalization; and of consonantal traits fairly
similar to those of a slightly rounded and postalveolarized prevelar semi-approximant
with lateral contraction˚ <‰≤.

<e corresponding approximant is nothing but the famous ‘General American
/</' (<)ƒ (while Southern British /</ is, rather, a slightly rounded postalveolar approxi-
mant, (>), pace what most –even native– phoneticians still seem to think, or to ac-
cept).

<e very symbol ‘(<)' suggested us the presser-foot-like diacritic in ‘<q≤'. Yet,
there are some di‡erences worth noticing: Pûtö˙huà <q≤ are generally pro-velar,
while (<, q) are pre-velar; the latter two are also intrinsically slightly rounded. In-
stead, the potential roundedness of any <q≤ depends on that of their basic <z≤. In
case, a separate symbol for the ‘presser foot' were needed, almost ‘distilling' it from
the actual coarticulation, that would logically be a provelar unrounded semi-approx-
imant with lateral contraction˚ <L≤. <erefore: <z≤ + <L≤ ï <q≤.
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˙ 7.1. Vocograms of the laterally contracted vocoids (¬ ˙ 5.3-4 for normal vocoids, and ˙
13.2.1 for a Pekingese variant).
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7.4. Before analyzing how these peculiar vocoids behave in érhuà, it is impor-
tant to note that, even in /ºù/, we normally find a lateralized articulation, <R≤,
rather than an intense approximant like <®≤, as various ÷ñ notations –Õ ‘(≥, ̌ )'–
would suggest. Many sinologists use ‘<ã≤', a non-standard symbol whose ÷ñ
equivalent should be ‘<¡C ≤', described as a ‘syllabic retroflex fricative' or even
‘retroflex vowel' (though written with a contoid glyph! By the way, let us note that
˚IPA <ã≤ is an apical-postalveolar flap, instead). Undoubtedly, <®≤ belongs to neu-
tral pronunciation as <R≤ does, but it is associated with a tenser articulation and
a certain emphatic component (if not with a marked Peking accent).

7.5. Starting with />ô≥zr/, />ô≥a, °, wo/ and /r/ interact without phonemic adjust-
ments: /ar, jar, war÷ °r÷ wor/. Chinese taxophonics does not allow ¸ir, yr¸ as such,
and adjusts them to /j°r÷ J°r/. Exceptionally, ¸ir, yr¸ present oscillations that might
suggest quite peculiar phonemicizations: <is, ys≤ /i°r÷ y°r/; but all the sound files that
we have examined clearly show that these oscillations are always related to inten-
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¬

lateral (approx.)

l

lateralized appr./voc.

¸, <, >÷ s, g

/jer, Jer/ <j%√, J%√≤

/aor/ <ìH≤/jaor/ <jaH≤

/JoWr, woWr/ <JéJ, wéJ≤

/aWr, j-, w-/ <ìG, j-, w-≤

/°Wr, j-, w-/ <§d, j-, w-≤

/ºù/ <ºR≤

/ar, j-, J-, w-/ <$√, j-, J-, w-≤ 

/°r/ <°√≤
/wor/ <wég≤ also after labials

/jour/ <jOj≤

/our/ <oj≤

/j°r, J-, w-/ <j°s, J-, w-≤

˙ 7.2. Frontal orograms showing a di‡erent perspective.

˙ 7.3. Vocograms of the laterally contracted vocoids for the suggested pronunciation.



tionally slow ¸ careful speech. In addition, ¸cùr, ºùr¸ change into /c°r, º°r/, in
order to be better distinguished from <cù≤ (or <cR≤) and especially from <ºR≤ (or
<º®≤). Herein, we list the most frequent taxophones, including those with á<r≤ (where
‘á' suggests a less spontaneous pronunciation, often used by native speakers with a re-
gional background and an intentional e‡ort to approach neutral pronunciation.

7.5.1. Let us notice that • means Suggested pronunciation, that is a sober and
su‚cient simplification meant to employ as few taxophones as possible: in our
opinion, those who are willing to acquire a native-like –yet manageable– kind of
pronunciation are recommended to choose it. Our readers will not fail to notice
that the suggested variant does not always coincide with the neutral realization
shown on the list, and it needs not to: for example, <$S≤ is the most typical for /ar/,
yet we ‘suggest' <$s≤, because it sounds as much as natural to natives, and it employs
what we consider to be a very versatile taxophone, <s≤:

ar÷ yar˚ iar÷ war˚ uar /ar, j-, w-/ <$S, j-, w-≤ — •<$s, j-, w-≤÷
er “ œr /°r/ >¸ùr¸≥ <§s≤ — •<°s≤÷
yir˚ ir÷ yår˚ år /j°r, J°r/ <j°S, J-≤ — •<j°s, J-≤÷
wor˚ uor÷ (m-b-p-f-)or /wor/ <wég÷ ‹ég≤ — •<wég≤.

7.5.2. For yer˚ ier÷ yåer˚ åer ̧ jer, Jer¸, the most typical realizations are <j%s÷ J%s≤,
which we still prefer to assign to /-er/ (in a more useful interphonemic analysis, ac-
cording to the principle of Natural Phonetics, rather than to (mediatic) /-°r/, in a sup-
posed ‘more economical' –but more abstract and less useful– intraphonemic analy-
sis). So, we recommend the taxophonic sequences shown, <j%s÷ J%s≤ (or, at most,
á<j%r, J%r≤, which risk to sound too precise, because of the use of the contoid <-r≤, in-
stead of the more typical laterally contracted vocoids, º ˙ 7.1):

yer˚ ier “ yåer˚ åer /jer, Jer/ <j%s, J-≤.

7.5.3. Similarly, ¸ur¸ provides two choices, as in mediatic pronunciation (Ã
13): /w°r/, which we consider as neutral; and /ur/, certainly not indispensable, but
useful to improve one's understanding of spoken Chinese:

(w)ur /w°r/ <w°S≤ — •<w°s≤.

7.5.4. <e second elements of the diphthongs />w≥ei, >w≥ae/ are incompatible
with the place of articulation of /r/; they are therefore reduced to a ‘zero' element,
leaving />w≥°r, >w≥ar/; in theory, this causes homophony with er and ar, though the
very few cases where this happens are substantially negligible.

7.5.5. Regarding /jaor, aor/, both vocoids are preserved, though a slight di‡er-
ence in /a/ can be observed: with /j/, the /a/ phoneme is prevented from being real-
ized as far back as <ì≤, which otherwise would be very natural, considering the in-
herent back-central quality of <ég≤. A similar behavior distinguishes /jour/ from
/our/, as clearly shown (º ˙ 7.3), in spite of the high number of mediatic variants
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currently occurring for this diphthong:
aor /aor/ <ìH≤ — •<ìH≤÷
yaor˚ iaor /jaor/ <jaH≤ — •<jaH≤÷
our /our/ <oj≤ ÷
your˚ iur /jour/ <jOj≤.

7.6. In -nr, /n/ disappears, too. Consequently, gër ‘song' and gënr ‘root' are pro-
nounced alike, /&k°r/ <&K°s≤; as well as bàr ‘handle' and bànr ‘obstacle, petal', /(par/
<(P¢ß≤. It is important to note that pïnyïn is certainly not the actual phonic struc-
ture of Chinese (as many are led to think), but just an o‚cial romanization, which
does not exactly correspond to the phonemes of the language.

As a matter of fact, pïnyïn might be more similar to a hypothetical –more abstract–
phonemic level, more like our possible ¸ ¸ symbolization. For instance, we might have
the sequences ̧ inr, ynr, w°nr¸, for inr˚ ånr˚ enr÷ but /j°r, J°r, w°r/ are certainly better. 

As for ¸jenr, Jenr¸, it must be remembered that /jen, Jen/ are simply more re-
alistic phonemicizations for <j=n, J+n≤ than ‘/jan, Jan/'; but, when /n/ disappears
–by neutralization– the syllabic nucleus resumes its theoretical ‘original' vowel
quality: /jar, Jar/ >¸janr, Janr¸≥, with the same values as described above for /ar/,
Õ yåánqåänr /"Jen&⁄·Jar/ <“J+n&qxJ$s≤˘

7.6.1. Also -˙ /W/ is dropped before /r/, but it does not vanish totally; instead, it
nasalizes both the preceding vowel and the following /r/. <e neutralizations and
readjustments explained for ordinary /z>n≥r/ largely apply to /zWr/, as well:

yi˙r˚ i˙r /j°Wr/ <j§d≤;
a˙r÷ ya˙˚ ia˙r÷ wa˙r˚ ua˙r /aWr, j-, w-/ <ìG, j-, w-≤;
e˙r /°Wr/ <§d≤;
we˙r /w°Wr/ <w§d≤;
o˙r /oWr/ <éG≤;
yo˙r˚ io˙r /JoWr/ <JéG≤ — •<JéJ≤.

7.7. We, now, present a few examples, transcribed according to our Suggested
pronunciation, though our readers will not find it di‚cult to prepare more tran-
scriptions on their own, with all the –often capricious– taxophones of a purely ‘na-
tive' mediatic pronunciation (¬ Ã 13). Besides, once the few ‘suggested' taxo-
phones are automatized and the speaker's fluency improves, thanks to intensive lis-
tening and speaking exercises (and to the influence of co-articulation, as well), al-
so the mediatic taxophones, very often, may come by themselves (to be used main-
ly as a comunicative understanding task).

a. /ar/: <$s≤ ar˚ air˚ anr÷ <j$s≤ iar˚ ianr÷ <J$s≤ åanr÷ <w$s≤ uar˚ uair˚ uanr\

/ar/ >¸a>i≥r, anr¸≥: huà-huàr <{Hwa(hw¢ß≤;
/jar/ >¸jar, janr¸≥: Ìuä˙liánr <«c≈wìW"lj$s≤;
/Jar/ >¸Janr¸≥: yåánqåänr <“J+n&qxJ$s≤;
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/war/ >¸wa>i≥r, wanr¸≥: hâowánr <‘Hœ´"w$s≤.
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(ch-zh-sh-r)œ /ºù/ <ºR, ºRR|÷ áº®≤

-ur˚ -uir˚ -uer˚ -unr /wX⁄/ (wX¤)
-ür˚ -ünr /¥X⁄/ (¥X¤)
-ir˚ -inr /jX⁄/ (jX¤)

-a˙r /a,⁄/ (˙@) 
-ia˙r /ja,⁄/ (j˙@) 

-ua˙r /wa,⁄/ (w˙@)

-e˙r /X,⁄/ (≈≈) 
-i˙r /jX,⁄/ (j≈≈) 
-ue˙r /wX,⁄/ (w≈≈)

-io˙r /¥ø,⁄/ (¥Ô@) 
-o˙r /wø,⁄/ (wÔ@)

-iaor /jaø⁄/ (jaº)

-iour /jøu⁄/ (jPø)

-ier /j™⁄/ (j‘√)
-üer /¥™⁄/ (¥‘√)

-uor /wø⁄/ (wÖg)
-(m-p-b-f)or (±Ög)

-er˚ -eir˚ -enr˚ -ïr /X⁄/ (x√)

-uar˚ -uair˚ -uanr /wa⁄/ (wå¤)
-üanr /¥a⁄/ (¥å¤)

-iar˚ -ianr /ja⁄/ (jå¤)
-ar˚ -air˚ -anr /a⁄/ (å¤)

-aor /aø⁄/ (Aº)

-our /øu⁄/ (øø)

˙ 7.4. Vocograms of the laterally contracted vocoids with no simplification.



b. /°r/: <°s≤ er˚ eir˚ enr˚ œr÷ <j°s≤ ir˚ inr÷ <J°s≤ år˚ ånr÷ <w°s≤ ur˚ uir˚ unr\

/°r/ >¸eir, °>n≥r, ùr¸≥: bèikér <[b™Ù"kx°s≤;
/j°r/ >¸i>n≥r¸≥: ™jínr <‘ßÍ(Qj#ß≤; 
/J°r/ >¸y>n≥r¸≥: qßqår <&qxy/qˆ°s≤;
/w°r/ >¸ur, weir, w°nr¸≥: kôuwèir <‘k≈øÛ(w#ß≤.

Again, yer˚ ier “ yåer˚ åer might be given as mediatic /j°r, J°r/ too, yet we pre-
fer to interpret them precisely as /jer, Jer/, thus:

/jer/: Ωjiër <“ßR&Qj%s≤;
/Jer/: mújåér <[m¨"QJ%s≤.

c. /our, jour/: <oj≤ our, <jOj≤ iur÷ /wor/: <wég, ‹ég≤ (u)or÷ />j≥aor/: <ìH≤ aor,
<jaH≤ iaor\

/our/: tûdòur <‘t≈¨(Tøª≤;
/jour/: Ò⁄liùr <«†R"ljOj≤;
/wor/: änpör <«ßAm&πXég≤÷
/aor/: nâimáor <‘nÅÈ"mìH≤;
/jaor/: màimiáor <[mÅÈ"mjaH≤.

d. /aWr/: <ìG≤ a˙r÷ <jìG≤ ia˙r÷ <wìG≤ ua˙r\

/aWr/: piänÌâ˙r <«p≈j=N'cxœœ‚≤;
/jaWr/: dòujiä˙r <[døÛ&QjìG≤;
/waWr/: tiänÌuä˙r <«t≈j=N&cxwìG≤.

e. /°Wr/: <§d≤ e˙r÷ <j§d≤ i˙r÷ <w§d≤ ue˙r\

/°Wr/: bândè˙r <‘bÅn(T@∂≤;
/j°Wr/: qî mì˙r <‘q≈¤"mj§d≤;
/w°Wr/: xiâo wè˙r <‘©jå´(w@∂≤.

f. /oWr/: <éJ≤ o˙r÷ <JéG≤ io˙r\

/oWr/: töukò˙r <«t≈oU(kx´‚≤;
/joWr, J-/: küqió˙r <«k≈u"qxJéG≤.

7.8. Compared to the huge number of the Chinese-speaking population world-
wide, just a tiny minority can use érhuà natively and properly, being it a peculiari-
ty of Peking and of the Peking area: many accents, including some of the ‘north-
ern' group, do not contemplate the érhuà phenomenon at all (unless attempting
to speak ‘well'), or lack the phones necessary to realize it correctly. In other di-
alects, something comparable to érhuà has crystallized in a more conservative
phase than that of Peking érhuà, or has taken a di‡erent course.

Beside dialectal interference, the Chinese script, too, influences speech habits
of those for whom érhuà is an (often erratically) acquired feature: the -r gram-
meme, when explicitly registered, is represented by the character ér ‘son' added to
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a primary character. Because of that, many non-Pekingese speakers, especially
when poorly educated, may indeed pronounce two distinct syllables, each one
with its own segments and tones, as <1ë7ë≤, but also as <7ë1ë≤! Other speakers, in-
stead, would articulate only one, but possibly with minor ¸ non-standard neu-
tralizations (all not to be imitated), such as:

úr /(ßw°r/ *<[ß¨ƒß≤ ‘number; vertical stroke in Chinese calligraphy'; 
xìfur /"si7fw°r/ *<“©i&fu/s≤ ‘wife'; 
xiâo qiùr /'sjao"⁄·jour/ *<‘©jå´"qxjOU/s≤ ‘small ball'; 
cuòr /(⁄·wor/ *<[⁄xwøƒß≤ ‘mistake'.

7.8.1. Proper érhuà enjoys prestige in speaking pûtö˙huà, but its use is hardly
coherent outside Peking. Even there, ‘Pekingese' speakers (treated as such for being
born in the city, or for having acquired the local accent after a long stay there) are
often uncertain whether to use érhuà in formal contexts, considering it too collo-
quial. Not surprisingly, when bound to a formal register, most broadcasters and re-
porters, as well as government spokespersons, read aloud o‚cial texts as they are
written: without the character ér and –consequently– with no érhuà.

Instead, a markedly colloquial register shows the opposite trend: érhuà abounds,
sometimes overwhelmingly –if not anarchically– in vernacular Pekingese.

7.8.2. From a general perspective, the formal ÿ colloquial opposition is not the
best criterion to explain érhuà, as many scholars still do. In fact, we are dealing with
the result of a historical process inherent to the language, from which the new -r de-
rives: a true grammeme, not a mere embellishment. Regardless of any artificiality,
érhuà is as much a part of the spoken language, as the aforementioned su‚xes -zœ
and -li are.

To put it bluntly, certain words must have -r, others may have it, while others
are not entitled to. <e most authoritative reference work in the field is, by and
large, the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, where any lexeme requiring or allow-
ing érhuà is clearly marked. Both native speakers and foreign learners could simply
resort to it and look up the relevant word(s) they doubt about, but unfortunately
few people actually do so. <erefore, it is not easy to determine a universally shared
rule in cultivated speech, not even among ‘Pekingese' speakers.

7.8.3. In an ‘international' kind of pronunciation, slightly –but reasonably– sim-
plified, when compared to the ‘normalized' neutral one, just three sequences might
su‚ce, namely <ar, %r, or≤, to which any other /z>z≥r, znr/ shall adhere and conform.

For /zWr/, <Är, %r, or≤ are fair enough to make oneself understood; but atten-
tion should be paid not to omit this nasalization, given that <Är, %r, or≤ are not to
be merged with <ar, %r, or≤.

Let us examine a few examples: bänr <&par≤ ‘job; scar' ÿ bä˙r <&pÄr≤ ‘band, gang';
bèir <(p%r≤ ‘totally; generation' ÿ bè˙r <(p%r≤ ‘separation; little coin'.

After all, such nasalization is not di‚cult at all, provided the speakers are able
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to lower their velum, as illustrated in ˙ 7.1. For (y)i˙r˚ we recommend <j%r≤;
while, for yo˙r˚ io˙r, and o˙r, we recommend <jor≤ and <or≤. It goes without
saying that an approximation to native vocoids produces a more authentic result
and is, of course, highly recommendable (and certainly appreciated).

a. Related to Ç<ar≤, we have: Ç<ar≤ ar˚ air˚ anr÷ Ç<jar≤ iar˚ ianr÷ Ç<Jar≤ åanr÷ Ç<war≤
uar˚ uair˚ uanr:

Ç<jar≤: Ìuä˙liánr Ç<«c≈waN"ljar≤, •<«c≈wìW"lj$s≤;
Ç<Jar≤: yåánqåänr Ç<“Jen&q≈Jar≤, •<“J+n&qxJ$s≤;
Ç<war≤: hâowánr Ç<‘≈ao"war≤, •<‘Hœ´"w$s≤.

b. Related to Ç<%r≤, we have: Ç<%r≤ er˚ eir˚ enr˚ œr÷ Ç<j%r≤ ir˚ ier˚ inr÷ Ç<J%r≤ år˚ åer˚
ånr÷ Ç<w%r≤ ur˚ uir˚ unr:

Ç<j%r≤: ™jínr Ç<‘ß®(qj%r≤, •<‘ßÍ(Qj#ß≤;
Ç<J%r≤: qßqår Ç<&q≈y/q≈J%r≤, •<&qxy/qˆs≤;
Ç<w%r≤: kôuwèir Ç<‘k≈ou(w%r≤, •<‘k≈øÛ(w#ß≤.

c. Related to Ç<or≤, we have: Ç<or≤ our÷ Ç<jor≤ iur÷ Ç<wor≤ uor÷ Ç<aor≤ aor÷
Ç<jaor≤ iaor:

Ç<or≤: tûdòur Ç<‘t≈u(tor≤, •<‘t≈¨(Tøª≤;
Ç<jor≤: Ò⁄liùr Ç<«c®"ljor≤, •<«†R"ljOj≤;
Ç<aor≤: nâimáor Ç<‘nae"maor≤, •<‘nÅÈ"mìH≤;
Ç<jaor≤: màimiáor Ç<[mae"mjaor≤, •<[mÅÈ"mjaH≤;
Ç<wor≤: änpör Ç<«ßam&p≈wor≤, •<«ßAm&πXég≤.

d. Related to Ç<Är≤, we have: Ç<Är≤ a˙r÷ Ç<jÄr≤ ia˙r÷ Ç<wÄr≤ ua˙r:
Ç<Är≤: piänÌâ˙r Ç<«p≈jeN'c≈ÄÄr≤, •<«p≈j=N'cxœœ‚≤;
Ç<jÄr≤: dòujiä˙r Ç<[tou&qjÄr≤, •<[døÛ&QjìG≤;
Ç<wÄr≤: tiänÌuä˙r Ç<«t≈jeN&c≈wÄr≤, •<«t≈j=N&cxwìG≤.

e. Related to Ç<%r≤, we have: Ç<%r≤ e˙r÷ Ç<j%r≤ i˙r÷ ue˙r:
Ç<%r≤: bândè˙r Ç<‘pan(t%r≤, •<‘bÅ~(T@∂≤;
Ç<j%r≤: qîmì˙r Ç<‘q≈i"mj%r≤, •<‘q≈¤"mj§d≤;
Ç<w%r≤: xiâowè˙r Ç<‘©jao(w%r≤, •<‘©jå´(w@∂≤.

f. Related to Ç<or≤, we have: Ç<or≤ o˙r÷ Ç<jor≤ “ <Jor≤ io˙r:
Ç<or≤: töukò˙r Ç<«t≈ou(k≈or≤, •<«t≈oU(kx´ˆ≤;
Ç<jor≤: küqió˙r Ç<«k≈u"q≈Jor≤, •<«k≈u"qxJéJ≤.

7.9. Let us end with ˙ 7.5, which shows some frequent emphatic (or hyperpre-
cise, or very slow) variants, that can be heard instead of the more normal ones (al-
ways with emphatic stress and paraphonics). Also notice the presence of <ö≤, and
even /'z/ <'ΩΩ≤ <'ΩöΩ≤.
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/ºM/ ('R) ("®®)

/°r/ ('§s) ("ö§r)

/jar/ ('jå¤) ("öiår)

/¥ar/ ('¥å¤) ("öyår)

/jaWr/ ('jìG) ("öi^r)

/w°r/ ('w°¤) ("öu°r)

/wør/ ('wÖh) ("öu0r)
/w°Wr/ ('w§d) ("öu§r)

/war/ ('wå¤) ("öuår)
/waWr/ ('wìG) ("öu^r)

/j°r/ ('j°S) ("öiXr)
/j°Wr/ ('j§d) ("öi§r)

/¥°r/ ('¥X¤) ("öyXr)

˙ 7.5. Possible emphatic variants for some /-r/ structures.



10.1. One of the most remarkable features of all Chinese languages is that they
employ di‡erent tonemes, besides vowels and consonants, as phonemic features: a
variation in pitch, thus, is capable of distinguishing syllables that otherwise would
be perfectly homophonic. It is a fascinating challenge for foreign learners, but al-
so a typical source of endless frustration. <at is why it is paramount to practice
all tonemes –and their phonetic counterparts: the tones and taxotones– with as
much care and perseverance as possible.

„ether Old Chinese was a tone language since the beginning is still under de-
bate, but it appears plausible that tonemes developed at a relatively early stage of
its long history, though not necessarily in its more important stage yet. In fact,
what can be targeted as the ‘ancestral' dialects spoken by Hàn tribes some three-
-thousand years ago, very presumably, possessed quite a large syllabic inventory,
and the mere combination of vowels and consonants would have been more than
enough to avoid ambiguous homophonies, with no need to add such a complex
mechanism as that of tonemes.

10.1.1. Tonemes are very common in the East-Asian language area, to which
Chinese belongs: from %betan to <ai, from Burmese to @etnamese, we invari-
ably find quite restricted syllabic inventories enriched by the use of tonemes. Oth-
erwise, the lexemic monosyllabism so typical of those languages would simply be
impossible.

Although Japanese has its akusento˚ of a clear tonal nature, that language has
no tonemes, in the strict sense of the term, \ not syllable-tonemes, but just word-
-tonemes. No surprise, thus, that polysyllabic words abound in purely indigenous
Japanese vocabulary (note that (=) or (+), at the end of the transcription of an iso-
lated Japanese word, indicates that a possible following grammeme, like ga (”˙å),
tonetically is (à˙å) or (_˙å), respectively).

So, we have: ataraii (àå'tå_må£¿ii=) ‘new', kokoro (àkO'køàmø=) ‘heart' – ÿ in
(ç¿iq=) ‘heart; new', the Sinic pronunciation of both the corresponding Chinese
characters, as in inbun (Ç¿iõ_buq+) ‘newspaper', and inri (ç¿ióà¬i=) ‘mentality,
psychology; truth' (¬ Canepari, 2007”, Ã 12: Japanese, or Canepari “ Cerini, Japa-
nese Pronunciation “ Accents {forth.}). In Chinese, inbun and ínri are xïnwén
<«©In"w%n≤ and xïnlî <«©In'l¤¤, «©I£-, «©Il-≤, respectively.

10.
Chinese tonemes 
“ stress



10.1.2. As far as Chinese ‘dialects' –actually di‡erent Chinese languages– are
concerned, some of them count as many as eight tonemes; others have six or five
full tonemes. Pûtö˙huà and the Peking ‘dialect' have  only four marked tonemes,
or ë˙diào <«ß§W(Tjå´≤, collectively called s®-ë˙ <[sæ&ß§W≤ ‘four voices'. <ey are
usually indicated by their ordinal number –t-1, t-2, t-3, t-4– or can be named af-
ter four of the eight tonemes of traditional Chinese phonology (but, since these
names do not necessarily reflect modern pitch contours, it is better to avoid them):

– yïnpì˙ë˙ <&jIm“p≈àW&ß§W, -«p≈àW-, -‡pàW-≤, ‘lower level', nowadays rather a
steadily high and level toneme, in neutral Chinese; 

– yá˙pì˙ë˙ <"jaW“p≈àW&ß§W, -«p≈àW-, -‡pàW-≤, ‘higher level', nowadays a mid-to-
high rising toneme (in its basic form);

– â˙ë˙ <‘ßåW&ß§W≤, ‘ascending', nowadays nearly always a low and slightly
descending toneme (only seldom with an added rising coda, as its basic form);

– qŸë˙ <[q≈¥&ß§W≤, ‘departing', apparently coherent with the modern steep, abrupt-
ly high-to-low falling contour (¬ Huang “ Liao, 2002:78-90; Li “ Shi, 1986: Ã 9).

Numerous expedients have been devised to indicate tonemes in Latinized tran-
scriptions; the one adopted by pïnyïn marks with a diacritic the most prominent
graphic vowel in each ‘final' (which not always coincides with the phonic vowel):

– t-1, qïn /&⁄≈in/ <&qxIn≤, and qiän /&⁄≈jen/ <&qxj=n≤;
– t-2, lóu /"lou/ <"loU≤, but liù /"ljou/ <"ljOU≤ (instead of a better form like ‘lióu');
– t-3, hên /'h°n/ <'hÈÈ~≤, but gûn /'kw°n/ <'KwÆÆ~≤ (instead of ‘guên');
– t-4, hèi /(hei/ <(h™Ù≤, but huí /(hwei/ <(hw™Ù≤ (instead of ‘huèi').

10.1.3. <e marked tonemes only occur in syllables with a primary stress, <1ë≤, or
a secondary one, <óë≤. However, since syllables are rarely uttered in isolation, some
of them may easily undergo a further accentual reduction and become destressed
syllables, <5ë≤. <eir phonatory energy is not strong enough to articulate a full
tonal contour, and what is left is a shorter tone –with reduced intensity and no pe-
culiar movements– whose actual pitch depends on that of surrounding tones, espe-
cially the immediately preceding ones.

<e same criterion can be applied to unstressed syllables, \ those which never
take a primary stress, not even when considered in isolation. <eir actual pitches
–again– are determined by the tonal environment; but, unlike in destressed sylla-
bles, they have no actual relation to any of the marked tonemes. <erefore, another
tonal group must be considered: a true unmarked toneme. <e Chinese call it qï˙-
ë˙ <«q≈àW&ß§W≤ ‘light voice'; another popular term is ‘neutral tone', as if it had
no tonal identity at all.

We, on the other hand, agree with the simple definition ‘zero tone', which –of
course– has to be interpreted as ‘zero toneme': t-0, underlining that it is none of
the other four, and it is the least prominent, too. (A full treatment of qï˙ë˙
can be found in Lu, 2001; also, ° He, 2006˚ vol. a, Ã 6; “ Li “ Shi, 1986, Ã 11.)

Dealing with Chinese tonemes –and all their relevant taxotones– is decidedly
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hard, not just for foreigners whose mother tongues do not use pitch for lexical pur-
poses, but also for many Chinese whose native tongues have di‡erent tonal be-
haviors. Very often, the more similar this is to the neutral scheme, the harder it is
for the speaker to avoid cross-dialectal interference.

For example, in the small borough of Lónghùzhèn, near Zhèngzhöu, in Hénán
Province, the locals pronounce t-1 in a very similar way to t-3, while t-2 and t-4

of pûtö˙huà are practically exchanged: thus, they have the ‘right' tones, but these
are not assigned to the right tonemes, and a sentence like tä xåé Hànyƒ ‘he/she is
learning Mandarin' becomes a puzzling *tâ xåè Hányß.

However, controlling pitch to use the tones correctly is not an option: practic-
ing tones ‘the hard way' from the start is the only way –if not to fully master them–
at least to attain a decent level of accuracy. It will not be easy, and a certain skill on
the side of the learner is certainly required, but any e‡ort is well worthwhile.

Taxotones “ stress

10.2. Many students learning Chinese often fail to realize that the four tonemes
are not fixed and unchangeable entities; in an attempt to ‘sound proper', then, they
tend to produce ‘full' pitch contours under any circumstances, just like in utter-
ing isolated syllables. Unfortunatly, too many teachers do not su‚ciently insist on
the importance of linking the proper (taxo)tones in a natural speech continuum,
provided their pupils are able to put ‘the right ë˙ (toneme) on the right z® (char-
acter)'. Surely, the speakers will manage to communicate unambiguously, but such
a kind of Chinese will sound emphatic and unnatural (and boring).

Instead, the four tonemes have three contextual variants, or taxotones (better
than simply allotones), which have to be mastered, and employed in connection
with all the relevant vocalic ¸ consonantal reductions, where possible (not to
mention, of course, that grammar and vocabulary must be kept under control, as
well): quite a challenge!

10.3. For each one of the marked tonemes, there is a basic ‘full' tone (˙ 10.1),
to be used in <1ë≤: <&≤, <"≤, <'≤, <(≤ (and three possible taxotones <3≤, <2≤, <4≤, ˙ 10.2,
while <'≤, <(≤ are limited to prepausal position (or, to be more precise, when an in-
terruption in the tonal chain intervenes, at the end of a rhythmic unit not se-
mantically and structurally linked to the next one). (Here, too, we might perhaps
refer our readers to Canepari, 2007”˚ § 11.3.3.1 et seq.˚ with some enrichments and
improvements.)

Let us observe, once and for all, that a simple vowel, in fully stressed free sylla-
bles (especially in a tune), has di‡erent degrees of length depending on the tone it
has. <us, with a full t-3, the vocoid is geminated, <'ΩΩ≤, and we always show it
like that (although a finer indication might be ̌ 'Ω;Ω‹, \ a shorter second element,
after a half-lengthened first one). In the same context, a diphthong has the fol-
lowing length pattern: <'ΩΩΩ≤ (or ˇ'Ω;ΩΩ‹).
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In addition, let us note, instead, that a full t-4, generally has a short vocoid,
<(Ω≤, as its narrower taxotone, <4z≤. But, full t-1 or t2 usually have a half-lengthened
vocoid ˇ&z;, "z;‹, although we do not show them in our transcriptions, <&z;, "z;≤
(and the same happens to fully stressed taxotones of t-3, <3Ω≤ ˇ3Ω;‹ and <2z;≤ ˇ2z;‹).
Lastly, a t-0 has no lengthening at all, </z≤ (on the contrary, it often can have a
shorter vocoid, which we only show here, ˇ‡z, /z, ƒΩ‹).

In faster speech, the degrees of length we showed above are generally less evi-
dent, so that instead of <;≤ the sign ˇò‹ might be more appropriate, since it indi-
cates something halfway between <;≤ and < ≤ (short).

It goes without saying that the emphatic counterparts of the four tones and
their taxotones, <&≤, <"≤, <'≤, <3≤, <2≤, <(≤, <4≤, in comparison, have stronger stress, <1ë≤,
and greater length, which we do not show here, also because it can have di‡erent
realizations).

Consequently, in normal speech, the various tonemes are expressed by di‡erent
taxotones capable of interlinking more smoothly, thanks to a number of continu-
ous and reciprocal small adjustments, which produce a rather complex and com-
posite pitch contour. Taxotones (see ̇  10.2) are definitely not an unnecessary nui-
sance: without them, it would be uneasy and tiresome for both speakers and lis-
teners.

In syllables with a secondary stress, the tones are somewhat reduced, both in
duration and in intensity. <us, we have <óë≤: <«≤, <“≤, <‘≤, <[≤ (not considering here
other taxotones modified by intonation). Since the ‘zero' toneme is regularly asso-
ciated with <6ë≤, its actual pitch contour is so feeble that it can be represented by
a single dot, and only three signs are necessary: <‡≤, </≤, <ƒ≤ (see ̇  10.8-9); but, in slow
speech and in a tune, t-0 may receive more phonatory energy and substantially
merge with <óë≤: <«≤, <»≤, <‘≤. 

To be entirely rigourous, a notation like ‘<ó≤' would su‚ce to express a seconda-
ry stress with medium pitch, but we prefer ‘<»≤' to keep consistency with <«≤, <‘≤;
besides, in non-tone languages, <ó≤ may be completely unrelated to pitch. For exam-
ple, in (British) English, Mexico is actually <1meksàók%õ≤ (diaphonemically /1meksà-
koõ/) But what is the actual pitch of the three syllables, when the proper intona-
tional patterns are applied? Considering the four British neutral tunes, one would
hear (Canepari, 2015, Ã 34-37):
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˙ 10.1. <e four basic tonemes (iconic, realistic, and schematic).

1 (5) >1≥ 2 (4) >Q≥ 3 ([) >5≥ 4 (7) >Z≥ 

a
aa

a a
a

a
a

aa



– conclusive\ /1meksàkoõ./ <1meksàók%õƒƒ≤, \ ˇ1mekƒsà‘k%õ‹,
– interrogative\ /1meksàkoõ?/ <1meksàók%õèç≤, \ ˇ1mek/sà“k%õ‹,
– suspensive\ /1meksàkoõ÷/ <1meksàók%õƒè≤, \ ˇ1mekƒsà»k%õ‹,
– continuative\ /1meksàkoõ,/ <1meksàók%õè≤, \ ˇ1mek/sà»k%õ‹.

10.4. In order to fully understand the mechanism of stress in Chinese, we must
be able to isolate and analyze its fundamental stress units, usually called rhythmic
groups. <ese do not necessarily correspond to words, no matter which particular
language is concerned, but to syllabic strings within actual utterances, with at least
one prominent syllable –bearing most of the phono-articulatory energy– and a
number of less prominent ones.

All the more so in Chinese, where even the very concept of ‘word' is particular-
ly vague; and words of more than two syllables have more than one strong stress,
although, in these cases, the stronger stress is the last one.

Let us now examine some rhythmic groups containing marked tonemes only.
«rst of all, a disyllabic sequence most commonly follows the <óë1ë≤ pattern: Ò⁄yåán
<«†R"J+n≤ ‘employee', liánxí <“lj=n(©¤≤ ‘to link', hëibân <«HeI'PÅÅ~≤ ‘blackboard', jiào-
⁄ <[¬jå´&ßR≤ ‘teacher'; wô uö <‘wø&ßwo≤ ‘I say', huài háir /(hwae"har/ <[HwåÈ"h$s≤
‘naughty boy'.

A useful comparison between the basic tones and three of their very important tax-
otones is clearly shown in ̇  10.2. Attention should be paid to â /'/ <2≤, a t-3 that close-
ly resembles a t-2 (though not identical, as too many textbooks still describe it, in-
stead), and occurs only before another t-3; thus, the so-called ‘half t-3' is â /'/ <3≤,
when preceding some other marked tonemes.

«nally, there is even a ‘half t-4', à /(/ <4≤, which only occurs before another t-4.
Quite evidently, the pitch contours of these taxotones make tonal adjustment easier,
by avoiding inconvenient sequences; as a matter of fact, <3≤, and <4≤ in particular, are
nothing but a ‘condensed' version of their corresponding full forms, <'≤ and <(≤.
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˙ 10.2. Tones and taxotones.

1 (5) >1≥ 2 (4) >Q≥ 3 ([) >5≥ 3‘ (ç) >5≥ 4 (7) >Z≥ 4‘ (6) >Z≥ 3“ (•) >5≥ 

1 (8) >1≥ 2 (") >Q≥ 3 (') >5≥ 3‘ (3) >5≥ 4 (() >Z≥ 4‘ (4) >Z≥ 3“ (2) >5≥ 

Normal

Emphatic



Of all the (taxo)tones, including those in weak and reduced syllables, ˙ 10.3
shows which of them are uttered with creaky voice˚ when the low tonal band is in-
volved. Of course, in creaky voice (or laryngealization, (C, a)), the vocal folds are
less tense and less thin than usual, whereas the arytenoids remain firmly closed, so
that only the part of the folds not in contact with them are free to vibrate. ˛e
folds are completely lax, and produce a series of quick glottal taps and a pitch im-
pression which is lower than usual.

We can find creaky voice in some other languages, in conjunction with low
pitch, as at the end of certain conclusive intonemes, which are falling in conjunc-
tion with the low parts of tunes. In British English, creaky voice on a conclusive
tune is considered as upper-class: Yes, indeed (5j™s ¤n'DI;ifl3 3).

10.5. It might be argued that the taxotones are not fundamental, and therefore
not actually necessary to foreign learners. On the other hand, if one aims at pro-
nouncing Chinese convincingly, not just at mimicking its sounds, it is clear that
four tonal contours are simply not enough. Besides, even if taxotones were not used
by non-native speakers, these should anyway be able to recognise those taxotones,
when listening to the Chinese. Besides, other peculiarities found in complete ut-
terances become far less cryptical if one starts from a seven-element inventory.

A better explanation of how the taxotones behave is provided by ̇  10.4, as well
as by the following examples, where secondary-stress reduced taxotones are also em-
ployed. It is clear that <'≤ ï <3≤ (“ <‘≤) allows for a simpler and smoother transition
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˙ 10.3. Regular and creaky voice “ tonetic elements.

1 (5é) 2 (4é) 3 ([üü) 3‘ (çü) 4 (7ü) 4‘ (6é)3“ (•é)

0 («é, ‡é) (»é, /é) (»é, /é) (‘ü, ƒü)

creaky voice

Ú (¬ ˙ 3.4)

˙ 10.4. Fundamental taxotones in disyllabic sequences.

(Ò  [)

(–  5)/[  5/ =

(–  4)/[  4/ =

/[  [/ =

(–  7)/[  7/ =

(0  7)/7  7/ =



from /'/ to /&/, or /"/, or /(/: huôÌë <‘Hwø&cx°≤, dê˙y∂ <‘d@„"Jy≤, kâo® <‘k≈œ´(ßÍ≤.
Similarly, a sequence like /'ë'ë/ would not be practical, if realized as such, or

even with the taxotone just seen, \ ‘<‘ë'ë≤'; instead, <2≤ decidedly improves the
enunciation: ôubiâo <“ßoU'Pjåå´≤ (again, with a secondary stress and reduced du-
ration: <2oU≤ ï <“oU≤, instead of <'øøÛ≤).

In /(ë(ë/, there is a generally descending contour: of course, a theoretical ‘<[ë(ë≤'
would require an uncomfortable ‘zig-zag' movement, should we actually try to
make our voice ‘climb up' (from <ƒ≤ to <‡≤) before falling down again. Instead, with
<4≤, a very straightforward <{ë(ë≤ is obtained: fà˙ jià <{faW(Qjå≤.

In short, seven tones and as many signs are required for <1ë≤: <&a≤, <"a≤, <'åå, 3å,
2a≤, <(å, 4a≤; but only five, for <óë≤: <«a, “a, {a, [å, ‘å≤ (because <"≤ “ <2≤ ï <“≤; <'≤ “ <3≤ ï
<‘≤); and three, for <6ë≤: <‡a≤, </a≤, <ƒå≤.

(Despite remarkable di‡erences, in terms of tonetic notation and iconic repre-
sentation of intonation, our approach has some points in common with what W.
Cao presented in a simple booklet, Hanyu yuyin jiaoÌe˙ – A Course in Chinese
Phonetics, 2002, Peking: Beijing Yuyan Daxue Chubanshe, almost ñ˚ especially
§ 10.4.1-4. He also used the well-known ‘transitional tone', guòdú ë˙diào˚ for
some occurrences of <«≤ instead of <“≤ – already clearly shown by Chao, 1948:111.
However, it is surprisingly sad that in more recent booklets of his everything has
been simplified, ‘downgrading' the whole treatment of tonemes and tones to noth-
ing more than a sketchy resumé.)

10.6. Generally speaking, trisyllables composed by marked tonemes follow the
<1ëóë1ë≤ pattern, which is substantially coherent with that of disyllables, as it can be an-
alyzed as ‘<1ë≤+<óë1ë≤'. It is easy to observe that, unlike English, no syllable is entirely
deprived of stress, especially if speaking at a normal speed and the word occurs in a
tune: compare Mexico <1meksàók%õ≤ ÿ Mòxïgë <(mø«©i&K°≤. Moreover, both <(mø≤ and
<&K°≤ bear a primary stress, though <(mø≤ is auditorily less prominent, for intrinsic
reasons, also due to the influence of rhythm. However, it is true that in fast speech we
generally find <”mø«©i&K°≤, where <”≤ indicates a slightly lighter strength than <(≤.

Other examples: yöumògân <&jOU[mø'KÅÅ~≤ ‘sense of humour', fé˙rènjï
<"f§W[rÈ~&Qi≤ ‘sewing machine', huôÌëÒàn <3hwø«c≈°(CÅ~≤ ‘train station', fúmû
uö <(f¨‘m¨&ßwo≤ ‘(my) parents say'. It is very interesting to notice that the prim-
itive lexemes, if taken in isolation, would switch from <1ëóë≤ to the <óë1ë≤ pattern:
yöumò <«jOU(mø≤ ‘humor', fé˙rèn <“f§W(rÈ~≤ ‘to sew', huôÌë <‘Hwø&cx°≤ ‘train',
fúmû <[f¨'m¨¨≤ ‘parents'.

10.6.1. Beside the norms explained hitherto, which occur inevitably and almost
irrespective of enunciation speed (as we saw), there are other particular cases, in-
volving <“≤, where a certain degree of fluency and speed is required for the tonal ad-
justment to take place: <“≤ ï <«≤.

In fact, native speakers are rarely conscious of converting a t-2 or a t-3 into a t-1

(actually, the overlapping is taxotonic, not tonemic): for them, that is a perfectly
natural outcome, in their speech habits. But, if asked to repeat the same sequence
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at a slower pace, paying attention to its taxotones, they invariably avoid <«≤ in favour
of the original tones.

Foreign learners must pay attention to this last point, and may even want to
omit the ‘flattening' presented below, if they do not pronounce the language
fluently enough, or are not entirely proficient in linking words together: other-
wise, the use of <«≤, though in the right place, might result puzzling and be judged
–paradoxically!– as wrong.

«rst of all, let us examine ˙ 10.5, presenting the behavior of /&ë"ë1ë/, \ /&ë"ë/
followed by any other marked toneme: <&ë“ë1ë≤ ï <&ë«ë1ë≤, Õ xiänrénÒâ˙ <&©j=N-

«rEN'Cåå„≤, dö˙nánfë˙ <&T9W«nAM&f§W≤, sänniánjì <&san«nj=n"Qi≤, xïhó˙® <&©i-
«H9W(ßÍ≤. As said, in slower speech, a slightly less spontaneous but ‘safer' realiza-
tion would resume <-“rEN-≤, <-“nAM-≤, <-“nj=n-≤, <-“H9W≤.

Besides, ˙ 10.6 presents the behavior of /"ë"ë1ë/ <"ë“ë1ë≤ ï <"ë«ë1ë≤, Õ Méi Lán-
fä˙ <"meI«lAM&faW≤, wánqåán dô˙ <"wAn«q≈J+n'TÔÔ„≤, hái méi lái <"hAE«meI"lAE≤,
x∂nyá˙-jiàn <"©Yn«jaW(Qj≠~≤.

10.6.2. «nally, ˙ 10.7 describes what happens when a /'ë'ë/ sequence follows
one of the first three marked tonemes: <1ë‘ë'ë≤ ï <1ë“ë'ë≤ ï <1ë«ë'ë≤ (with <1ë≤ ̂ <(ë≤),
Õ tä hên hâo <&txa«HEW'hœœ´≤, hánûbiâo <"hAN«ßu'Pjåå´≤, wô yê yôu <2wo«je'jØØÛ≤
(be noted: <2wo≤, not ‘<"wo≤', depending on rhythm and emphasis, the alternative
reading <3wø“je'jØØÛ≤ is possible as well).
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˙ 10.5. Taxotones in /&ë"ë/+/1ë/ trisyllabic sequences.

/5 5 5/ (5 — 5)/5 4 5/ =

/5 5 4/ (5 — 4)/5 4 4/ =

/5 5 [/ (5 — [)/5 4 [/ =

/5 5 7/ (5 — 7)/5 4 7/ =

˙ 10.6. Taxotones in /"ë"ë/+/1ë/ trisyllabic sequences.

/4 5 5/ (4 — 5)/4 4 5/ =

/4 5 4/ (4 — 4)/4 4 4/ =

/4 5 [/ (4 — [)/4 4 [/ =

/4 5 7/ (4 — 7)/4 4 7/ =



Even if a rhythmic unit includes more than three syllables with marked
tonemes, it would have a primary stress on the last syllable, anyway, and another
on the first one; \ with a strong tendency to keep most of the phono-articulatory
energy on the ‘outer ends', and to reduce it in the middle.

<is means that, in a four-syllable sequence, the usual distribution is <1ëóëóë1ë≤,
rather than <óë1ëóë1ë≤, which would not sound very smooth. However, depending
on the semantic value of each component, also <óë1ëóë1ë≤ is possible, especially when
a contrastive purpose on the first bisyllabic lexeme is present, which may certainly
tend to its original pattern <óë1ë≤.

But with five syllables, there is no reason to subvert the <1ëóë1ëóë1ë≤ pattern re-
sulting from the simple juxtaposition of <1ëóë1ë≤ + <óë1ë≤, or the spontaneous ad-
justment deriving from <óë1ë≤ + <1ëóë1ë≤ ï <1ëóë1ëóë1ë≤ (but, of course, lexical factors
play their role too, when combining the syllables of their words).

A practical example: taken separately, pïnyïn ‘to spell words out (phon{et}ical-
ly)' and z®mû ‘alphabet' are both naturally <óë1ë≤: <«p≈In&jIn≤, <[ºæ'm¨¨≤. By com-
bining them into pïnyïn-z®mû ‘phono-alphabetic script, romanization', the theo-
retical (yet possible) rendering <«p≈In&jIn [ºæ'm¨¨≤ normally changes into <&pxIn-

«jIn [ºæ'm¨¨≤. In English we have examples like the seven-year itch (∑È5s™v-Èn&j¤È>
'¤c) or fifth-generation computers (5f¤f† G™nÈ'>™ISó k=m'phj¯utÈΩ), which combine
their plain elements: seven ('s™v-Èn), year ('j¤;å), itch ('¤c) and fifth ('f¤f†), generation
(&G™nÈ'>™ISó), computer (kh=m'phj¯utå) (when given in isolation).

Keeping in mind all these observations, we must admit that, in fast speech, the
patterns <1ëóëóë1ë≤ and <1ëóë1ëóë1ë≤ may certainly tend to become <1ë7ëóë1ë≤, <1ë7ë'ëóë1ë≤
and also <'ë7ëóë1ë≤, <'ë7ëóë«ë1ë≤, with <'≤ veaker than <1≤).

10.6.3. It has to be underlined, both from the learner's and teacher's point of
view, that a rhythmic group is not detached from intonation and paraphonics.
Instead, they influence one another: therefore, and not surprisingly, it is frequent
that more than one stress arrangement is possible for similar utterances. Let us ob-
serve Máo Zédö˙ Òûxì <"mìé«º°&T9W ‘†¨"©i≤ ‘chairman Mao Zedong', with sim-
ple juxtaposition: <1ëóë1ë≤ + <óë1ë≤. But, in the basic sentence tä ® Òûxì ‘(he/she)
is (the) chairperson', we have <1ëóë+óë1ë≤: <&txa[ßÍ ‘†¨"©i≤; in fact, <«t≈a(ßÍ ‘†¨"©i≤
(omitting sentence intonation symbols) would not be a mere variant –as in pïnyïn-
z®mû– but would imply that ‘he/she is (the) chairperson', though with less as-
sertiveness than <«t≈a(ßÍ… ‘†¨"©i≤ ‘(he/she) definitely is (the) chairperson', with an
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˙ 10.7. Taxotones in /1ë/+/'ë'ë/ trisyllabic sequences.

/5�[  [/ = (5 — [)(5  Ò [) =

/•�[  [/ = (4 — [)(4  Ò�[) =

/[  [  [/ = (• — [)(•  Ò�[) =



extra-strong, or emphatic, stress on ®˚ the copula (and a very short pause, <…≤).
On the other hand, one might say Lî fúÒûxì <3l¤ (f¨‘†¨"©i≤ ‘(the) vice-chair-

person Li', where two contiguous syllables retain a primary stress, for they logically
belong to di‡erent semantic entities: rhythmically, however, they can be regarded
as part of one sequence (even if –auditorily– with slightly di‡erent prominence).
In fact, we have Lî fúÒûxì <3l¤è (f¨‘†¨"©i≤, with a continuative tune, <3l¤è≤, although
with no pause. <e same is normally true of Máo Zédö˙ Òûxì <"mìé«º°&T9Wè ‘†¨-
"©i≤, in actual speech.

10.7. A Chinese bisyllable may feature a ‘zero' toneme on its second syllable,
which is therefore considered as intrinsically unstressed: /6ë/ <6ë≤. In that case, the
primary stress obviously falls on the first syllable. Pïnyïn systematically annotates
unstressed syllables by leaving them without tonal marks: wôde˚ nàli˚ érzœ˚ rènœ˚
luóbo˚ Òàogu˚ méigui˚ Æ. Such typographical convention is mandatory, and
(good) teachers would reject such misspellings as *érz™, *rènΩ, and *méiguï.

<ere are also some de-stressed syllables, /1ë/ <1ë≤ ï <5ë≤, \ those with a marked
toneme, which –under specific circumstances– may be ‘weakened' up to the point
of acting, de facto˚ as t-0 syllables. <ough such a distinction is far from being in-
dispensable, from a practical point of view, nonetheless it proves useful to thor-
oughly understand the complex mechanisms of Mandarin prosody.

<e o‚cial orthography is somewhat inconstant, on this respect: de-stressing
is sometimes explicitly annotated, more often it is not (pretty much like tonal ad-
justments, which are given as implicitly understood by the reader/speaker). A few
examples, duly transcribed, are given below.

As a general rule, the actual pitch of a ‘weak' syllable is determined by the tone
of the syllable that comes before it. In addition, in fast connected speech, the pitch
of a following syllable may exert a certain influence as well, but always on a sec-
ondary level. As previously said, three symbols are enough: <‡ / ƒ≤; but, phonetical-
ly, four di‡erent pitches may be detected, as shown in ̇  10.8: jïzœ <&Qi/Üù≤ ‘chick-
en', jìzœ <"Qi/Üù≤ ‘collected works', jîzœ <3Q¤‡Üù≤ ‘muntjac', jízœ <(Q¤ƒÜæ≤ ‘bun'.

In slow speech and in a tune, as said in § 10.3, the last syllable may receive a sec-
ondary stress, <1ëóë≤, so that it becomes slightly more prominent than it usually is:
Õ <&Qi»ºù≤, <"Qi»ºù≤, <3Q¤«ºù≤, <(Q¤‘ºæ≤. <e di‡erence is noticeable, even to
an untrained ear, thus foreign learners should pay attention not to abuse of this
possibility, out of the contexts in which it is allowed.

By referring to ˙ 10.8, again, there is clearly a mid pitch after both t-1 and t-

2; more precisely, a lower mid pitch, after t-1, and a slightly raised mid pitch, after
t-2: bïpo <&Pi/πo, -»π‰o≤, pìqi <"pxi/qi, -»q≈i≤. After a t-3, which is automatically
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˙ 10.8. Taxotones in /1ë/+/6ë/ bisyllabic sequences.
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narrowed to <3≤ and shortened in its length, we have a lowered high pitch. «nally,
after a t-4, the ‘dot' lies just in the middle of the low band: bîfa˙ <3P¤‡vaW, -«faW≤,
bíhui <(P¤ƒ·w™Ù, -‘Hw™Ù≤.

„at above mentioned, of course, works well with single rhythmic groups pro-
nounced in isolation. But, when a‡ected by intonation, such a kind of ‘ideal' pro-
nunciation is inevitably modified ̧  compressed, and many nuances may become less
peculiar, especially in current speech. Even more so, then, to ‘get by' with just three
punctiform symbols (<‡ / ƒ≤, which are square, in our transcriptions, not round as the
intonation dots <ç è )≤ – although not so clearly distinguishible).

10.8. „en a marked toneme is followed by two unmarked ones, /1ë6ë6ë/, the
phonatory energy is redistributed as <1ë6ëóë≤, akin to the general trend of reducing
stress in the middle –as observed in /1ë1ë1ë/ <1ëóë1ë≤– while keeping most strength
on the edges. As ˙ 10.9 clearly explains, we have käilai le <&kxAE/lAE‘l#>@|≥≤, nálai
le <"na/lAE‘l#>@|≥≤, zôulai le <3ÁøÛ‡lAE«l°>§|≥≤, sò˙lai le <(sÔ„ƒlÅÈ‘l#>@|≥≤, with /"lae/ de-
stressed to /6lae/ (see below).

Between two marked tonemes, a t-0 (˙ 10.10) is practically realized as a ‘linking
taxotone', whose pitch is directly influenced by the following tone, too, as well as
by the preceding one: Ì⁄le fàn <&cxR‡l§(fÅ~≤˚ pá-bu-à˙ <"pxa‡∫u(ßå„≤˚ wôde ü
<3wø/∂§&ßu≤˚ liâ˙ge rén <3ljå„/Ÿ§"rEn≤˚ kàn-de-jiàn <(kxÅ~ƒ∂§(Qj≠~≤ (“ <4kxAn/∂§-≤).

<e examples presented here lead us to say a few words more about the behavior
of ‘destressed' syllables, which we usefully consider to be distinct from purely un-
stressed ones, at least conceptually: yïnwèi ‘because' is regularly <«jIn(w™Ù≤, but the al-
ternative pronunciation <&jIn/weI, -»weI≤ is permitted (with a di‡erent spelling, too:
yïnwei). <e authoritative Contemporary Chinese Dictionary signals these alternatives
by putting a raised dot before a syllable with a marked toneme, as in yïn_wèi.

Resultative complements are most often destressed. Taking kàn <(kxÅ~≤ ‘to see',
and qî <'qx¤¤≤ ‘to start; to lift', as main verbs, we can add an enclitic verb to them,
like jiàn <(Qj≠~≤ ‘to see', or lái <"lAE≤ ‘to come'. So, we obtain kànjian <(kxÅ~ƒúj≠~,
-‘¬j≠~≤ ‘to see' and qîlai <3qx¤‡lAE, -«lAE≤ ‘to rise up, to commence' (and other mean-
ings). But, if we insert dé <"T°≤ ‘to reach' or bú <(P¨≤ ‘not' between the verb and its
resultative complement, a potential construction is obtained, where dé and bú lose
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˙ 10.9. Contextual pitch of /6ë/ in the middle of some trisyllabic sequences.

/5 ” ”/ (5 / –) /4 ” ”/ (4 / –) /[ ” ”/ (ç ‡ —) /7 ” ”/ (7 ƒ –)

˙ 10.10.  Contextual pitch of /6ë/ in the middle of the most frequent trisyllabic sequences.
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their stress, <6∂§, 6∫u≤, while the other verb resumes the original toneme: kàn-de-
-jiàn <(kxÅ~ƒ∂@(Qj≠~≤, qî-bu-lái <3qx¤/∫u"lAE≤.

Let us also compare öu + qîlái + le ï öuqilai le <&ßou/qi/lAE»l°>§|≥, -»lAE/l§≤ ‘to
have collected scattered things'. If le comes after the main verb, the sequence öu
+ le + qîlái gives öule qîlái <&ßoU/l§ ‘q≈¤"lAE, 3qx¤‡lAE≤. A monosyllabic pronoun
like tä ‘he, him; she, her; it' might be inserted too: if fully stressed, we would have
öuqi tä lái le <&ßoU/qi&txa "lAE/l§≤, or /-6lae-/ <&ßoU/qi &txa/lAE»l§≤ (more than one
arrangement is possible, depending on what the speaker wants to underline). Tä
can be used as an enclitic, too; but, since pïnyïn does not permit such spellings as
‘ta' (unlike lai˚ qi˚ jian˚ Æ), we are compelled to write öuqi tä lái le anyway, for
/&ßou6⁄≈i6t≈a "lae6l°/ <&ßoU/qi»t≈a "lAE/l§≤.

10.9. Let us add that the copula word ® is normally reduced to /6ßù/, al-
though always written with its tone mark. It is followed by a complete inventory
of three syllable structures, with a t-0 in the middle.
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˙ 10.11.  Contextual pitch of /6ë/ in the middle of all possible trisyllabic sequences.

/5 ” 5/ (5 / 5) /5 ” 4/ (5 / 4) /5 ” [/ (5 / [) /5 ” 7/ (5 / 7)

/4 ” 5/ (4 / 5) /4 ” 4/ (4 / 4) /4 ” [/ (4 / [) /4 ” 7/ (4 ‡ 7)

/[ ” 5/ (ç / 5) /[ ” 4/ (ç / 4) /[ ” [/ (ç ‡ [) /[ ” 7/ (ç ‡ 7)

/7 ” 5/ (7 ƒ 5) /7 ” 4/ (7 ƒ 4) /7 ” [/ (7 ƒ [) /7 ” 7/ (6 / 7)

˙ 10.12.  Contextual pitch of /6ë/ at the end all possible trisyllabic sequences.

/5 5 ”/ (— 5 /|») /5 4 ”/ (— 4 /|») /5 [ ”/ (— [ ‡|—) /5 7 ”/ (— 7 ƒ|–)

/4 5 ”/ (Ò 5 /|») /4 4 ”/ (Ò 4 /|») /4 [ ”/ (Ò ç ‡|—) /4 7 ”/ (Ò 7 ƒ|–)

/[ 5 ”/ (– 5 /|») /[ 4 ”/ (– 4 /|») /[ [ ”/ (Ò ç ‡|—) /[ 7 ”/ (– 7 ƒ|–)

/7 5 ”/ ([ 5 /|») /7 4 ”/ ([ 4 /|») /7 [ ”/ ([ ç ‡|—) /7 7 ”/ (0 7 ƒ|–)



Lastly, there are some peculiar uses to be learned ‘as they are', concerning the
negative adverbs bú and méi˚ and the numerals yï ‘one', qï ‘seven', bä ‘eight'. Before
a t-4, bú /(pu/ changes into /"pu/, producing a smoother combination: wô bú qú
‘I don't go' /'wo(pu(⁄≈y/ ï /'wo"pu(⁄≈y/ <3wø“bu(qx¥≤ (“ <3wø/∫u(qx¥≤, with loss
of stress). For a moderately stronger assertion, like ‘I do not go', its spontaneous
pronunciation would rather be <‘wø"Pu/qy≤.

However, if the speaker wants to emphasize that he/she has ‘absolutely no inten-
tion to go', bú may retains its toneme, possibly with two distinct rhythmic units and
a potential pause, Õ /'wo(pu) (⁄≈y)/ <3wø(P¨ç)… (qx¥ç)≤ (our intonation symbols will
be fully explained in Ã 11 – but let us notice again that intonation dots are round,
<ç è )≤, while tone dots tend to be square, <‡ / ƒ≤). <e o‚cial orthography permits the
written variant bù, as in wô bù qú, but this expedient is not systematically used.

In x-not-x interrogative patterns, bú and méi are generally destressed (this could
be indicated by their romanization, too: bu˚ mei): dô˙ bu dô˙ <3TÔ„‡∫u'TÔÔ„≤; Ì⁄
mei Ì⁄ <&cxR/meI&cxR, -‡meI-≤.

<e numeral yï ‘one' keeps its original t-1 when the lexeme is used alone, or at
the end of an utterance: Ωyï <“ßR&ji≤ ‘eleven', yï yï dé yï <«ji&ji/ “d°&jiç)≤ ‘one multi-
plied by one gives one' (again, please, refer to Ã 11 for an explanation of our into-
nation symbols). Before a t-4, yï becomes /"ji/: yïgò˙ <“ji(Kø„≤ ‘altogether', yï bàn
<“ji(PÅ~≤ ‘a half'. Before other tonemes, instead, yï changes into /(ji/: yïdiânr /(ji'tjar/
<[j¤'Tj¢¢ß≤ ‘a bit', yï tiän <[j¤&txjen≤ ‘a day', yï nián <[j¤"njen≤ ‘a year'. For teaching pur-
poses, more realistic spellings are found, though they are not systematically en-
countered in o‚cial orthography: yìgò˙˚ yì bàn˚ yídiânr˚ yí tiän˚ yí nián.

Traditionally, qï ‘seven' and bä ‘eight' used to be pronounced as /"⁄≈i, "pa/ be-
fore a t-4: qïyåè <“q≈i(J™≤ ‘July', bä-wèi lâo⁄ <“ba(w™Ù ‘lœ´&ßR≤ ‘seight teacher'.
However, such peculiarity is now almost lost in contemporary neutral Mandarin,
and could even be regarded by some as regional, or too ‘old-Pekinesque'. O‚cial
spelling does not record it, by the way, and today we only have qïyåè <«q≈i(J™≤,
bä-wèi lâo⁄ <«ba(w™Ù ‘lœ´-&ßR≤ (° <e Contemporary Chinese-Engli Dictionary˚
p. 26 “ p. 1508.).

10.10. Lastly, we must always keep in mind what is said about Chinese stress
(in § 12.0.2): rules are rules, but nothing more. In fact, since –in Chinese– stress is
not distinctive, its ‘simple and clear' stress patterns are not necessarily ‘respected',
when speaking fluently.

<is produces a more natural way of speaking, although foreign learners may cer-
tainly find it rather bewildering.

10.11. Of course, as it happens in some of the regional accents dealt with in Ã 16,
we can also find even five heights of level tones: <& ‡ á ƒ f≤. <e use of <≤ is quite
su‚cient to clearly distinguish <&≤ from <‡≤, and <f≤ from <ƒ≤, or <á≤ both from <‡≤ and
<ƒ≤ (and from <-≤, as well). But, writing by hand, especially when taking quick notes,
it is certainly safer to use <„≤, or <°≤, for <‡≤, and <∑≤, or <§≤, for <ƒ≤, and <ú≤ for <á≤.
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<e Peking accent ÿÿ Peking dialect

13.1. We have carefully considered whether to include analyses of all possible
regional pronunciations in a book that specifically focuses on neutral Chinese pro-
nunciation. <at would be the logical continuation of this work (according to the
series of books on the pronunciation “ accents of various other languages – ¬ §
1.1). In fact, we have already started collecting material for a thorough examina-
tion of the most important regional accents, from both the People's Republic of
China and other parts of the vast Chinese-speaking world. Based on these record-
ings (also collected with a special questionnaire) of several informants and nu-
merous other audio files, we are forming a rich sound database.

On the other hand, Peking certainly deserves an exception, given the close re-
lationship between the Common Language and the ‘dialect' spoken in the capital.
But it is important to point out that we will deal with the Pekingese accent of
Mandarin Chinese, not the Peking dialect proper, as the latter is almost an inde-
pendent language, with its phonetic, lexical and grammatical peculiarities.

Surely, there is no sharp boundary between accent and dialect in Peking, but
rather a continuum of more or less marked variants, from a kind of almost neutral
pronunciation, with very few regionalisms, down to a sort of perfect diglossia, where
the speaker unconsciously oscillates, even within the same utterance, depending on
contexts and linguistic styles.

13.2. Peking is a huge city with about twenty million inhabitants, many of whom
were not born in the capital. <e vast number of immigrants from other parts of
China, who clearly do not speak Pekingese natively, as well as the influence of mass
media and the increasingly higher literacy rate, have deeply changed the linguis-
tic situation in the area.

Many dialects coexist with di‡erent degrees of proficiency in speaking pûtö˙-
huà. Moving from one part of the city to another, nowadays, is a frequent phe-
nomenon, as social and job mobility has increased dramatically in recent years.
Under such circumstances, the local pronunciation(s) will evolve more quickly,
making it harder to define a univocal pattern for describing how a ‘Peking accent'
sounds like today.

13.
Mediatic 
Mandarin/Pekingese
pronunciation



Let us tell in advance that Xià˙e˙r is a traditional Pekingese comic per-
formance, featuring jokes and funny dialogues arranged in a crosstalk pattern. It
requires an exceptional mastering of the language –traditionally, the Peking di-
alect, rich in puns and popular jargon– and a good deal of dry wit.

Hóu Bâolìn (1917-1993 – or, in the West: B. Hou) is still remembered as an out-
standing xià˙e˙r performer. He was most revered for his creativity and ability
to play with language, but also for his high-profile approach to xià˙e˙r\ he ac-
tively promoted the use of pûtö˙huà in performing modern crosstalk˚ both to
spread the Common Language throughout China (thanks to radio and –later– tv

broadcasting), and to make a quintessentially Pekingese art become popular across
the country and beyond.

Always assisted by his lifetime friend and colleague Guö Qîrù (1900-1969 – \
Q. Guo), he even dedicated some famous xià˙e˙r to the relationship between
dialects and what he believed should be the ‘national' language of all Chinese.
Such famous pieces of crosstalk as Pûtö˙huà yƒ fä˙yán ‘Common Language and
Dialects', and especially Bêijï˙huà ‘the Peking Dialect', remain as valuable testimo-
nies of how the delicate matter of language evolved in China in the past decades,
besides being a precious collection of authentic Pekingese pronunciation.

<e old-fashioned pronunciation, consecrated by xià˙e˙r crosstalk masters
as Hóu Bâolìn and Guö Qîrù, is no longer the only one used by the locals. Indeed,
what many call ‘Pekingese' now is a largely stereotypical relic, confined to local com-
edy and a small number of (very) aged speakers.

From a phonemic and phonetic point of view, traditional Pekingese largely co-
incides with Mandarin. <eir paraphonic settings, instead, are remarkably di‡er-
ent: for example, Hóu Bâolìn's Pekingese-accented pûtö˙huà sounded high-pitched
and crisp, with clearly uttered tones and a rapid flow; this is precisely how the prop-
er xià˙e˙r delivery style is supposed to be.

By contrast, Hóu's stooge, Guö Qîrù, would intentionally speak with a less refined
–yet understandable– pronunciation, which is decidedly more on the side of the dialect
proper, while interacting with Hóu, to convey the theatrical idea of a naœve character.

@deo-sharing websites, like YouTube and its Chinese alter ego˚ Yöukú˚ provide
quite a rich selection of xià˙e˙r performed by Hóu and Guö, which is highly ad-
visable to carefully listen to, in comparison with neutral voices in audio files attached
to contemporary Chinese courses. Also the records of the first Chinese Course by the
Linguaphone Institute o‡er abundant examples of Peking-accented pronunciation.

<erefore, and contrary to popular belief, the ‘traditional' pronunciation re-
ported above has little to do with the ‘lazy mutter' most often –but unjustly– as-
sociated with speakers from the hùtò˙r alleys.

<e hùtò˙r are ancient narrow streets, or alleys, most commonly associated
with the oldest and most traditional parts of Peking. In that city, hùtò˙r are
formed by several lines of s®héyåànr˚ the traditional Pekingese square courtyard res-
idences. Many neighbourhoods have been formed by joining one s®héyåànr to an-
other to form a hùtò˙r˚ and joining one hùtò˙r to another. <e word hùtò˙r is
also used to refer to such neighbourhoods.
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Since the mid-20th century, the number of hùtò˙r has dropped dramatically
in Peking, as many of them have been demolished to make way for new roads and
buildings. More recently, some hùtò˙r were designated as protected areas, in an
attempt to preserve this aspect of Chinese cultural history.

Hùtò˙r pronunciation is infamously known for its anarchical use of érhuà (see
Ã 7)˚ and the frequent reduction –if not ‘annihilation'!– especially of constrictive and
stop-strictive contoids. Foreigners, as well as many Chinese themselves, would typi-
cally find it nearly unintelligible, but also fascinating, and would even try to imitate
it, in order to ‘sound local'. But, we cannot help discouraging such a practice: true lo-
cals will hardly appreciate a bad imitation of something that they consider exclusively
their own, while people from other parts of China could wonder why Westerners
should waste their time learning how to mispronounce the Common Language.

13.3. Upon suggestions from our informants, we managed to determine three
samples of what can be honestly targeted as a ‘modern' Peking accent (again: not
dialect]. «rst of all, Mr Jiäng Wén (1963- – \ W. Jiang), a well known movie star
and director; in addition, Ms Yá˙ Lán (1968- – \ L. Yang), a successful entrepre-
neur and talk-show hostess; finally, Mr Zhä˙ Bïn (1969- – \ B. Zhang), a sport
anchorman from cctv5.

We chose to select them for three good reasons: (1) all of them are about fifty years
old, that is the most representative age range for an accent (with ‘mature' people, al-
though not old; thus, all things considered, they are still ‘young' speakers, but free from
temporary phonic habits so typical of real young people). (2) their pronunciation is
recognisably Pekingese, but still within a flawless spoken pûtö˙huà, being the classical
example of a ‘mediatic pronunciation' of the capital city. (3) all of them are nationally
well-known, therefore one can easily find plentiful audio and video material on the
Web, ranging from plain interviews to the presentation of nation-wide programs.

Anyone interested in gaining an insight into the di‡erences between a (‘clean'
Pekingese) mediatic accent and a proper Pekingese dialect (too marked to be accept-
ed as pûtö˙huà) can easily succeed. It is su‚cient to compare the pronunciation of
the three above-mentioned people with that of Mr Jiä˙ Kün (1950- – \ K. Jang), a
master of xià˙e˙r, who, on the contrary, habitually speaks using the real Peking-
ese dialect (even if it is no longer that of Hóu).

13.4. Impressionistically, contemporary Peking-accented Mandarin sounds
rather annoyingly ‘buzzing' in comparison with its neutral counterpart. However,
that does not imply an overall tenser articulation. On the contrary, our record-
ings, coupled with articulatory kinaesthesia, suggest a laxer articulation of both
vocoids and contoids, mainly as a result of the same reduction and attenuation
phenomena described in the last sections of Ã 6.

<is is not surprising, as anyone will easily notice, by comparing the language
spoken daily among relatives, friends and colleagues, with that generally adopted
in dubbing foreign movies and documentaries.

<e typical buzz˚ accompanying Pekingese Mandarin, is rather a consequence of the
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behavior of /ºù/, and érhuà˚ /z>W≥r/. Depending on speakers and their elocution speed,
<R≤ may feature a noticeably stronger lateral contraction than in neutral pronunciation.
Frequently, it is realized as a postalveolar intense approximant <®≤, possibly ‘colored' by
the addition of a certain degree of lateral contraction (representable –if really needed–
with ‘<®<≤'); including two further possibilities, though less advisable: <ùr≤, <l<≤).

<e massive use of érhuà is perhaps the most stereotypical characteristic of (Peking-
-accented) mediatic Mandarin. However, so far we have not found two single speak-
ers from Peking who would totally agree on which words should take the ‘extra' /-r/
(\ one not strictly requested in neutral pronunciation) and which ones should not.

If a clear rule existed, we might treat the behavior of érhuà in Pekingese pronunciation,
not simply as a morpho-lexical phenomenon. But, until solid evidence of a certain ‘log-
ic' is found, we prefer not to reproduce here a boring list of words, as those invariably pre-
sented in self-styled ‘serious' essays (° also Lu, 2001:151-189; and He, 2006:159-162).

As far as our field of study is concerned, the mere frequency of érhuà is of little
importance, compared to its true phonetic nature, which shows oscillations simi-
lar to that just described for /ºù/. <erefore (beside neutral or nearly neutral
/z>W≥r/ <q≤), <zr≤ is also possible – including their nasalized counterparts, of course.

But, let us start from the consonants, which structurally –\ phonemically– are the
same as those of neutral Mandarin Chinese. However, we will soon see that there are
many di‡erences in their realization. <e reader are warmly invited to make their
own comparative transcriptions.

As for the nasals˚ we do not generally have the taxophone <m≤, except in milder ac-
cents, verging on the neutral one. In addition, as a typical mediatic feature, we find
that /zn, zW/ become <Z…, Z|≤, \ the vocoids are nasalized, while the nasals become
seminasals (¬ ˙ 13.0.1).

Passing to the plain Chinese stops and stop-strictives (\ /c/, not the ‘aspirated'
ones, /c·/), their mediatic realizations tend to be semi-stop and semi-stopstrictive,
\ with a laxer and incomplete closure (¬ ˙ 13.0.2): <π, ∏; fl, ∂; ˜, º≤ and <}, ], c,

C; «, »≤, in their voiceless (plain “ lenis), halfvoiced, and voiced versions, <<, >;

≤, ≥; w, W≤, <Â, v; ≈, ‰; ©, V≤. Some speakers can also have slit <fl, ∂) Æ, instead
of <}, ]) Æ.

In very fast and uncontrolled speech, ‘unaspirated' /p, t, k/ in unstressed syllables,
can often become <“, ƒ≤ (approximants), or <’≤ (semi-approximant), <Ì≤ (semi-constric-
tive), while /⁄>j≥, c/ can become <1s, óz, 7Ω÷ 1©, ó£, 7∞÷ 1ß, óò, 7¡≤, depending on stress.

<eir ‘aspirated' counterparts, /c·/, have normal (voiceless) articulations, <p, t, k÷
⁄, q, c≤. But, instead of the neutral /·/ <x, ≈, >∆≥≤ taxophones, they generally have weak-
er realizations: <∑, ∆, Ó≤ (\ a laryngeal semi-constrictive and semi-approximant, and a
zero phone, ¬ ˙ 13.0.3). Again, no (neutral) labialized taxophone, <π, Õ≤, usually oc-
curs in the mediatic accent. „ile, instead of <1c∑, óc∆≤, before /i, y÷ j, J/, we find <1c©,
ócø≤ (\ palatalized laryngeal semiconstrictive and semiapproximant, respectively).

Also the constrictive phonemes have weaker articulations. In fact, instead of /f/ <f,
7v≤, we find <1Ç, ó◊, 7V≤ (with no neutral-like <á, +V, V≤, ¬ ˙ 13.0.4), and also /f/ ï ≠<W≤.

Even /!·/ is veaker than in neutral pronunciation: <1·, ó·, 7°≤ (velar semiconstrictive,
approximant, and semiapproximant), instead of <h, H, ·≤ (˙ 13.0.5).
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Passing to the grooved constrictives, again, we generally find (voiceles and half-
voiced) semiconstrictive phones (including fully voiced ones, up to their corre-
sponding slit approximants, which have a typically broad flavor, ¬ ̇  13.0.6): /s/ <∂,
D, d÷ Q, x, Y≤, /ß/ <Á, X, Î≤ (and <Í, ª, r≤), instead of neutral <s, z÷ ©, £÷ ß, ò≤ (let us note
that the prepalatal approximant <ª≤ is di‡erent from a palatal semiapproximant <ª≤).
Some speakers can also have slit <fl, ∂) Æ, instead of <∂, d) Æ.

<e dorsal phonemic Chinese approximants˚ /j, J, w/ <j, 7ª÷ J, 7̂ ÷ w, 7∑≤, are also
weaker (\ semiapproximants) in mediatic pronunciation: <ª, ˆ, ∑≤. In addition,
they have some broader (still semiapproximant) variants, as well; for the first two,
we have: <ˆ≤ (postpalatal), <Æ≤ (prevelar rounded, ¬ ˙ 13.0.7).

„ile, for /!w/, we find some even broader (and more typical) variants: <V≤ (la-
biodental approximant), <¶≤ (labiodental rounded approximant), <∫≤ (labiodental
rounded semiapproximant). Indeed, in mediatic pronunciation, <!∑≤ is generally
found only before the rounded vowels, /o, u/ (while, /cw/ normally has <c∑≤, fol-
lowed by any vowel type): wànwéiwâ˙ ‘World #de Web' <(VÅ°÷“Vài'VÄ° Ä° \, -«Vài-≤
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˙ 13.0.1. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: nasals “ seminasals (for comparison).

∫ ≠n ,

˙ 13.0.2.1. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: semi-stops (by detension) “ variants.

π ∏

fl ∂

˜ º

3

3

3

B

ƒ  d

>·≥ y

˙ 13.0.2.2. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: semi-stopstrictives (by detension) “ variants.

3

3

} ]

« »

c C

3

s z

3
fl ∂

fl ∂ 

¿ B

ß Ω 
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(with further variants: see below), but tä wèn wô ‘he/she asks me' <«t∆$(V@°÷‘∑ø>L|≥, -
ƒ∑ø>L|≥≤, (obviously, other stress patterns are possible, too).

<e labiodental variants are gradually gaining ground among youngsters, while be-
ing far less frequent, if not virtually absent, among most elders. In their early attempts

˙ 13.0.5. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: grooved semi-constrictives (“ variants).

Á Î Q Y∂ d

 ¸  ⁄  ª 

˙ 13.0.6. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: approximants (“ semiapproximants).

j

˝ 

ã 

˝ 

ˆ

˝ 

%¥ 

˝ ˝ 

Æ

˝ 

jW w

˝ ˝ 

V ¶ ∫

˙ 13.0.7. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: three realizations of the approximant phoneme /r/.

⁄ < ª

˙ 13.0.4. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: realizations of /f/ “ /!·/.

· >y≥ Ç √ ° ∆ 

˙ 13.0.3. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: /c·/. Laryngeal semiconstrictive, <∑≤, and semi-
approximant, <∆≤, in comparison with neutral laryngeal constrictive, <x≤, and approximant, <≈≤.

∑ h >· 

>

+ +

° 
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to learn Chinese, foreign students whose native language (including English) treats /w/
and /Ñ/ as distinct phonemes are easily puzzled by that ‘v-sound that should not be there'.

Some of them will actually use their own <Ñ≤ instead, in search of a more ‘genuine'
pronunciation, only to be mildly reprimanded by their teacher, who may reinter-
pret a fully constrictive <Ñ≤ as a badly pronounced /f/. <erefore, unless one is able
to distinguish (V) from (v) (as some Dutch speakers are, for example), /w/ <w≤ is the
best and only choice for teaching/learning purposes.

Our last (slit) approximant phoneme, /r/ <r≤, also has two partially di‡erent real-
izations, which are either stronger or weaker than its corresponding neutral one (˙
13.0.8): in adition to <r≤, we find <<≤ (semiapproximant, especially in weak syllables),
and <ª≤ (slit semiconstrictive, especially in stressed syllables). <is last phone might,
perhaps, explain why some ‘÷ñ phoneticians' consider /r/ as if it actually were ‘<¡≤'.

13.5. We will, now, consider the vowels of Mandarin Chinese, by means of the two
sets of ̇  13.1 “ ̇  13.2, which have to be inspected very carefully. <e interested read-
ers should also prepare comparative transcritions with examples of neutral Chinese.

Among other things, let us notice a popular trend among young Peking speak-
ers, which involves articulating /ei, ou/ as narrower diphthongs: <e«, o9≤ (˙ 13.1.1-
2). In faster speech and in protunes, even monotimbric realizations are possible, <ee,
oo≤ (particularly in /6ë/, weak syllables). <ese variants occur in addition to <fEI≤
and <f0U, ff©U≤, as well.

Vowel reductions are shown in ˙ 13.1.3, while mediatic érhuà peculiarities are
given in ˙ 13.2.1-7.

13.6. „at can be said with respect to vowel and consonant reduced forms, in
ordinary pronunciation, largely applies to mediatic speech too, of course, and even
more strongly (as well as the typical paraphonic setting with a raised larynx, >ê≥,
and not only for women. Other Chinese languages, instead, use a normal –or
modal– laryngeal setting, or an opposite one, with a lowered larynx – thus anoth-
er marked one, >æ≥).

In addition to that, non-native speakers should be able to recognize two less com-
mon types of reduction, a‡ecting vowels and consonants especially in fast speech and
in a protune (\ not in a tune), for they can make Chinese less easy to understand.
<ey are not at all indispensable for acquiring a good pronunciation. However,

˙ 13.0.8. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: frequent contoid insertions before /!z/: <ö≤ for
all vowels, including /i, y, u/ (and also in place of /j, J, w/ before /i, y, u/), but <ö, W, M, w, „,
Ë≤ before non-high vocoids.

Hö 

« r =

˝ 

M
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should foreign learners want to apply them in an appropriate manner, naturalness
would certainly be improved. And, of course, those foreigners who readily recognize
them certainly improve their own understanding of current Chinese.

13.7. In addition to the typical paraphonic postdorsal vowel setting (˙ 12), a re-
duced vowel setting, >˘≥ (˙ 13.3.1), is typical of mediatic Mandarin pronunciation
(as it is of the Peking dialect itself, even in a stronger form, and combined with >˛≥).
<is setting reduces the space in the mouth available for the production of both
stressed and unstressed syllables, which means both vocoids and contoids, of course.
<us, all phones become less defined than usual, producing a kind of mu·ed
speech, certainly more di‚cult to be understood, even by native speakers, especially
those from di‡erent areas. All this is added to the various attenuations already seen
for neutral Chinese pronunciation (¬ § 6.5{.1-3}), causing further reductions.

˙ 13.1.1. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: vowels “ diphthongs (¬ ˙ 6.1-∫).

/[j]i/ (ªÛ, öÛ, 0Û, -Û[Û]|)
/[¥]y/ (ˆ%, òö%, 0%, -%[%]|)

/M/ (M, -M[M]|)
/[w]u/ (∑uè, öuè,  0uè, -uè [uè]|)

/X/ (Ú, Ú[¢]|, ’¢ò)
/wø/ (∑ø, ∑ø[¢]|)

/a/ (å, å[å]|)˚ /ja/ (ªå, ªå[å]|)
/cwa/ (c∑å, c∑å[å]|) 
/wa/ (!Vå, !Vå[å]|)

/j™/ (ªÉ, ªÉ[É]|)
/¥™/ (ˆÉ, ˆÉ[Ä]|)

/[¥]yn/ ([ˆ]Tn)

/cwan/ (c∑Ån), /wan/ (!VÅn)
/an/ (Ån)

/Xn/ (‘n) /cwXn/ (c∑xn), /!wXn/ (Vxn)

/j™n/ (ªÄn)
/¥™n/ (ˆån)

/[j]in/ ([ª]¤n)

/[j]a,/ ([ã]å,)
/cwa,/ (c∑å,), /!wa,/ (!Vå,)

/ø,/ (U,)
/jø,/ (ã¨,)

/cwX,/ (c∑ø,), /!wX,/ (!∑ø,)
/X,/ (√,)

/[j]i,/ ([ª]¢,)

‡ ‡ ‡

/jøu/  
(ª¨u) with /&, "/ 
(ãÖo) with /', (/

/jaø/ ˝(ªå¨)
/aø/ ˝(å¨)

/cw™i/, /!w™i/  
(c∑¤i, !V¤i) with /&, "/ 

 (c∑Ée, !VÉe) with /', (/
/™i/ ≠(ÉI)
/a™/ ˝(ÄI)

/cwa™/ ˝(c∑åI), /!wa™/ ˝(!VåI)

/øu/ ≠(∑U) ≠≠(©o, ©ø)
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<us, marked mediatic accents may use the (normal) neutral vowels and diph-
thongs, shown in the vocograms given in ˙ 6.1-4, but they are modified by the
paraphonic setting of ˙ 13.3.1. So, ˙ 13.3.2 compares the collocations resulting
from their sum. However, these are not the most typical mediatic ones (which are
shown in ˙ 13.2.1-7), just to make comparisons easier. <e paraphonic e‡ect is
still perceptible, although less than in broader mediatic accents.

As can be seen, all elements are more or less centralized. Many of them do not
need new simbols, to show their di‡erence: just a (proper) diacritic would be su‚-
cient, in the figures. But, a few of them move to other boxes. Mostly /i, y, ù, u, e/,
especially when lengthened by a full t-3, /'/ <'≤: <ii ï iI≤, <yy ï yY≤, <ùù ï ùl≤, <uu
ï uU≤, <e+ ï EE≤, and possibly <AA ï $$≤, <aa ï $$≤ (with a slightly di‡erent starting
point), <ìì ï ^^≤, too.

We can also find: <AE ï $E≤, <aE ï $E≤ (again, with a slightly di‡erent starting

˙ 13.1.2. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: some variants, including /ei, ou/ for y (= younger
speakers) “ q (= quicker speech, especially in protunes, or weak syllables – ¬ ˙ 6.1-∫).

/jø,/ (ªo,, ªø,) ≠(ªU,, ªu,, ˆ-)

/ø,/ (ø,) ≠(u,)

/[j]i,/ ≠([ª]iÙ,, [ª]i¢,) ≠≠(ãx,, ãÖ,)

/jaø/ ≠≠(ªax) /aø/ ≠≠(Ax, åø)

/øu/ y(øo) q(øø)/™i/ y(™e) q(™™)
/a™/ (”Ée)

/ji/ ≠≠('iÉ!, 'ãÉ!)
/¥y/ ≠≠('yê!, 'ˆê!) /wu/ ≠≠('uÖ, '∑Ö, 'Vx)

/M/ ≠≠('M‘ò, '=‘ò, 6‘!)

/a/ <6^!≤
/°/ <§!≤ ≠≠(!∑é, !∑§≤

/¥y/ ±(-y), /[¥]yn/ (ˆIn, [ª]Yn) 
 ≠([ª]YTn)

/cwø/ (c∑∑, c∑∑x|) 
  ≠≠('cux, 'cPx, ”c∑åò)
/!wø/ (!∑ø[∏]|)  ≠≠('!ux, '!Px, ”!∑√ò)

/ji/ ±(-i), /[j]in/ ≠([ª]in, [ª]i¤n, [ˆ]-) /M/ ±(-M), /wu/ ±(-u)

/cwan/ ≠(c∑Än), /!wan/ ≠(!VÄn)
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point), <aé ï $é≤, and <ìé ï ^é≤. In addition, <= ï +≤, and <7*à ï 7*e≤, <7°õ ï 7°O≤,
<7E ï 7%≤, <70 ï 7_≤, and <7à ï 7e≤, <7ù ï 7*≤, as well.

˙ 13.2.2. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: />j-J-w≥z>W≥r/.

/wa⁄/ (c∑√g, òV-) ˝(-√⁄)
/¥a⁄/ (ˆ√g) ˝(ˆ√⁄)

-/ja⁄/ (ª√g) ˝(ª√⁄)
/a⁄/ (√g) ˝(√⁄)

/a,⁄/ (˝ú¯) 
/ja,⁄/ (˝ªú¯) 
/wa,⁄/ ˝(c∑ú¯, òV-)

˙ 13.2.1. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: />j-J-w≥zr/.

/wX⁄/ (c∑‘√, !V-, -x√)
/¥X⁄/ (ˆ‘√, ˆXg)
/jX⁄/ (ª‘√, ãXg)
/X⁄/ (X¤, Xg)

/wX⁄/ ˝(c∑X⁄, !V-)  
 {“ //u⁄// ˝(u$, uπ, uø)}

//y⁄// ˝(%π, ˆX⁄)
//i⁄// ˝(Ûπ, ªX⁄)
/X⁄/ ˝(X⁄) {“ //™⁄// ˝(‘√)}
/X⁄/ ˝(X⁄)

/ºM/ (ºR, ºRS|) ≠(T, TS|) ≠≠(xR)

≤ 

T

˙ 13.1.3. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: vowel reduction (in two vocogram, resulting from the
combination of ˙ 6.3-4), for comparison.

/i, y/ (¤)
/{º}M, u/ (ï)

/X,/ (Xn, ‰), /X, ø/ (X)
/[j]øu/ ([ã]XU)

/[cw]™i/ ([c∑]È¢), /!w™i/ (!VÈ¢)
/j™/ (ãÙ), /¥™/ (ˆÙ)

/Xn/ (Èn, '), /X, ™/ (È)

/[j-w]a/ ([ã-V-c∑]å), /an/ (ån, A)
/[cw]a™/ ([c∑]å‘), /!wa™/ (!Vå‘)

/j™n/ (ãÉn, ã3), /¥™n/ (ˆÈn, ˆ') /ja,/ (ãx,, ã≈) 
/a,/ (√,, Ú), /[j]aø/ ([ã]√ø)

/i, y, {º}M, u/ (û)

/øu, wø, aø/ (()
/a™/ (È), /ja/ (ã')

/j™n/ (ã¤n, ã¤)

/wa/ (∑), /wan/ (∑n, ≈è)

/ja,/ (ãX,, ã‰)

/X, -X-, a, -a-/ (x), /an/ (xn, ≈) 
/X,/ (¢,, ¢°) 
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˙ 13.2.5. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: /j-Jz>z≥r/.

/jøu⁄/ (ªÖø, ˆ-) ≠(ªPUø)
/j™⁄/ (ª‘g) ˝(ªX⁄, ª‘√) 

{“ ˝/i⁄/ (Ûg)}
/¥™⁄/ (ˆ‘g) ˝(ˆX⁄, ˆ‘√)  

{“ ˝/y⁄/ (%g)}

˙ 13.2.6. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: />j-w≥z>z≥r/.

/aø⁄/ (√Öπ, AÖπ)  
 {“ /a⁄/ (åg))

/jaø⁄/ (ªåÖπ, ªaÖπ)

/wø⁄/ (∑Öπ,  
∑Öh) “ ˝(0∑∑⁄, !V-)  
 “ /≠wa⁄/ (0∑√π, !V-) 

/m-p-f/+/wø⁄/  
(0∑Öπ) “ (˝0∑∑⁄)

˙ 13.2.7. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: /ur, w°r/.

/u⁄/ (u$) 
 /wX⁄/ (0∑π, !Vπ)

/u⁄/ (uπ, u>, uø) 
 (“ /wX⁄/ ˝(0∑X⁄, !V-)}

˙ 13.2.3. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: />j-J-w≥zWr/.
/X,⁄/ (˝≈¯) 
/jX,⁄/ (ª≈≈, ª%≈) “ (˝ª≈¯)  
 {“ /i,⁄/ (˝œ≈)} 
 /wX,⁄/ (c∑≈≈, !V-) “ (˝-≈¯) 
 /¥ø,⁄/ (ˆ9µ) 
 {“ /j°Wr/ (ªˆ≈, ˝ªˆ¯)} 
 /wø,⁄/ (∑9µ) 
 {“ /w°Wr/ (c∑ˆ≈, !V-, ˝-ˆ¯)}

0

˙ 13.2.4. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: /our/.

(≠©ø) (“ ≠(©π, ©oø)}/øu⁄/ (øø) {“ (øπ, øUø)} (∑ø) {“ (∑π, ∑Uø)}
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˙ 13.3.2. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: normal “ reduced vowel settings.

Normal >z≥ Reduced >˘≥

˙ 13.3.1. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: typical reduced-vowel paraphonic setting (im-
plying a reduction in the vocoid space within the mouth, although here shown in a generic
way, with only extreme vowels, even if not peculiarly Chinese ones).

È 

π å 

i u

Reduced >˘≥



13.8. As far as stress and intonation are concerned, there are no significant di‡er-
ences with respect to neutral Chinese. However, a relatively large number of com-
mon words ending with a marked toneme, /1ë!/, feature a ‘zero toneme' in Peking-
-accented Chinese: pá˙xie <"pxA\/∞ªE≤ ‘crab', wéiqån <"Vài/qY…≤ ‘apron', nángua
<"naw/º∑^≤ ‘pumpkin'.

<ese can coexist with their ‘normal' realizations, as presented in most diction-
aries: pá˙xiè <“p≈aW(©j™≤, wéiq∂n <“weI"qxYn≤, nánguä <“nAN&Kwa≤. Similarly, post-
-verbal monosyllabic pronouns wô˚ nî˚ tä are more systematically reduced to /6ë/
than in neutral pronunciation (unless emphasis is needed – se, however, §6.5.5): wô
wèn nî <‘∑ø(V@°÷ƒnî≤ ‘I ask you', gën tä zôu <«W%…/t$'Â≤≤Û, -øÔ≤ ‘to go away with him/her'.

<e four marked tonemes, and the unmarked one, have only tiny di‡erences in
comparison with the neutral ones, as can be seen in ˙ 13.4.
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˙ 13.4. Pekingese mediatic pronunciation: neutral ton(em)es compared with milder and
broader mediatic ones.

1 ï ≠(5) 2 ï ≠(•) ≠≠(•) 3 ï ≠(ç) 4 ï(3)

1 (5) (5) 2 (4) (4) 3 ([) ([) 3‘ (ç) (ç) 4 (7) (7) 4‘ (6) (6) 3“ (•) (•)

Neutral

Mediatic

Mediatic (broader variants)

Neutral

Mediatic

/5 ”/ (5 /) (5 ») /4 ”/ (4 /) (4 ») /[ ”/ (ç ‡) (ç —) /7 ”/ (7 ƒ) (7 –)



21.1. We are perfectly aware that such highly detailed phonotonetic transcrip-
tions, as those presented in this book, would be quite challenging for beginners
with no previous training in linguistics and phonetics. It must be remembered, by
the way, that learning Chinese implies learning Chinese characters, too, and that
requires a huge amount of time and energy on the part of the learners.

It is not surprising, then, that so many students do not even think about study-
ing Chinese pronunciation in a systematic way: in their view, the task is too com-
plicated and demanding, to be undertaken since the very beginning, when any
other aspect of the language (its highly unfriendly ‘script', as said, but also its gram-
mar and vocabulary) is to be learnt from scratch.

We shall reply to that by saying, first of all, that being able to write Chinese
quick and swift, while speaking it so bad that even native speakers do not under-
stand what we say, is simply pointless, and disrespectful, as well. Secondly, in our
opinion, most handbooks are not very well balanced, with respect to the space de-
voted to the basics of pronunciation, though many ‘pronunciation drills' are gener-
ally presented throughout the first one or two volumes of the series (as in the Prac-
tical Chinese Reader and similar textbooks).

<e ordinary approach is that of letting students improve their pronunciation
simply out of mere imitation and repetition of audio files. #th few exceptions,
that alone does not work. Hence there is a clear need for specifically prepared
pronunciation handbooks, for those who want a more complete perspective, and
aim at acquiring a native –or nearly-native– pronunciation.

<is book, in fact, can be certainly used as a pronunciation handbook, as it pro-
vides a detailed description of all phonotonetic phenomena that are relevant to the
Mandarin pronunciation system. Of course, in an ordinary language course, such
an abundant amount of information could not be easily condensed and presented
in a readable form. Beginners would invariably find that cumbersome, and not as
useful as it can actually be, after a certain degree of fluency and familiarity with
the overall ‘sound' of the language has been attained.

<erefore, a slightly simplified –but not inaccurate– version of our ‘normalized'
pronunciation is the most advisable and viable solution, for teaching purposes. <is
‘soft' approach has another advantage, that is leaving no student behind˚ even the
least interested in phonetics, and pronunciation in general; while the more enthu-

21.
Phonetic ‘transcriptions' 
in di‡erent handbooks



siast (and gifted) ones will find what is needed to build a strong basis, which will
enable them to deal with more complex analysis, with relative ease and proficiency.

21.1.1. Our proposal is simple and e‡ective: for each group of <c≤ taxophones,
just one contoid is used, thus avoiding the aggravation of rigidly respecting the
three-way consonantal ‘gradation', which is natural for native speakers, but not
necessarily so for foreign learners. Namely, our choice fell on <¸≈, C≤, for stops
and stop-strictives, and on <¸≤, for constrictives. Here follows a complete list:

b <b≤ p <p≈≤ f <f≤ m <m≤
d <d≤ t <t≈≤ n <n≤ l <l≤
z <º≤ c <⁄≈≤ s <s≤
j <¬≤ q <q≈≤ x <©≤ y <j≤ “ <J≤
Ò <†≤ Ì <c≈≤  <ß≤ r <r≤
g <g≤ k <k≈≤ h <H≤ ˙ <W≤ w <w≤

21.1.2. For <>ô≥z, >ô≥zz, >ô≥zó≤, a similar criterion is followed, but without re-
nouncing realism: thus, a diphthong like <oU≤ will not be simplistically reduced
to ‘<ou≤', even though <U≤ is not used individually elsewhere. In other words, sim-
plicity must be combined with realism (˙ 21.1).

After careful consideration, we have found that fourteen vocoids are ideal for
a very convincing approximation to neutral Chinese pronunciation: <i, I, à÷ e, =÷
A, a, ì÷ %, °÷ ù÷ u, U÷ o≤; to these, we add <r, ®, r≤ (for ¶<R≤ and the various occur-
rences of érhuà]. We keep <i, I, à≤, <e, =≤ and <A, a, ì≤ distinct, as well as <%, °≤ and
<u, U≤, instead of simply using <i, e, a, °, u≤, because certain combinations (espe-
cially those with <-n, -W≤) are actually easier to reproduce, if the inventory available
is just a bit more complex than what would be phonemically indispensable.

i

i <i, !ji≤ œ <ù, ®≤ ui <weI≤
in <>!j≥In≤ i˙ <>!j≥àW≤

e

e <°≤ ie <je≤ åe <Je≤ ei <eI≤
en <%n≤ er <°r≤ e˙ <°W≤ ue˙ <w°W≤

a

a <a≤
ai <Ae≤ uai <wae≤ ao <ìo≤ iao <jao≤
(w)an <>w≥An≤ ian <j=n≤ åan <J=n≤
(i)a˙ <>j≥aW≤ ua˙ <wìW≤

o

o <o≤ ou <oU≤ uo <wo≤
o˙ <oW≤ io˙ <joW≤

u

u <>!w≥u≤ å <>!J≥y≤ iu <joU≤
un <w%n≤ ån <>!J≥Yn≤.
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It is not hard to notice that our selection tries to incorporate as many vocoids
as possible that are in common with the two major accents of English: modern
British English, and the so-called ‘General American' English. Of course, both na-
tive and non-native English speakers will use only one of the two accents (or even
a di‡erent one, from Australian, or Canadian, to Irish and Scottish, and so forth,
not to mention the huge number of regional us accents other than the ‘General'
one). However, what matters is trying to keep certain sounds distinct.

For instance, neutral British speakers will certainly be able to produce a perfect
<e≤, but may find that their (x) is a more familiar replacement for <=≤: let it be so
(many Chinese themselves, after all, say (jxF n) instead of <j=n≤). Similarly, while <%≤
is common in British English (Õ fur <1f%:≤), most Americans could not be able to
distinguish it from their regular unstressed <*≤: no panic, let them use <*≤, at first.

Listening to audio files and practising kinaesthesia, with a constant ear feed-
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˙ 21.1. Simplified vowel inventory, for teaching purposes.

<>!j≥i≤
<>!J≥y≤

<>!J≥Yn≤

<!öe, je, Je≤

<>!j≥In≤

<j=n, J=n≤

<>!w≥u≤
<>⁄≈-, º-, s≥ù≤

<>!ö≥a, ja, wa≤

<>!ö≥o, wo≤

<>!ö≥eI, weI≤ <>!ö≥oU, joU≤

>!ö≥ìo≤< <>!ö≥Ae, wae≤

<>!ö≥%n, w%n≤

<>!j≥àW≤

<>!ö≥aW, jaW≤ <wìW≤

<>j≥oW≤
<>!ö≥°W, w°W≤

<>!ö≥An, wAn≤

<>!ö≥°≤



back, will enable those really interested in acquiring <%≤ –and, at a more advanced
stage, also <E≤– to succeed.

<e same story goes, within certain limits, for those who speak languages admit-
ting even fewer distinctions: for instance, neutral Italian and Spanish have only <a≤,
but neither <A≤, nor <ì≤. Articulating <a≤ everywhere is fine, and phonemically correct;
yet it is preferable, for the transcription itself, to keep using three symbols, anyway.

In fact, there will be some students who, being more sensitive than others to
the quality of vowel sounds, want to know where <A≤ and <ì≤ should be used, in
case they manage to acquire them. In other words, this ‘simplified' transcription
is the ideal intermediary between the essentiality of pïnyïn˚ and the full realism of
our ‘normalized' neutral pronunciation.

Consequently, what we propose here is not the ‘international' pronunciation sug-
gested in § 2.8.3, on the basis of that originally presented in our booklet Pronuncia
cinese per italiani –Chinese Pronunciation for Italians– which was intended, prima-
rily, for those who simply want to be understood, irrespective of how foreign their
accent may sound. Here, instead, we are dealing with something more sophisticated,
and more suitable for those who learn Chinese… the ‘professional' way, so to speak.

21.1.3. As far as érhuà is concerned, we have devised a reasonable scheme, de-
rived from that proposed in § 7.7, with just minor adjustments. <us, we have:

a. <ar≤: huà-huàr <{Hwa(Hwar≤ ¶<{Hwa(hw¢ß≤;
<jar≤: Ìuä˙liánr <«c≈wìW"ljar≤ ¶<«c≈wìW"lj$s≤;
<Jar≤: yåánqåänr <“J=n&q≈Jar≤ ¶<“J+n&qxJ$s≤;
<war≤: hâowánr <‘Hìo"war≤ ¶<‘Hœ´"w$s≤.

b. <°r≤: bèikér <[beI"k≈°r≤ ¶<[b™Ù"kx°s≤;
<j°r≤: ™jínr <‘ß®(¬j°r≤ ¶<‘ßÍ(Qj#ß≤;
<J°r≤: qßqår <&q≈y/q≈J°r≤ ¶<&qxy/qJ°s≤;
<w°r≤: kôuwèir <‘k≈oU(w°r≤ ¶<‘k≈øÛ(w#ß≤;
<jEr≤: Ωjiër <“ß®&¬jEr≤ ¶<“ßR&Qj%s≤;
<JEr≤: mújåér <[mu"¬JEr≤ ¶<[m¨"QJ%s≤.

c. <or≤: tûdòur <‘t≈u(dor≤ ¶<‘t≈¨(Tøª≤;
<jor≤: Òïliùr <«†®"ljor≤ ¶ <«†R"ljOj≤;
<ìor≤: nâimáor <‘nAe"mìor≤ ¶<‘nÅÈ"mìH≤;
<jaor≤: màimiáor <[mAe"mjaor≤ ¶<[mÅÈ"mjaH≤;
<wor≤: änpör <«ßAm&p≈wor≤ ¶<«ßAm&πXég≤.

d. <ìr≤: piänÌâ˙r <«p≈j=N'c≈ììr≤ ¶<«p≈j=N'cxœœ‚≤;
<jìr≤: dòujiä˙r <[doU&¬jìr≤ ¶<[døÛ&QjìG≤;
<wìr≤: tiänÌuä˙r <«t≈j=N&c≈wìr≤ ¶<«t≈j=N&cxwìG≤.

e. <°r≤: bândè˙r <‘bAn(d°r≤ ¶<‘bÅ~(T@∂≤;
<j°r≤: qîmì˙r <‘q≈i"mj°r≤ ¶<‘q≈¤"mj§d≤;
<w°r≤: xiâowè˙r <‘©jao(w°r≤ ¶<‘©jå´(w@∂≤.

f. <or≤: töukò˙r <«t≈oU(k≈or≤ ¶<«t≈oU(kx´ˆ≤;
<jor≤: küqió˙r <«k≈u"q≈jor≤ ¶<«k≈u"qxJéJ≤.
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Needless to say, our learners may certainly choose to make a step forward, and
acquire the full inventory of native érhuà instead: actually, in the course of using
‘simple' <-r≤, many speakers spontaneously will end up articulating <q≤, due to the
e‡ect of co-articulation and articulatory economy, which obviously give prefer-
ence to what makes pronunciation easier and more natural.

21.2. „en the present ‘simplified' phonetic transcription is used in ordinary
handbooks, and in extended texts, no phonemic transcription is needed, as pïnyïn
certainly su‚ces to give a rough idea of how the sound system of Mandarin Chi-
nese works. Instead, tones and intonation shall always be presented in full nota-
tion, since any simplification could easily jeopardise mutual intelligibility. Here is
an example of connected speech, transcribed according to the simplified pronun-
ciation described above (¬ § 12.2):

>ê ˛≥ <"ljoU‘joU“Jy(diç)|||
(ja‘ma[©YW"H° {r°(dAe ‘Jy“lIN&†oWè|| 3joU[ji3†oWè =(¬jaoè| ‘ji"©joW/d° {doW(wuç)≠|||

(†°ƒ†oW ‘ji"©joWè| (ß®è… {ß®(¬je‘ßaW,| {ºweI(daƒd°è "ß®‘ji(ßoUç)||| ‘meI&t≈j=n {jao&c≈®\|| &ji-
/djarè {ljoU(wANƒ†® “ma'jiç)|||

“rAn"ö°r\| [raW"r%nè (da"weI «¬àW(t≈aWƒd° [ß®ç)|| ‘ji"©joW\| 3joU (ji‘†oW“©i(©àWç)||| &t≈a-
«c≈® “ma3ji "ß®\|| “¬Je(buè| ‘†an(¬IN «ßa"¬Jeç)||| «daW&t≈a “p≈ìé&k≈Ae ‘meI"ji»g°è| 3joU
"c≈°W«q≈j=N{ßaW(wANƒ†® “ma3ji‡d°è 3ji“©Je"ß®\|| &t≈a[¬joU‘†®&c≈® “q≈i&†oWè (ji‘©jao-
(bu‘f%nç)||| +[ºweI&dwo\±… "weIè… 2wu‘bAe&†R.||| «t≈a(dweIè {ß°W(©ja‘d°è “ma3ji\… (bu/w%m-
“bu(w%nç)||| [¬àW"†®è… (q≈y “©YN3†ìoè (©jaƒji»g° [mu&bjao.||| =‘k≈°(¬j=nç)≠ ‘ji"©joWè
&q≈àW/c≈u»d° &†®»dìoç)||| (jao 3ß® [ºù3¬¤‡d° ‘†oW"q≈YN6 &ß°W«⁄≈w%n- (©jaƒq≈y\||
(¬joU[bi&©yè 3joU 2ma‘ji«¬ja"ºu»d°è| &ß°W«ß°W[bu&©iç)|||

‘ji"©joW\ [ßaW3q≈je &†®»dìoè "ljoU‘joU“Jy(diç)||| {¬i(Hwåè ‘ß®(joW «ºù"J=n\|| “r%l(leIç)|
¿(bu«gAe «sAn&sù\| ¿“ö°r(HoU "©àW/maç)|||≤.

21.3. As we have just demonstrated, introducing phonetics in a common Chi-
nese course is neither complicated, nor confusing, provided the teacher knows
how to present the subject in a professional and interesting way. If phonetic sym-
bols are inserted, here and there, just for the sake of it, without a consistent meth-
od, they will be certainly ignored, if not frowned upon. 

Chinese teachers must know (at least) the basics of their students' mother
tongues, including their phonemic and phonetic systems, and should be able to dis-
tinguish all the relevant vocoids and contoids. Sadly, most teachers from China
have a certain command of English, but not a scientific knowledge of its pronun-
ciation; rarely do they speak any other foreign language, before going to the coun-
try where it is spoken, and working there for a while.

„en Marco (Cerini) started learning Chinese at Rome University, back in 1998,
one of the first ‘oddities', from the point of view of an Italian native speaker, was to
determine the exact value of p˚ t˚ k˚ as opposed to b˚ d˚ g. Reading the three couples
according to their Italian pronunciation –<p, ∫≤, <t, ∂≤, <k, Ÿ≤– they sounded ‘iden-
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tical' to our Chinese teacher. He could not help insisting on the ‘aspiration' factor,
for p˚ t˚ k /p·, t·, k·/, totally ignoring the fact that nothing like <c≈≤ belongs to neu-
tral Italian, unless one is using some special emphasis, and randomly articulates a
slightly ‘aspirated' contoid, which nevertheless has no phonemic relevance.

It was a really frustrating situation, with both parts stuck in a deadlock, and un-
able to tell what was wrong in the first place. One can easily figure out what invari-
ably happens, when foreign students try to ‘refine' their tones and, even, dare to
learn Chinese intonation, and their teacher has nothing more to o‡er, but going
on and on repeating the sentences contained in the textbook, ‘hoping for the best'.
All this, of course, when no reliable and scientifically coherent notational system
for tones or intonation is available.

21.3.1. <e general lack of interest in the potential of phonetics, now apparent-
ly prevailing among most teachers and the authors of language courses, does not
prove that this has always been the case. In fact, as far as Chinese is concerned, it
has to be remembered that one of the first and most prestigious textbooks ever
published (besides Chao's Mandarin Primer] is the well known Chinese˚ by the Lin-
guaphone Institute in London, whose first edition dates back to almost a century
ago. <is brilliant product is entirely transcribed in ñ (also because pïnyïn was
yet to come, in the twenties), including quite an extensive tonetic notation, with
thick symbols for tones in <1ë≤, and thin ones for tones in <óë≤ (stressed and half-
-stressed).

It is worth noticing that the phonetic notation adopted in Chinese is surprising-
ly very similar to the ‘simplified' one presented above, notwithstanding some pecu-
liar choices, mainly due to typographical limitations (and the general ‘sobriety' of
ñ in those –otherwise glorious– pioneering days). Here is a complete list of the
<c≤ in the two systems:

˚<b, p≈≤ ÷<b, p≈≤ ˚<º, ⁄≈≤ ÷<dΩ, ts≈≤
˚<d, t≈≤ ÷<d, t≈≤ ˚<¬, q≈≤ ÷(ˆ, ©h)
˚<g, k≈≤ ÷<g+ , k≈≤ ˚<†, c≈≤ ÷(∂Z, ch)
˚<H≤ ÷<–≤ ˚<r≤ ÷(<)*
˚<ß≤ ÷(S)
˚<©≤ ÷<©≤ *described as a constrictive = ˚<¡≤!

<z≤ are treated in a less similar way, yet the two systems remain largely coherent and
–so to speak– mutually intelligible (˙ 21.2). Now, let us observe the following list:

˚<je, Je≤ ÷<i=, y*≤ ˚<>ô≥a≤ ÷<>z≥ì≤
˚<°≤ ÷<°≤; after <g+ , k≈, –≤: <^≤
˚<wo≤ ÷<u9≤; after <p≈, b, m, f≤: <≤
˚<ù≤ ÷<ù≤ ˚<®≤ ÷<<≤
˚<>w≥eI, >w≥Ae≤ ÷<>u≥«I, >u≥aI≤
˚<ìo, jao, >j≥oU≤ ÷<>i≥ì9÷ 9u, iu≤
˚<In, Yn, àW≤ ÷<In, yn÷ IN≤
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˚<j=n, J=n≤ ÷<i=n, yan≤
˚<>w≥An, >j≥aW, wìW≤ ÷<>u≥an, >i≥ìN, uaN≤
˚<>w≥%n≤ ÷<*n, un÷ ^N≤
˚<>j≥oW≤ ÷<>i≥uN≤.

21.3.2. Clearly, this analysis was produced when no highly technological equip-
ment was available to phoneticians. <ey simply had their ears, their brains, some
quite rudimental phonographs, and a limited number of Chinese informants at
hand. <ey employed such devices as the artificial palate˚ modelled out of thin
resin, or even papier-mâché; the palate had to be covered with chalk powder and
inserted into the mouth to immediately remove it, after the relevant phone had
been uttered, to determine its articulatory details.

Vocoids were even harder to analyze: a thin metallic chain, often with a small
lead ball in the middle, had to be kept on the tongue surface, refraining oneself
from spitting it out, or swallowing it; at the same time, the phonetician had to
pronounce a vocoid, or a diphthong, as clearly and naturally as a normal human
being –in such a tight spot– can do, while an X-ray apparatus would take multi-
ple photographs of the phonatory act (with a much higher exposure to radiation
than in modern X-ray procedures).

Nonetheless, those pioneers would do their best, not with the purpose of a
mere display of scholarly expertise, but to provide their readers with something
that could be really useful to learn languages better. 

<e idea that ñ should be limited to serious articles, essays and books ‘for in-
siders only' (which no-one else would ever read) belongs to more recent genera-
tions of phoneticians. On the contrary, the International Phonetic Alphabet was
created, primarily, as a practical tool for teaching languages to everyone. A radiant
example of that is precisely what we find in the first Linguaphone courses (on 78
rpm records), until the second series (in the fifties and sixties, on 45 rpm records),
which had a whole record out of 16 completely dedicated to the pronunciation of
the language to be taught, with a su‚cient choice of words in IPA transcription
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˙ 21.2. Vowel diagrams as presented in Chinese˚ by the Linguaphone Institute (2121 {?}, first
edition, p. 16). In this reproduction, we eliminated the big black dots that where important to
orient readers when Daniel Jones' Cardinal Vowels were not so known yet (but may be confus-
ing today).
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for all its phonemes, including cases of main taxophones. Unfortunately, the suc-
ceeding editions –on audiocassettes, and CD's– reduced the phonetic sections to
one plain and cold page, or completely abolished any ñ symbols.

21.3.3. Given such premises, it is quite hard to understand why the Journal of the
International Phonetic Association˚ as recently as in 2003, sanctioned an o‚cial de-
scription of Mandarin Chinese, by Lee “ Zee, which is embarrassingly inferior to
what was available several decades before. Just have a look at the ‘o‚cial' vowel dia-
grams (˙ 21.3.2, that we have graphically improved, not to o‡end somebody's eyes).

Apart from the questionable collocation of <°≤ (÷<‰≤≥ in the first diagram, the
other two trapezia mix up true diphthongs, like ‘<«i, ai, au≤' (˚<eI, AE, ìé≤), and
what should be treated not as diphthongs, or even ‘triphthongs', but as <ôz>z≥≤ se-
quences, Õ ‘<y«, u«i, iau≤' (˚<Je, weI, jaé≤). Regarding ‘<iau, uai≤', we cannot help
criticizing the lower part of their ‘paths', which should indicate ‘<a≤', but –clearly–
lies rather in the area of ÷<*≤ for ‘<iau≤', while for ‘<uai≤', beside a more than prob-
able ÷<*≤, again, even with the best will in the world, it might be rendered as a
kind of ÷<%≤, but nothing lower (and more appropriate) than that; not even ÷<$≤,
which would appear less absurd).

<ere, the o‚cially sanctioned symbols for Mandarin <c≤ are not ‘wrong' in se˚
but are certainly far from being the ideal choice. For one thing, postalveolar /c≈,
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˙ 21.3.1. Vowel diagrams as presented in JIPA (2003, p. 110).
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c, ß, r/ appear as ‘(tπS5, tπS, πS, Î<)', maybe to avoid that someone might interpret ‘<tßâ,
tß, ß, >)' as the corresponding apicopalatal contoids, used –for instances– in many
Dravidian languages (˚<<â, <, a, c≤).

We shall not repeat here what we have said about this o‚cial treatment of /ù/
<ù≤, rendered as (≥)! Besides, the authors do not even mention the possibility of
some kind of consonantal gradation, nor do they draw any clear line between pho-
nemics and phonetics. Tones and taxotones are treated vaguely and clumsily, while
intonation is… not discussed at all. If the members of the International Phonetic
Association really accept those four pages as the o‚cial description of one of the
most important –and most studied– languages in the world, we shall ‘let silence
reign', instead of speaking frankly and hurting somebody's feelings.

21.3.4. <ere is, nonetheless, something that must be said, loud and clear. „at
is most annoying in many o‚cial analyses is not the use of ÷ñ in se˚ but rather
its misuse. Undeniably, ÷ñ is structurally simpler than ̊ ñ: from one point of
view, this is a practical advantage, but also a serious functional limitation. In oth-
er words, when one is dealing with just a few dozens of symbols, and is not forced
to be precise, a parlous mistake is less likely to occur (hence our harsh criticism of
the slovenly treatment reserved to ‘<iau, uai≤' in the Jñ diagrams).

˚ñ symbols, on the contrary, number in the hundreds, and that obviously
requires a good deal of care and perfectionism. However –be noted– this greater
e‡ort eventually pays o‡, whenever a transcription must be accurate and detailed,
but should not loose its readability and –why not?– even its ‘typographical appeal'.

Since the introduction of ñ to date, ad 2017, many generic analyses have been
realized for most languages. <e only reason why someone may be interested in
writing another essay on the pronunciation of a language is trying to do some-
thing better than it has been so far; possibly, with a better system.
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˙ 21.3.2. Improvement of the o‚cial diagrams (and ÷ñ symbols) given in ˙ 21.3 (but with
no corrections as far as the movements shown).
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Invariably, ˚ñ works more e‚ciently than its o‚cial ‘competitor', when the
complexity of certain languages (including Chinese) poses so demanding challenges,
that excessive simplicity would result in a waste of time. A more flexible system is, of
course, harder to use properly˚ and we do not deny the risks that this aspect involves
(especially for weekend ‘phoneticians', even if in charge of university courses).

At the same time, we would happily expect the same conscientiousness on the
part of those who remain loyal to the old school. If a transcription aims at being
simple, let it be simple… but not sloppy; consequently, if the generic symbols
adopted may have numerous values, an author is compelled to pay the utmost at-
tention to what we call vocograms and orograms\ if these are drawn correctly, an
otherwise ambiguous transcription regains reliability and, ultimately, its scientific
relevance. „ether this was the case with Jñ's Standard Chinese˚ we will let our
readers judge by themselves.

Let us, now, have a look at ˙ 21.4, which is a real improvement of ˙ 21.3, al-
though we kept the same terrible ‘movements', but split the second trapezium in
two (becoming the second and fourth). Of course, they are much more readable,
in spite of their original defect, but at least we used dotted lines for the conso-
nantal part of the ‘diphthongs and triphthongs', representing correct <j, J, w≤, as
shown in the last two trapezia.

21.3.5. More important than that, we are interested in proving that ÷ñ can
be used with appreciable results, provided everything is done to compensate for
its transcriptional limitations. «rst of all, no transcription should ever become an
ugly conglomeration of diacritics. Sure, there are some ˚ñ symbols with more
than one loose diacritic, usually representing peculiar articulations ¸ co-articula-
tions; consider, for instance, <∂≤: nasalized and laryngealized (and with the tongue
shape modified by lateral contraction˚ which is not an added separate mode of ar-
ticulation). But, in most cases, unitary symbols are available, and no diacritic is
necessary at all, except –logically– when di‡erent mechanisms are activated, right-
ly as the lowering of the velum, or a particular state of the glottis.

„en using ÷ñ, instead, diacritics are inevitable almost everywhere: the
point is deciding whether all of them should be printed –or hand-written– at all
times, or should they be presented only once, in conjunction with the relevant il-
lustrations. In ˙ 21.4, we give a practical example: only o‚cial symbols are used,
apart from ˚IPA expansion and adaptation of (¯ ı æ º µ ¬ Æ ˜), whose values are intu-
itively self-evident (rather than squandering (Æ) and (æ), for mythic and fictitious
‘advanced/retracted tongue root').

<ose diacritics help understand which symbol corresponds to which dot (or
arrow); but, once the exact value of a certain vocoid has been understood, thanks
to the diagrams, those diacritics could gradually be abandoned, until only primary
symbols are used. <at would work acceptably well, if we stick to a teaching-orien-
ted kind of transcription.

But, as we know, the real pronunciation of neutral Chinese implies frequent
cases of laryngealization: <Ω, ~, „, fl, ‚≤. Also nasalization is quite common, Õ <Z,
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r≤. Vowels may be partially devoiced˚ <Ë≤, but also totally devoiced˚ <É≤. We might
have to indicate more than one peculiarity at the same time, as in <@≤, and to also
add partial labialization, <Ò≤. And if we were to notate all the subtleties involving
Chinese <c≤, some symbols could even need more diacritics!

Now, it is clear that doing the same in ÷ñ would not be viable, especially in
transcriptions of continuous speech. <e only option would be that of skipping all
basic diacritics, whenever more specific ones have to be inserted. Frankly, that does
not seem very satisfying, nor entirely scientific. Rather, it proves –once again– that
nobody should expect to travel faster than sound just riding a bike: that is why su-
personic jets have been devised! However, a bike still can be a good bike, if we do
not hope to use it as a jet. <e bottom line is: let us keep ÷ñ true to itself.

21.3.6. In this section, we present an example of how ÷ñ can express a good
deal of phonetic information, after having duly considered its typographical re-
straints and the purposes for which it was originally invented: teaching/learning
the pronunciation of foreign languages. As such, here, we will not attempt to tran-
scribe neutral Chinese, with all its taxophones and other peculiarities, but the
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˙ 21.4. O‚cial vowel diagrams of Chinese ‘normalized' pronunciation (with ÷ñ symbols).
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<U≤

º

º

º

º

æ

Æ

Æ

Æ

Æ

Æ

¬

¬

¯¯

¯¯

µ

<wa7« ja79≤,
µ µ

º
<a«≤

Æ
<ì9≤

æ

æ



slightly simplified pronunciation described in § 21.1.1-2. „ere necessary, the ex-
act value assigned to an o‚cial symbol will be specified between ˇ ‹, by means of
diacritics. Let us start from the consonantal inventory:

b <b≤ p <p≈≤ f <f≤ m <m≤
d <d≤ t <t≈≤ n <n≤ l <l≤
z <º≤ c <⁄≈≤ s <s≤
j <¬≤ q <q≈≤ x <©≤ y <j≤ “ <J≤
Ò <†≤ Ì <c≈≤  <ß≤ r (>) ˇ¡h ‹
g <g≤ k <k≈≤ h (–) ˇXh‹ ˙ <W≤ w <w≤

Of course, all the relevant articulatory illustrations (orograms, labiograms and
laryngograms) must be provided, as in our Ã 6. As far as the actual symbols are
concerned, ÷<C≤ may correspond to ˚<C, ¸≤; this can be positively exploited, af-
ter all, by presenting ÷<C≤ as ‘concise' symbols, capable of expressing a certain free
oscillation. Similarly, even if ÷<≈≤ is primarily given as a constrictive, or ‘fricative',
in ÷<c≈≤ it should be produced, rather, as an approximant: ÷ˇ≈f‹ (˚<≈≤).

For /c>≈≥, ß, r/, the corresponding ‘retroflex' ÷<†, c≈, ß, >) are fine, but the rel-
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˙ 21.5. O‚cial vowel diagrams of Chinese ‘simplified' pronunciation (with ÷ñ symbols).

<i≤

<Y>n≥≤
º

<In/W ≤

<y≤ <ù≤æ

Æ

¬

<‰≤

<>w≥≤
¬

¯

=̄

<>w≥°>W≥≤

<a

<

«

wa7« ja79≤,

≤

<>w≥%>n≥≤

<>j≥9>W≥≤

<j/

<>j≥

J=>n≥≤
º

<u≤

¬

<a7≤

U≤

<j/J

µ

Æ
<ì9≤

µ

9
µ

≤

<>w≥«I≤

º

¬º

æ

a< <n≤ a7 a7W , <w>w≥ >w j/j≥ ìW≤≤
Ææ



evant orograms should help students distinguish Mandarin postalveolars from true
‘retroflex' contoids, articulated further back (˚ñ: apicopalatals). <e notation
‘ˇ¡h ‹' dispels almost any doubt about the exact articulation of (>).

Since our fonts contain unitary symbols for all stop-strictives, we obviously use
them: <⁄, º÷ q, ¬÷ c, †≤. Most Unicode typefaces still have ‘<⁄, Ü÷ q, ú÷ c, G)',
but the general trend, nowadays, is expressing <Ä≤ as <ÜÀ≤ everywhere, as if they
were sequences of a stop plus a constrictive, instead of single articulations. Font
editing is now a relatively easy and inexpensive task, and some minor enrichments
to the typefaces adopted in a textbook should not really pose any di‚culty.
However, if there is no choice but following the o‚cial recommendations, up to
the last, the correct renderings should be <ts, dz÷ t©, d£÷ tß, dò≤, avoiding circus
things like ‘(tXß, txs)'.

Regarding the vocalic inventory, there is little to add to what has been clearly
explained in § 21.1.2. Reference is to be made to the o‚cial trapezia in ˙ 21.5, in
order to compare them with our ˚ñ vocograms in ˙ 21.1.
i

i <i≤ œ <ù, ˇ) ˇùƒ ‹ ui <w«I≤ ˇ«f‹
in <In≤ ˇI@‹ i˙ <IW≤ ˇI°‹

e

e <°≤ ˇ°#‹ ie <je≤ ˇ«f‹ åe <J«≤ ˇ«f‹ ei <«I≤ ˇ«f‹
en <%n≤ er <°r≤ ˇ°#‹ e˙ <°W≤ ˇ°#‹ ue˙ <w°W≤ ˇ°#‹

a

a <a≤ ˇä‹
ai <a«≤ ˇ«f‹ uai <wa«≤ ˇä«f‹ ao <ì9≤ ˇìƒ 9f‹ iao <ja9≤ ˇä9f‹
(w)an <>w≥an≤ ˇä‹ ian <j=n≤ ˇ=°‹ åan <J=n≤ ˇ=°‹
(i)a˙ <>j≥aW≤ ˇä‹ ua˙ <wìW≤ ˇìƒ ‹

o

o <≤ ˇF‹ ou <9U≤ ˇ9f‹ uo <w9≤ ˇF‹
o˙ <9W≤ ˇ9f‹ io˙ <j9W≤ ˇ9f‹

u

u <u≤ å <y≤ ˇy·‹ iu <j9U≤ ˇ9f‹
un <w%n≤ ån <Yn≤ ˇY°‹.

For /ºù/, as said, we use <®≤, \ ÷(ˇ), and the same contoid can be employed to
produce érhuà\ (é>). In order to transcribe more genuine articulations –those with
<q≤– the o‚cial inventory o‡ers no unambiguous solution. Clearly, we cannot em-
ploy ÷(>) to render our ˚<L≤, a postalveolarized provelar semi-approximant (with
lateral contraction, see § 7.3); the only o‚cial alternative is ÷(<).

In ˚ñ, the same symbol is –more conveniently– employed for the most typ-
ical realization of American English r˚ a slightly rounded postalveolarized prevelar ap-
proximant (with lateral contraction, as well), which we could render as ‘(µX>&„)' in
÷ñ: <Ç≤ is quite advanced, ˇÇ∆ ‹, and the <&≤ diacritic –generically described as
implying ‘rhoticity'– apparently is the only passable solution to mark lateral con-
traction. (Here, again, (>) stands for a simple slit postalveolar approximant: <r≤.)
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However, since ÷(<) is usually employed as an alveolar approximant, a nota-
tion like ‘(é<)', or ‘(é<)', could lead to legitimate criticism. As a practical solution,
‘<Ç&≤' might work well. <us, for ̊ <q≤, we would have ÷<ù&, °&, 9&, &≤ Æ. Anyway,
÷ñ always leaves room for ‘personal preferences' (though not always correct, in-
cluding mixed-up symbols)! <erefore, when using a very small type size, we sug-
gest ‘(é<)' as less hard to decipher than the tiny ‘rhoticity hooklet'.

‘International' Chinese vowels and consonants

21.3.7. In a book on the pronunciation of Chinese for Italians (Pronuncia cinese
per italiani], we presented a kind of ‘international Chinese pronunciation', which
is a simplified, but rigorous, model for teaching purposes. It is su‚cient to un-
derstand Chinese, and to make oneself understood, because it is based on the na-
tive pronunciation, and certainly not a falsification of it.

Only secondary, taxophonic variants are omitted, both for its vowels and con-
sonants (except for a few contoids, which might not be so obvoious for foreign-
ers), while its taxotones are not simplified, because they are much more important,
contrary to what common people (but also teachers, even native ones) usually
think and do. Even intonation is clearly shown, carefully avoiding mysterious no-
tations (or being completely missing).

˙ 21.6 gives the vowels and diphthongs, in two vocograms, and the conso-
nants, in a simple table.
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˙ 21.6. ‘International' Chinese vowels and consonants.

([òj]i[n/˙]), ([ò¥]y[n]) (M, º®≤, ([òw]u, [j]u˙)

([w]‘[n/˙]), (wø)

([w]a[n/˙])

(j™[n], ¥™[n])

([j]øu)

([w]a™) ([j]aø)

([w]™i)

m n ˙ 
p t k

q c q
s ß ©f

l

(~)

j ¥ r

(ö)

h
w

(N)




